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ABSTRACT 
 
 

My dissertation analyzes the rhetorical nature of nostalgia within American 
discourse communities.  To accomplish this I analyze the construction and manipulation 
of nostalgia at the Middleton Place Plantation in Charleston, South Carolina, and in Alan 
Lomax’s memoir, The Land Where the Blues Began.  Nostalgia is an emotional response 
to displacement and occurs when an individual is separated either physically or 
emotionally from a specific time and place.  Because an individual cannot simply return 
to the place and moment that they long for, nostalgia is hard to remedy and easy to 
manipulate.  The danger of nostalgia is that although it seems individual, it is controlled 
by social expectations.  Because nostalgia can be socially controlled and manufactured, it 
serves the communal needs of a society rather than the needs of the individual.  
Therefore, nostalgia can entrench an individual even more deeply into the constructions 
of their society.  In this manner, nostalgia acts as a mechanism of restraint in society, and 
history based upon or associated with nostalgia becomes a history of containment. 

My project argues that we recognize the rhetorical work achieved by nostalgia.  
Three elements must be present if nostalgia is to be rhetorical: it must be purposefully 
evoked, satiated, and impact the community.  Here I define rhetorical activity as any 
activity that seeks to persuade an individual or a community towards any action.  This 
project analyzes how sites of public memory evoke and satiate nostalgia in their visitors, 
and reveals the actions that sites request of their visitors.  I argue that these sites 
familiarize their visitors with a time and a place that the visitor cannot have full access to.  
Because of this, the visitor is displaced and nostalgia is evoked.  Sites of public memory 
then respond to that same nostalgia through the presentation of values, ideals, and beliefs.  
Consequently, visitors depart sites of public memory with reinforced and realigned values 
and—due to their newly acquired discourse community—a community of fellow 
participants.  It is in this way that public sites of memory evoke nostalgia for rhetorical 
ends. 
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CHAPTER 1: NOSTALGIA, RHETORIC, AND THE PRODUCTION OF SPACE: 

ALAN LOMAX HAS THE BLUES 

 

There is a moment in his 1993 memoir, The Land Where the Blues Began, when 

Alan Lomax excitedly tells his readers about a staged and re-enacted chain gang similar 

to those found in Southern prisons during Jim Crow.  Lomax explains that when he 

collected work songs at Parchman Farm1 in 1933, forty convicts were “assembled by the 

warden at shotgun point for a Library of Congress recording session.”  Lomax praises 

their performance of the work song, Rosie: not surprisingly, the convicts “blasted” 

Lomax’s microphone “with their roaring call for Rosie” (265).  His memoir continues to 

relay that in the 1980s he returned to Parchman to record with new, updated machines.  

Sadly for Lomax, work songs were no longer sung and the “convict chorus had shrunk in 

size and fervor.”  But Lomax wanted a recreation of the recording session he witnessed in 

1933, so he went to a Greenville barroom and asked the crowd how many knew the song 

Rosie. 

Almost every hand in the room went up: virtually every man there had 

served time in the pen.  So the impossible proved possible.  We took some 

of these crippled-up veterans of the Delta frontier to a site on a bend of 

their river.  They formed up in a ragged line with their heavy hoes, and, 

staggering a bit, they advanced through the shimmering mirage of heat 

                                                
1 Parchman Farm is another name for the Mississippi State Penitentiary.  It is both the oldest 
prison and only maximum security prison for men in Mississippi.  It is located on 18,000 acres, 
which are farmed by the inmates.   
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waves toward the camera, swinging their heavy hoes with the fervor that 

had cultivated the gardens of Africa and the plantations of the South.  And 

as they reenacted Parchman field work, they sang to Rosie again—these 

old derelicts, wobbling under the blast of the sun—with the poignancy and 

passion of their young, heart-hungry years in the pen. (265) 

Lomax’s memoir is brimming with similar experiences that beg for a more critical 

reading.  Ultimately, these experiences and others portray Lomax as a nostalgic old man 

paralyzed by the conclusion of his career, his life, and his youth.  Here, Lomax 

unknowingly exposes himself as a man who writes a memoir in his 78th year to reclaim 

his former life and satiate his nostalgia.   

But Lomax’s life might seem worthy of nostalgic sentiment.  When the famed 

ethnomusicologist died on July 20, 2002 he was 87 years old and left behind numerous 

awards, the title “Father of Folklore,” and a massive archive filled with photographs, field 

notes, and over 4,000 recordings.  His memoir was well received in both academic and 

popular circles, and won both the National Book Critics Circle Award for nonfiction and 

the Ralph J. Gleason Music Book Award.  And in 2003, Alan Lomax was posthumously 

awarded the Grammy Trustees Award for lifetime achievement.  While on collecting 

trips throughout the Southern United States, Lomax discovered the major bluesmen of the 

20th century, including Muddy Waters, Son House, David “Honeyboy” Edwards, and 

Huddie Leadbelly.  In his fieldwork with these musicians and others, Lomax made the 

first sound recordings of African-American work songs and stories, thereby saving a 

chiefly oral culture from extinction.  Because of his work, Lomax achieved legendary 
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status, his field notes are archived in the Library of Congress, and he received credit for 

saving the blues and spirituals of the American South.  To a large degree, Alan Lomax 

articulated the identity of Southern African Americans, and he is the definitive source on 

early American blues.  

But on the most basic level, Alan Lomax was simply a collector who was drawn 

to the Southern blues.  Born in Austin, Texas in 1915 Lomax grew up observing the 

cultural practices of African Americans whose lives were regulated and constrained by 

Jim Crow laws.  At a young age Lomax understood that the practices he observed were 

outlets of expressions used by those living overly policed lives.  As the son of pioneer 

folklorist John Lomax, Alan was drawn to his father’s work and began accompanying 

him on collecting trips when he was just 17.  In 1932 the Lomaxes were contracted by the 

Library of Congress to assemble a book of folk songs.  So they set out with a crude 

recording machine, and in just four months they covered 16,000 miles of the 

Southeastern United States, collecting African-American work songs at various 

plantations and penitentiaries.   

When working with his father, it was Lomax’s job to lug a 500-pound portable 

recording machine to their collecting sites throughout the Southern and Western states.  

Using this equipment the Lomaxes collected songs and stories from cowboys, plantation 

workers, prisoners and others who had only been heard by their immediate community.  

Lomax would later remember that the musicians “had dynamite in their performances” 

and that “[t]here was more emotional heat, more power, more nobility in what they did 
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than all the Beethovens and Bachs could produce’’ (Pareles).  In the preface to his 

memoir, Lomax explains the significance of portable recording equipment: 

The portable recording machine, which my father and I were the first to 

use, provided the first breakthrough.  It was heavy (five hundred pounds) 

and it engraved a rather noisy sound groove on aluminum discs.  Even so, 

by making it possible to record and play back music in remote areas, away 

from electrical sources, it gave a voice to the voiceless.  It documented 

music, such as the complex polyphony of the blacks, which notation could 

not represent.  The portable recorder put neglected cultures and silenced 

people into the communication chain. (Land, xi)   

Lomax quickly realized that his recordings did more than offer performers a larger 

audience and a chance for fame—his recordings had the potential to connect 

marginalized groups of people to the nation.  Lomax recalls that performers would often 

speak into the “microphone as if the machine were a telephone, connected directly to the 

centers of power.”  He relates that one black sharecropper spoke into the microphone, 

saying “Now listen here, Mr. President, I want you to know they’re not treatin us right 

down here” (Land xi).  Lomax’s portable recording equipment offered his performers a 

sense of empowerment and voice, and his recordings are invaluable because they 

document voices that would otherwise be unheard. 

Alan Lomax rose quite quickly to the top of his field.  Five years after his first 

collecting trip with his father, the 22 year-old Lomax was named Head Archivist at the 

Archive of American Folk Song (Allen).  Throughout his six-decade career, Lomax 
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continued to collect and publish both music and stories.  From his collection The Folk 

Songs of North America, musicians learned the songs and traditional American roots 

music that would eventually shape the 1960s folk revival.  In addition to his publications, 

Lomax acted as a consultant to the annual Newport Folk Festival where he helped 

organize and select performers.  His selections for the festival revealed his preference for 

traditional performers.  In fact, at the 1965 Newport Folk Festival, Lomax’s displeasure 

at the advent of folk-rock and non-traditional music was put on full display.  It was at this 

festival that Bob Dylan discarded the protest songs that had gained him an audience, and 

instead played three songs that were heavily influenced by rock-n-roll.  This drew open 

chastisement from Lomax.  Then, when the Paul Butterfield Blues Band performed, 

Lomax belittled the group because they were not a Southern blues band and the racial 

make up was not all black: the band included two white musicians, one of whom came 

from an affluent family and had been classically trained on the flute.  After the Paul 

Butterfield Band played to an ovation, Bob Dylan’s manager, Albert Grossman, verbally 

attacked Lomax for his patronizing comments about the band.  This encounter led to a 

legendary fistfight that culminated with the two folk giants wrestling on the ground, 

eventually separated by onlookers (Shelton 301-02).   

In 1983 Lomax founded the still-functioning Association for Cultural Equity 

(ACE) at Hunter College in New York City.  This association is based upon Lomax’s 

philosophy of “cultural equity” taken from his 1972 address “An Appeal for Cultural 

Equity.”  Here, Lomax claims that the “folly” and “unwanted waste” of human 

civilization “is nowhere more evident than in the field of music,” and that cultures all 
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over the world are witnessing a symptomatic and swift destruction because of the loss of 

their musical forms (Lomax).  To counteract this destruction, the ACE practices “cultural 

feedback,” a term coined by Lomax but better understood as the dissemination of 

collected material.  More specifically, the ACE donates digital copies of collected 

materials to repositories located in, or associated with the areas from which Lomax 

collected.  Thus, cultural feedback aims to reinforce the “world’s diverse expressive 

traditions and aesthetic systems” by “returning documentation to the places, people, and 

cultures from whence it came” (Association for Cultural Equity).  Due to the focus on 

cultural feedback, in 2004 the ACE gave all “original recordings and photographs, media 

collections, library, manuscripts, and research materials that had been assembled by Alan 

Lomax to the Library of Congress, uniting them with the recordings made by Alan and 

his father.”  The current holdings at the ACE simply include digitally reformatted copies 

of Lomax’s recordings and papers, which are accessible at no cost to anyone with an 

interest in Lomax’s work.  

In short, Lomax’s contribution to American folklore is monumental and without it 

many pieces of folk music and Southern blues would have been lost or forgotten with the 

introduction of the jukebox2.  But in spite of this, his is also a problematic career filled 

with stories of stolen manuscripts, undocumented sources, and unpaid participants. And 

                                                
2 Both Alan Lomax and John W. Work argue that the distribution of jukeboxes throughout the rural 
South had a major influence on traditional music.  Local musicians began to acquire their “song 
repertory from the juke-box instead of composing their own music” as they formerly had (Work 
86).  And the transportation of jukeboxes to country dances displaced the “professional folk 
performers in the rural areas” (Work 86).  Lomax saw the jukebox differently: to him it was a 
“symbol of democracy” enabling listeners to “put their money on the records they like, and the 
rest went unplayed” (38).  Lomax felt that by looking at the “selections on neighborhood 
machines” the jukebox became a “good way to size up the ethnic composition of an area” (38).  
To Lomax, the jukebox was a more benign instrument—it could also be used as a research tool. 
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as expected, these egregious acts took place at the expense of Lomax’s African-American 

collaborators whose work he was trying to preserve.  But when looked at closely, many 

of the accusations leveled at Lomax reveal a man fighting to remain in control of the art 

form that he was passionate about collecting; a man paranoid about others encroaching 

upon his intellectual and geographic territory.  When contextualized and analyzed, these 

fissures reveal that Lomax’s famous fistfight with Albert Grossman was not just about his 

unenthusiastic response to the Paul Butterfield Blues Band, but was more about the 

nostalgic feelings that he had for his past.  In short, Lomax presents an effective example 

of unchecked nostalgia.  Under closer examination, the veritable “father of folklore” and 

the discoverer of blues legends was nostalgic for a time when he wasn’t an accomplished 

scholar, but was intimately associated with African American blues performers who were 

found at honky-tonks, on back roads, and in black churches and Southern penitentiaries.  

The danger in Lomax’s unchecked nostalgic yearnings is that they will always place 

African Americans in honky-tonks, on back roads, in churches and penitentiaries.  

Consequently, work produced by Lomax that attempts to commemorate Southern blues 

will argue for, if not memorialize African Americans who fulfill these positionalities.    

My dissertation analyzes the rhetorical components of unchecked American 

nostalgia.  Specifically, I look at how Southern sites of public memory manufacture 

nostalgia and the discourse communities that respond to, and are created by the nostalgia 

manufactured at these sites.  This study is important to the field of rhetoric because the 

presence of nostalgia is a marker of heightened rhetorical activity.  This point is crucial: 

because individuals cannot return to their past, any attempt to remedy nostalgia must be 
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affected, imagined, or manufactured.  In other words, the sentiment of nostalgia marks a 

moment of exigence.  Individuals who experience nostalgia feel displaced both 

emotionally and physically; but through the use of pathos rhetors can assuage nostalgia’s 

displacement by responding to and reestablishing the values, needs, and hopes of 

nostalgic individuals.  It is important to see the evocation and satiating of nostalgia as 

parts of a larger argument about the nature and social make-up of communities, the role 

of history, and the establishment of a common model of behavior.  I argue that sites of 

public memory manufacture nostalgia in visitors, and respond to that same nostalgia 

through the presentation of values, ideals, and beliefs.  Consequently, visitors depart sites 

of public memory with reinforced and realigned values and—due to their newly acquired 

discourse community—a community of fellow participants.  It is in this way that public 

sites of memory evoke nostalgia for rhetorical ends.   

My project functions similarly to other works on rhetorical landscapes and spaces.  

Like Carole Blair and Neil Michel state in their article “Reproducing Civil Rights 

Tactics: The Rhetorical Performances of the Civil Rights Memorial,” work on rhetorical 

landscapes is important because spaces are “important cultural marker[s] not only 

because of the attention [they receive], but also because of [their] rhetoric—[their] 

representations and enactments of racial dynamics of the past, present, and future” (31).  

For me, the rhetorical representations and enactments of public spaces educate visitors 

about the relationship between individual and collective histories, regardless of how 

benevolent or malevolent those histories might be.  Building more specifically on Blair 

and Michel, I argue that rhetoricians need to continually do more to see the racialized and 
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gendered under- and overtones in all of our memorialized spaces—that we become more 

adept at reading memorials for what they say and fail to say about national 

representations of race and gender.  The educational aspect of rhetorical spaces is also 

underscored in Roxanne Mountford’s book The Gendered Pulpit: Preaching in American 

Protestant Spaces.  Here Mountford writes, “Spaces exercise heuristic power over their 

inhabitants and spectators by forcing them to change both their behavior […] and, 

sometimes, their view of themselves” (25).  My dissertation argues that manufactured 

nostalgia has the ability to persuade, and therefore, it has the power to re-educate.  If 

visitors depart sites of public memory with reinforced and realigned values, rhetoricians 

need to question and critique the “heuristic power” of public spaces by asking how 

participation in publicly memorialized spaces impacts the behavior of the individual 

visitor.  

 

Nostalgia Defined: From Swiss Mercenaries to Modern America 

The literal definition of nostalgia is a painful yearning to return home.  Nostalgia 

comes from the Greek words nostos, to return home, and algia, a painful condition.  

Although a common malady, nostalgia wasn’t officially defined until the Swiss physician 

Johannes Hofer coined the term in 1688.  Hofer used the term to diagnose Swiss 

mercenaries who were fighting far from home and were suffering from extreme 

homesickness.3  The symptoms of those plagued by nostalgia were “despondency, 

                                                
3 In his article “Imperialist Nostalgia” Renato Rosaldo also quotes this source and adds, “Even in 
its origins, the term [nostalgia] appears to have been associated with processes of domination” 
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melancholia, lability of emotion, including profound bouts of weeping, anorexia, a 

generalized ‘wasting away,’ and, not infrequently, attempts at suicide” (Davis 1-2).  

According to his 1761 publication on nostalgia, neurologist Philippe Pinal explained that 

those who suffered from nostalgia could be identified by their “sad, melancholy 

appearance, a bemused look, […] an indifference toward everything; […] the near 

impossibility of getting out of bed, an obstinate silence, the rejection of food and drink,” 

and that they suffered from “emaciation, marasmus and death” (qtd. in Lowenthal 10).  

According to historian David Lowenthal’s book The Past is a Foreign Country, 

“Seventeenth-century nostalgia was a physical rather than a mental complaint, an illness 

with explicit symptoms and often lethal consequences. [. . .] To leave home for long was 

to risk death” (10).  This death-risk came in two forms: live burials and misdiagnosis of 

illnesses.  First, because nostalgia was considered a contagious medical condition, 

“soldiers incapacitated by nostalgia were buried alive” to arrest further infectious 

outbreaks.  As can be imagined, “after two or three burials the outbreak of homesickness 

subsided” (Lowenthal 11).  Second, the misdiagnosis of nostalgia contributed to the 

deaths of soldiers.  Lowenthal explains that when the lungs of victims of nostalgia were 

examined they were “tightly adhered to the pleura of the thorax, the tissue of the lobe 

thickened and purulent” (10).  In other words, victims of nostalgia had actually died of 

meningitis, gastroenteritis, and tuberculosis; the correct diagnosis was never arrived at 

because nostalgia was considered deadly and so, once diagnosied, soldiers were left to 

                                                                                                                                            
(108).  This comments helps to establish his critique that nostalgia services the dominant and 
subordinates the minority. 
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die (10).  Regardless if a victim’s death was caused by live burial or misdiagnosis, the 

very real chance of death reinforced the severity of nostalgia as a medical diagnosis.4   

Once classified as a medical condition, numerous doctors began to search for the 

disease’s cause.  Some Swiss doctors attempted to cure the disease through the use of 

“opium, leeches and a journey to the Swiss Alps” (Boym xiv).  Hofer himself suggested 

that the primary cause of the disease was the “continuous vibrations of animal spirits 

through those fibers of the middle brain in which impressed traces of the Fatherland still 

cling” (Davis 3).  Other doctors proposed that those suffering from nostalgia had 

experienced a “sharp differential in atmospheric pressure,” and that this change in 

atmospheric pressure “drove blood from the heart to the brain, thereby producing the 

observed affliction of sentiment” (Davis 2).  And military physicians working with the 

mercenaries thought that nostalgia was induced by “neurological damage to the eardrum 

and brain cell caused by exposure to the incessant clanging of cowbells in the rarefied 

Alpine atmosphere” (Davis 3).   

But even with attempts at treatment, nostalgia lingered as a medical condition for 

which no successful cure could be found.  Russian generals continued to order live 

burials until 1733, and so prevalent was the diagnosis of nostalgia that during the 1793 

war against Britain, the “beleaguered French army […] gave recruits smitten with 

‘homesickness’ convalescent home leave” (Lowenthal 11).  Due to a prize-winning 

medical treatise published in 1873, nostalgia was thought to be a “contagious disorder” 

                                                
4 Although Hofer’s work focused on Swiss mercenaries fighting far from home, nostalgia could 
also inflict those traveling not so far.  In Hofer’s medical dissertation on nostalgia he found 
symptoms in “a young man who had left Berne to study 40 miles away in Basel” (Lowenthal 10).     
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that could “spread with the speed of an epidemic,” and so it appeared on the US Surgeon 

General’s list of standard maladies even throughout the Second World War.  And as late 

as 1946, nostalgia was considered a “psycho-physiological” disease that was possibly 

fatal.  At this point in time, more than just military personnel were diagnosed with 

nostalgia: “Psychologists identified homesickness as a characteristic student affliction, 

and university health centers treated it along with flu and hepatitis” (Lowenthal 11). 

By the 1950s the term nostalgia was “demilitarized,” “demedicalized,” and even 

“depsychologized” (Davis 4-5).  In his book Yearning for Yesterday, Fred Davis observes 

that once detached from its denotation, nostalgia quickly moved into American popular 

speech: he states, “So easily and ‘naturally’ does the word come to our tongues nowadays 

that it is much more likely to be classed with such familiar emotions as love, jealousy, 

and fear than with such ‘conditions’ as melancholia, obsessive compulsion, or 

claustrophobia” (5).  Davis argues, and I strongly agree, that nostalgia moved into 

popular speech primarily as a reaction to modernity.  The twentieth century saw the 

“diminished existential salience of ‘home’ in its concrete locational sense” (Davis 6), and 

this evaporating sense of loyalty to location, region, or even national identity became 

characteristic of modern fragmentation.  Davis continues to explain that “the passing of 

‘home’ in the old sense arises from the tremendous mobility of persons in their 

occupations, residences, localities, and even countries of birth” (6).  To this Lowenthal 

adds that  

Long uprooted and newly unsure of the future, Americans en masse 

[found] comfort in looking back; historic villages and districts become 
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“surrogate home towns that contain a familiar and reassuring landscape for 

people whose points of reference elsewhere [had] been altered beyond 

recognition.” (xv)   

Therefore, with an increase in mobility and movement, attachments and allegiances were 

dislodged and nostalgia became the term used to describe this modern American 

homelessness.   

On its most basic level, nostalgia is an emotional response to a real situation.  

When an individual is separated either physically or emotionally from a specific time and 

place, they feel displaced: this displacement is nostalgia.  But because the individual 

cannot simply return to the place and moment that they long for, nostalgia is hard to 

remedy and easy to manipulate.  A more detailed definition of nostalgia encourages 

readers to acknowledge the emotional nature of nostalgia.  In her book, The Future of 

Nostalgia, Svetlana Boym states that nostalgia is first “a longing for a home that no 

longer exists or has never existed.”  Second, “a sentiment of loss and displacement.”  And 

third, “a romance with one’s own fantasy” (xiii).  I agree with Boym’s definitions and 

add that nostalgia is an emotional response to an event that is superimposed in time and 

space.  Because this superimposition involves a temporal element, it can never be 

recreated—the location may be revisited, but the moment is irretrievable. And because it 

cannot be recreated, the emotion of nostalgia finds no satisfaction.  As the longed for 

moment becomes lost in time, individuals create a simulation or a copy of the original 

moment that not only moves them further away from, but also fragments the experience 

they are trying to recapture.  An individual’s desire to return home is frustrated and 
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impossible: not only is there an absence of “home,” but often an individual’s perception 

of “home” has been manufactured and manipulated by social expectations.  Therefore, 

nostalgia is an emotional form of history that, although it seems individual, is controlled 

by social norms.  As such, nostalgia serves the communal needs of a society rather than 

the needs of the individual.  For this reason, nostalgia entrenches an individual even more 

deeply into the constructions of their society.  In this manner, nostalgia acts as a 

mechanism of restraint in society, and history based upon or associated with nostalgia 

becomes a history of containment. 

 

The Rhetorical Function of Nostalgia: Redemption and the Promotion of 

Nationalism 

As I have mentioned, nostalgia is manufactured when sites of public memory 

familiarize visitors with a time and a place that they cannot have full access to, and then 

responds to that same nostalgia through the presentation of values, ideals, and beliefs.  

Because of this, visitors depart sites of public memory with reinforced values and a 

community of fellow participants.  In other words, visitors satiate their nostalgia through 

the action of making themselves over in the image of the site.  It is important to notice the 

nationalistic undercurrents taking place here: as sites of public memory inform visitors 

about important events in American history, visitors also receive an education in how to 

appropriately feel about the issue being commemorated.  Ultimately, because sites of 

public memory deal with an agreed upon historical representation, the feelings evoked at 

a site of public memory are inherently tied to patriotism.  Visitors to sites where nostalgia 
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is manufactured are highly susceptible to any nationalistic sentiment that might also be 

present.  Sites of public memory evoke nostalgia for rhetorical ends and it’s necessary to 

see this evocation as an argument about what constitutes a good, traditional, American 

community.  When evoked on a communal level, nostalgia marks, denotes, and argues 

for social conditions that should be valued; specifically, this argument takes shape as a 

call to return to the communal values and traditions defined by the site of public memory.   

Nostalgia’s relationship to nationalistic values and traditions can be better 

understood when viewed as mimetic in nature.  Just as the successful transmission of the 

oral Greek tradition depended upon imitation, representation, and memorization, the 

successful transmission of American traditions and values also relies upon the mimetic 

elements of a nationally constructed nostalgia.  Nostalgia is mimetic because it educates, 

disciplines, and it creates docile individuals who lack objectivity because of their 

particular mode of consciousness.  As Robert Connors argues in “Greek Rhetoric and the 

Transition from Orality,” it was only through the consciousness of the “oral state of 

mind” that all Greek citizens, even average citizens, could memorize their history in the 

form of a “culture book.”  During orality, the memorization of cultural information was 

“enforced by constant repetition and recital and by constantly hearing others repeating the 

same rhythmically organized material” (39).  This cultural education was enforced as 

citizens constantly recited and repeated history, and as they continually heard others 

repeating the “rhythmically organized material” (39).  Similarly, visitors to public sites of 

memory enter a mode of consciousness that is mimetic: sites of memory present visitors 

with organized material typically enforced through different forms of repetition that 
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include brochures, docents, tours, historical re-enactments, interpretive devices, and 

guides, to the items for sale in the gift store.  As Connors suggests, “The only possible 

verbal technology available to guarantee the preservation and fixity of transmission was 

that of the rhythmic word organized cunningly in verbal and metrical patterns which were 

unique enough to retain their shape” (39).  It is also in this manner that sites of public 

memory cunningly make use of verbal and non-verbal technology that not only evoke 

nostalgia, but that also preserve and transmit social codes and enable historical 

information to “retain its shape.”  Once evoked, nostalgia enables historical information 

to “retain its shape” because it imbues seemingly straightforward historical information 

with the sentiment and righteousness of nostalgia.  The mimetic nature of nostalgia helps 

individuals recall and remember information about their collective history and the actions 

appropriate for an individual acting as part of the collective. 

In addition to providing a mimetic education for visitors, sites of public memory 

also make over private places as national sites that are public in nature.  In her book 

Reconstructing Dixie: Race, Gender, and Nostalgia in the Imagined South, Tara 

McPherson addresses the national nostalgia evoked through the presentation of Civil War 

memorabilia.  The visual presentation of the Civil War—such as paintings, photographs, 

and dioramas—freezes “locations in the service of nostalgia” (117).  National nostalgia 

does not allow locations to exist as places where individual experience can take place, but 

representations of Civil War spaces become impromptu memorials suitable only for 

collective experience.  McPherson explains:  
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The possibility that specific places meant different things to different 

individuals vanishes. [. . .]  Any alternative possibility of tracing how the 

sepia-toned South […] can be understood today is overridden by a sense 

that the meaning of the South (and thus of the nation) is fixed in this 

particular past. (117) 

Therefore, those capturing the images of Civil War spaces have a sense of mission: they 

are evoking a national nostalgia that allows for only collective memory and marginalizes 

all else.  The visual presentations ask viewers to “convert” their individual interpretations 

of these spaces into ideas that correspond to the collective interpretation.   In this way 

nostalgia has a totalizing impact on history and individuals. 

 An element crucial to my project is critiquing the reigning national nostalgia.  

National nostalgia is similar to what Renato Rosaldo calls “imperialistic nostalgia.”  In 

his article “Imperialist Nostalgia,” Rosaldo professes anger at films that “portray 

imperialism with nostalgia” (107).  Rosaldo explains that while watching these films, 

“Even politically progressive North American audiences [enjoy] the elegance of manners 

governing relations of dominance and subordination between the ‘races’” (107).5  But 

what begins as a conversation about film, evolves into a larger discussion about how “a 

mood of nostalgia makes racial domination appear innocent and pure” (107).  In 

                                                
5 In his article “Postmodernism and Consumer Society” Frederic Jameson also talks about film 
and nostalgia.  In Jameson’s discussion about the “nostalgia film” or la mode rétro, he deals with 
the metonymy of nostalgia.  Through the use of metonymy, nostalgia films become more about 
their reflection of present society than they are about the past.  Here metonymy works similarly to 
enthymemes and identification—those presenting arguments rely on the audience’s use of social 
context to make logical connections and to interpret symbolic interaction.  Although interesting in 
its relationship to rhetorical concepts, Jameson’s discussion of nostalgia has been criticized for 
not dealing with how issues of race and ethnicity impact the interpretation of symbolic language.  
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describing the effective and seemingly benign nature of nostalgia, Rosaldo comments that  

Nostalgia is a particularly appropriate emotion to invoke in an attempt to 

establish one’s innocence and at the same time talk about what one has 

destroyed.  Doesn’t everyone feel nostalgic about their childhood 

memories?  Aren’t these memories genuinely innocent?  Indeed, much of 

imperialist nostalgia’s force resides in its association with (indeed, its 

disguise as) more genuinely innocent, tender recollections of what is at 

once an earlier epoch and a previous phase of life. (108) 

Therefore, “imperialist nostalgia uses a pose of ‘innocent yearning’ both to capture 

people’s imaginations and to conceal its complicity with often brutal domination” (108). 

But national or imperialist nostalgia is not just dangerous in its white-washing of 

domination, but also, in its justification of victimization through a adherence to the 

greater good, or the achievement of a larger mission.  Rosaldo argues that one peculiarity 

of nostalgic yearning is the way that “agents of colonialism long for the very forms of life 

that they intentionally altered or destroyed” (108).  This presents a paradox: the dominant 

culture is allowed to destroy a culture or purposefully alter the lives of others, but they 

are also absolved of responsibility for the acts produced by nostalgic yearnings.  This 

often happens when “civilized nations stand duty-bound to uplift so-called savage ones” 

(108).  This paradox reveals another aspect of nostalgia: there is an undeniable 

relationship between nostalgia and a sense of mission or greater good.  Therefore, the 

persistence of nostalgic sentiments within an individual becomes overtly linked to the 

individual’s righteousness.  It must be remembered that this righteousness is produced by 
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the marginalization and oppression of other peoples and cultures.  If the marginalized 

other were to be acknowledged by the nostalgic individual, both the sense of nostalgia 

and righteousness would dissipate.  This is because the remembering of one thing 

requires the suppression of another; in this manner, “the persistence of nostalgia serves to 

preserve a particular hegemonic relationship in the present.”  Or, in other words, 

nostalgia requires destruction (Kopp).6   

Cultural critic and American historian Richard Slotkin provides an Americanized 

version of Rosaldo’s imperialist nostalgia based on the concept of regeneration through 

violence (Rosaldo 109).   Like imperialist nostalgia, regeneration through violence 

awards members of the dominant culture power to alter the lives of others.  In order to 

understand regeneration through violence, it is first necessary to understand that the hero 

is the protagonist of a myth and that the audience will likely identify with the hero.  

Within the narrative of the myth, the “relationship of hero to universe and of man to 

God” is defined both explicitly and implicitly.  Because of this, the myth “establishes the 

laws of cause and effect, of natural process, and of morality” (8-9).  Through 

identification with the hero individuals enter and access the world of the myth; and 

through the actions of the mythic hero individuals learn social rules that deal with 

morality and ethical behavior.   

But this becomes problematic when the hero interacts with those that are less 

dominant.  Slotkin explains that the hero’s mode for interacting with wilderness creatures 

is that of the hunt.  In response to wilderness creatures, the hero “tracks them, learns from 

                                                
6 Thanks to Drew Kopp for helping me work through the idea of righteous nostalgia.  
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them the secrets of their skill, and brings to the surface that latent sympathy or 

consonance of spirit that connects him with his prey” (551).  But what cannot be 

forgotten is that the hero’s intention is  “always to use the acquired skill against the 

teacher, to kill or assert his dominance over them.  The consummation of his hunting 

quest in the killing of the quarry confirms him in his new and higher character and gives 

him full possession of the powers of the wilderness” (551).  The significance here is that 

America’s mythology—the myths of origin that American’s communally have nostalgia 

for—models behavior where the hero sympathizes with and then kills or alters those less 

dominant, and then longs for the return to the original moment of interaction.  Just as 

Rosaldo’s imperialist nostalgia suffers from a sense of mission, American national 

nostalgia is based upon a mythology of sympathy and destruction, a process that allows 

for the regeneration of the dominant through violent actions towards the subordinate.  

As an example of this process of sympathy and destruction, Slotkin provides a 

window into the slovenly world of Davy Crockett and demonstrates that Crockett was far 

from the romantic hero that he is figured to be and that contemporary America is 

nostalgic for.   

Wastefulness was in the frontier blood, and Davy was a true wastrel.  In 

the course of several removals he traversed the length of Tennessee, 

drinking, hunting, talking, speculating, begetting children, […] living for 

the most part off the country; and his last squatting place . . . was as 

primitive as his first. . . . He was a hunter rather than a farmer, and the lust 

of killing was in his blood.  With his pack of hounds he slaughtered with 
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amazing efficiency. . . . His hundred and five bears in a single season, his 

six deer shot in one day while pursuing other game serve to explain why 

the rich hunting grounds of the Indian were swept away so quickly bare of 

game by the white invaders.  Davy was but one of the thousands who were 

wasting the resources of the Inland Empire, destroying forests, skinning 

the land, slaughtering the deer and bear, the swarms of pigeons, the vast 

buffalo herds. (555)  

Although Crockett is the hero-hunter that the frontier mythology revolves around, here 

readers find him committing violent acts on the land, animals, and by extension, upon the 

Native and Anglo Americans who also hope to utilize the natural resources.  In this 

episode, Crockett has lived “out his dreams in spiritual sympathy with the creatures of the 

wilderness who teach him their secret lore.”  But as Rosaldo reminds us, the intention of 

the disciple will always be to use his acquired skills to turn “on his spiritual masters and 

[achieve] redemption by killing them” (109).   

Kenneth Burke adds to the discussion on redemption and guilt in The Rhetoric of 

Religion.  Here Burke begins the conversation because, as he explains, he is interested in 

“words about words.”  In other words, his is a “purely secular observation on the nature 

of words” used by “symbol-using animal[s]” (1).  Regardless, much is revealed about the 

nature of human organizations and foundational social principles.  In the introduction, 

Burke says that in order to eliminate the “Disorder that goes with Order” society acutely 

needs a victim.  This victim serves a “curative” purpose: once a victim—an “other”—is 

found, society is able to “[blame] all its many troubles on the other,” to the degree that all 
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discord would be eliminated with the elimination of the other (4).  Through Burke’s 

summary of redemption, we arrive at, and are left with the need for the indispensable 

victim:  

Here are the steps 

In the Iron Law of History 

That welds Order and Sacrifice: 

 

Order leads to Guilt 

(for who can keep commandments!) 

Guilt needs Redemption 

(for who would not be cleansed!) 

Redemption needs a Redeemer  

(which is to say, a Victim!). 

 

Order 

Through Guilt 

To Victimage 

(hence: Cult of the Kill).  (4-5)7   

                                                
7 “Next, since the idea of an agent is implicit in the idea of an act, we can say that in the idea of 
redemption there is implicit the idea of a personal redeemer.  Or, if you think of redemption as a 
condition or situation (a “scene”), then you may extract the same implication by thinking of a 
redeemer as an instrument, or agency, for bringing about the condition.  And this step, you will 
not, automatically includes the idea of a substitution: the possibility that one character may be 
redeemed through the act or agency of another” (RR 176). 
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Here Burke sees redemption as a vicarious repayment: it is a reordering device for the 

disease of disorder.  And although it absolutely requires a victim—a Kill—redemption is 

necessary for Burke’s larger project of identification.   

 But nostalgia redeems in multiple ways, some more benign than others.  As 

explained above, nostalgia for a pre-contact moment can redeem individuals and groups 

of the guilt associated with dominant acts.  But nostalgia redeems in more subtle and 

daily manners as well.  Nostalgia differs from “history” because it is the redemption and 

sanctification of historical moments.  Nostalgia is evoked when history is redeemed from 

complicated moments of division; it takes place when society needs a moment to be 

redeemed, sanctified, or explained because they can otherwise not make sense of it.  It is 

helpful to see nostalgia as a redemptive sense of order that disorder and fragmentation 

give way to.    

 

The Production of a Site of Public Memory 

The call for rhetoricians to analyze physical space has long been present in our 

discipline.  In 1999 Jack Selzer and Sharon Crowley published Rhetorical Bodies, an 

edited collection of essays that called for a deeper look at the materiality of rhetoric.  In 

his forward Selzer asks rhetoricians to take a deeper interest in the material world that 

surrounds discourse: specifically the materiality that encompasses, produces, and 

instigates discourse.  Because rhetoricians have typically been interested in only oral and 

written discourses, they have ignored the relationship between a rhetorical event and the 

material world that sustains and produces the rhetorical event (9).  This call has lead 
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researchers to spaces that are virtual, public, textual, and that have been created for 

entertainment, tourism, education, discipline, and socializing.   

But the connection between rhetoric and space has a long history in the rhetorical 

tradition.  In his 1945 publication of A Grammar of Motives, Kenneth Burke laid out his 

pentad, or the method of rhetorical analysis more commonly know as dramatism.  Here 

Burke likens rhetorical acts to the elements of a play.  In order to fully understand the 

rhetorical action taking place, an observer must consider and evaluate the act, scene, 

agent, agency, and the purpose.  Here we see Burke pointing to the inclusion of the scene, 

which is where the rhetorical act takes place and the background situation.  In1967 Lloyd 

Bitzer delivered his landmark essay “The Rhetorical Situation” in which he argues that 

“rhetoric is situational.”  Here Bitzer worked against the long held notion that rhetoric 

could be understood through the classification and types of discourse, with a disregard for 

the situation that embodied the rhetorical activity.  Instead Bitzer argued that the 

rhetorical situation should be regarded as “a natural context of persons, events, objects, 

relations, and an exigence which strongly invites utterance” (5). 

My analysis here focuses on the multiple agendas of public sites of memory and 

how the physical space of the memorial has been shaped to achieve those agendas.  Most 

public sites of memory aim to educate visitors on some aspect of history.  In other words, 

they aim to bring the visitor into closer contact with the memorialized historical moment.  

But when studying the production and the economics of a pubic site of memory, we find 

that the task of education is complicated.  Instead of bringing visitors closer to the 

memorialized historical events, sites of public memory introduce visitors to a model and 
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a simulation of the historical event.  In many cases, these models and simulations 

reproduce the successful production of other sites of public memory.  In this manner we 

see the perpetuation of the copy: rather than taking visitors closer to the “real” event, sites 

of public memory only ever bring visitors closer to models of other models and to 

simulations of the real. 

To show the complicated and deliberate nature of public sites of memory, it is 

necessary to look at sources that detail the process of establishing and managing a tourist 

attraction.  The authors of Managing Visitor Attractions: New Directions acknowledge 

the rhetorical nature of tourist attractions as they claim that visitor attractions have the 

possibility to operate as “agents of social change, social enablers and major income 

generators” (3).  Tourist attractions, historical or otherwise, must be looked at within the 

context of their agenda.  As attraction designers compete for visitors, they aim to “create 

a new generation of all-inclusive, multi-faceted destination attractions capable of year-

round operation, appealing to different markets and providing sound returns on large-

scale investments” (7-8).  It is important to remember that although sites of public 

memory memorialize history and educate the public, they are businesses that must make 

a profit: this economic element complicates the education that is presented at the site of 

public memory because the education must be secondary to the attraction.  A tourist 

attraction that presents a more palatable and less complicated version of history provides 

a more satisfying purchase for the consumer.  And the completion a satisfactory purchase 

brings “attachment” from the visitor, which lead to “repeat visits and positive 

recommendations” (17).  As argued earlier, the evocation of nostalgia reconciles both the 
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divisions and fragments presented in history; therefore, there is an inherent economic 

value in nostalgia.    

The competing agendas of education and entertainment complicate the 

construction of both the physical place and theoretical space of the memorial.  According 

to Michel de Certeau, places establish physical boundaries and situate objects into 

distinct locations.  But spaces are “composed of intersections of mobile elements” (117).  

For example, the physical location of a site of public memory is a place; the intersecting 

elements of a visitor’s background, the nation’s current political climate, and the history 

commemorated by the site create a space.  As we can see, places are static locations and 

spaces are mobile and dynamic, and although separate and different, the two are related.  

To this, Henri Lefebvre adds that spaces are socially constructed.  Necessary to 

understanding space is a break with the “widespread understanding of space imagined as 

an independent material reality existing ‘in itself’” (Schmid 28).  Because space is social, 

it is also highly historical—in other words, social spaces have a history.  The history of a 

space establishes a model of how an individual should act and interact while in a 

particular space.  As a result of this historical modeling, spaces are also practiced; in 

other words, when an individual inhabits a social space they practice the behaviors that 

have been modeled for them in similar spaces.  Therefore, spaces are not neutral or 

benign, and as such they can “never serve as an epistemological starting position” 

(Lefebvre qtd. in Schmid).  Because spaces are produced, so are the actions and the 

thoughts of the individual within a social space. 
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If spaces do in fact have a history that models behavior for individuals to practice 

and enact, then we can consider spaces to be disciplined in the manner discussed by 

Michel Foucault.  This connection is important because it reveals that sites of public 

memory are didactically similar to sites of punishment and discipline.  As explained by 

Foucault, sites of punishment and discipline are used to re-educate a criminal into social 

life.  But it is through the agenda of educating the public about a historical moment or 

event that a site of public memory also re-educates its visitors into a social life that is 

more in line with the agenda of the memorial.  Both type of sites—disciplinary and 

memorials—can be used to educate individuals, promote specific types of social 

behavior, and recode errant actions.  Therefore, as visitors are positioned and directed by 

the ordered and fixed elements of a public site of memory, they are also disciplined.  This 

disciplining reveals the relationship between place and space: the fixed elements of a 

memorial provide a location for the intersection of mobile elements.  Therefore, the fixed 

boundaries of a tourist attraction provide a location for the intersection of mobile social 

elements.  For example, the symbols presented at a tourist attraction that promotes 

traditional American values will intersect with chaotic international politics and an 

instable economic climate.  This intersection creates a social space where individuals are 

nostalgic for the symbols presented by the tourist attraction.  While in the space of the 

memorials, visitors naturally become nostalgic for a past that seems easier than their 

present situation. 
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Conclusion: A Look Forward 

The definitions and ideas presented above reveal the push and pull of nostalgia: 

when individuals feel displaced and removed, they react in a manner that will make them 

less vulnerable and more protected.  Often this reaction takes the form of seeking 

protection and adoption through membership in a larger and safer collective.  Like all 

ideologies and social myths, nostalgia actively supports the needs of the organization that 

manufactures it and not necessarily the needs of the displaced individual.  Therefore, the 

persuasion and manipulation enacted by nostalgia must be analyzed rhetorically, and the 

ideologies complicit in American nostalgia must be critiqued.   

The specific task of my second chapter is to build on what I have established here 

by explaining the relationship between modernity, postmodernity, and simulated sites of 

public memory.  Because American nostalgia can be seen as a reaction to the 

fragmentation of American modernism, and because postmodernity has incorporated 

“nostalgia” into its critical terminology, I will use modern and postmodern theories to 

establish a methodology for analyzing nostalgia.  Modern and postmodern ideas are 

critical in understanding the false representation provided by sites of public memory: 

sites of public memory provide visitors with a model of a model, eventually making the 

visitor more fragmented from the place and time that they are being made nostalgic for.  

When created, sites of public memory are based upon not just a “model idea” of the 

historical moment, but they are also fashioned after other memorials and sites of public 

memory.  This process of “modeling” acts to continually move visitors further and further 

away from the real.  Or, as Jameson explains, visitors experience “the transformation of 
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reality into images and the fragmentation of time into a series of perpetual presents,” 

which ultimately leads to “the disappearance of a sense of history” (28).  Because 

nostalgia is remedied by recreations or simulations, individuals experiencing nostalgia 

remain forever removed from the real.   

My third chapter analyzes and critiques my first site of public memory: the 

Middleton Place Plantation and its representation of the American pastoral.  Middleton 

Place is a National Historic Landmark and a tourist attraction that includes America’s 

oldest landscaped gardens, the Middleton Place House Museum, and the Plantation 

Stableyards. The Frommer’s guide, The Carolinas and Georgia, first introduces the city 

of Charleston by explaining that “All our romantic notions of antebellum days—stately 

homes, courtly manners, gracious hospitality and, above all, gentle dignity—are facts of 

everyday life in the old city” (202).  Once at the Middleton Place, visitors can tour the 

stable yards, the gardens, or the Middleton Place House.  In the stable yards, 

“craftspeople demonstrate life on a plantation of yesteryear.”  The gardens, which have 

been maintained since 1741, “reflect the elegant symmetry of European gardens of that 

period.  Ornamental lakes, terraces, and plantings of camellias, azaleas, magnolias, and 

crape myrtle accent the grand design.”  And lastly, in the Middleton Place House a tourist 

can be served a “plantation lunch.”  American Way magazine cites the restaurant at 

Middleton Place House “as one of the top 10 representing American cuisine at its best” 

(226).  The specialties are creations of “famed chef Edna Lewis,” and include she-crab 

soup, hoppin’ John and ham biscuits, okra gumbo, Sea Island shrimp, corn pudding, pan-

seared quail with ham, sea scallops, and broiled oysters.   
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As tourists spend time in the gardens and enjoy their plantation meal of she-crab 

soup and sea scallops, they cease to think about the incarceration of African-Americans 

that once took place at the plantation.  Instead, tourists are presented with an idealized 

and romantic vision of plantation life that balances the civilized and the natural world.  

Because of this, plantation life fulfills their nostalgic desire for balance, harmony, and 

symmetry within a pastoral setting.  Implicit in this manufactured nostalgia is a 

misunderstanding about the nature and reality of slavery.  The analysis of this chapter 

will focus on the presentation of a harmonious moment between human and nature, the 

erasure of race and slavery, and the racism implicit in this nostalgia. 

Chapter four analyzes my second site of public memory, Alan Lomax’s memoir 

The Land Where the Blues Began.  Lomax’s memoir focuses on two collecting trips that 

were taken by Alan Lomax and a group of Fisk University researchers to Coahoma 

County, Mississippi in 1941 and 1942.  This chapter details the two different groups of 

researchers who participated in the collecting trip. The first is a group of African-

American researchers from Fisk University’s music department.  These researchers 

include John Wesley Work III, Lewis Wade Jones, and Samuel C. Adams.  And the 

second is ethnomusicologist, Alan Lomax.  This chapter critiques the different 

representations of the Coahoma County collecting trip and focuses on white-America’s 

nostalgia for the primitive notion of the African-American Other as seen through Alan 

Lomax.  Although any enforcement of overt racism towards African-Americans is 

inappropriate and illegal, American nostalgia allows the reenactment and retrofitting of 

dominant and subordinate positions. White America is nostalgic for an idealized national 
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home, but this vision is complicated without an easily identifiable common enemy.  Due 

to the confusion surrounding America’s contemporary Other, the stories and songs 

collected in Lomax’s memoir produce nostalgia in white America.  When read, these 

songs and stories allow Americans to envision and long for a time when their national 

home was more ordered and balanced because it was defined against the African-

American population.  In other words, Lomax’s memoir evokes nostalgia in white-

America because it allows for a more ordered national identity built on complicit racism 

towards African-Americans.   

Although chapter five is the concluding chapter, it works to analyze what I 

refer to as the post-memoir conversation.  Here I argue that the conversation that took 

place after the publication of Lomax’s memoir began to move away from the overly 

nostalgia nature of epideictic rhetoric and established a dialectic; as a result, the 

conversation became less nostalgic.  Because epideictic rhetoric praises, blames, and 

eulogizes, it privileges a rhetor with intimate knowledge of the subject matter.  In this 

manner, epideictic rhetoric establishes a top-down hierarchy in which one person—or 

a small group of people—didactically disseminate knowledge about a person or 

event.  In contrast, the dialectic establishes a more horizontal power structure that 

privileges argument, counterpoints to arguments, and well-researched information.  In 

addition, participants in the dialectic can change the direction of the discourse, 

whereas the audience of epideictic rhetoric can only accept or reject the discourse. 

Both dialectic and epideictic rhetoric have the potential to produce identification 

among their participants, but one produces an inclusive form of identification, while 
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the other produces an exclusive brand of identification.  My argument here relies on 

Kenneth Burke’s work with the dialectic and identification, and also on the post-

memoir conversation that took place after the publication of Alan Lomax’s memoir, 

The Land Where the Blues Began. 

My analysis of the Middleton Place Plantation, the Lomax Archives, and the post-

memoir conversation will focus on the institutions, ideologies, and organizations that are 

ultimately serviced by nostalgia.  Like all ideologies and social myths, nostalgia actively 

serves the needs of the organization that manufactures it and not necessarily the needs of 

the displaced individual.  In this manner, nostalgia has the potential to act as a 

mechanism of restraint, and the “history” presented at sites of public memory may 

possibly function as a history of containment.  Therefore, the persuasion and 

manipulation of manufactured nostalgia must be analyzed rhetorically, and the ideologies 

complicit in American nostalgia must be critiqued. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE ACCIDENTAL TOURIST: RECOGNIZING THE 

RHETORICAL WORK OF NOSTALGIA AT SITES OF PUBLIC MEMORY  

 

Time and space are socially constructed concepts that influence how people 

perceive themselves and their communities.  In his book, The Condition of 

Postmodernity: An Enquiry into the Origins of Cultural Change David Harvey explains 

that historical and cultural movements—which are also social constructions—change the 

way that humans use, perceive, and interact with space and time.  According to Harvey, 

the human representation or construction of space and time matters “because it affects 

how we and others interpret and then act with respect to the world” (Harvey 205).  

Roxanne Mountford echoes this in The Gendered Pulpit: Preaching in American 

Protestant Spaces: “[s]paces have heuristic power over their inhabitants and spectators by 

forcing them to change both their behavior and sometimes their view of themselves” (50).  

When an individual inhabits a space, that space can act as an interpretive guide or a 

heuristic.  This is because spaces are didactic: they cause an individual to feel and know 

certain things about themselves, their society, and their relationship to society. 

But spaces do more than function as interpretive guides to the world around us.  

Spaces reveal hierarchies and delineations of power relationships.  Michel Foucault’s 

work studies how the “space of the body” functions as “the irreducible element in our 

social scheme of things, for it is upon that space that the forces of repression, 

socialization, disciplining, and punishing are inflicted”  (Harvey 213).  Not only is the 

body a disciplined space, but because the body exists in space it “must either submit to 
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authority [. . .] or carve out particular spaces of resistance and freedom [. . .] from an 

otherwise repressive world” (Harvey 213).  In spite of the knowledge and feelings 

produced by a space, it should be remembered that spaces are not neutral.  Spaces 

influence individuals in a purposeful and deliberate manner; by this I mean that just as 

spaces produce individuals, they are also productions. 

The editors of the book Time, Space, and the Market: Retroscapes Rising explore 

the production of historical servicescapes.  In the introduction Stephen Brown claims that 

American consumers are “witnessing a renewed interest in place, as the recent rise of 

dramatic servicescapes like Niketown, ESPN Zone Chicago, and Bass Outdoor World 

readily attests” (3).  Rather than landscapes meant to memorialize a historical moment, 

servicescapes “stage” or produce a time and space, and then make the market and the 

consumer the main priority of the produced space (Brown 3).  This is seen in the overt 

examples of The New York, New York Casino and Hotel, and Disneyland’s Mainstreet 

USA, but it also takes place in more subtle ways.  Less overt examples that are equally 

staged and produced are Faneuil Hall in downtown Boston, New York’s South Street 

Seaport, Tombstone, Alcatraz, and any other “historic” shopping district.  The production 

of servicescapes—landscapes created to serve the economic aims of the service, retail, 

and tourism industries—is not so different from sites of public memory.   

The physical space of a tourist site functions similarly to the over-produced 

servicescapes.  In his book Rhetorical Landscapes in America: Variations on a 

Theme from Kenneth Burke, Gregory Clark conducts a survey of tourism and tourist 

destinations that were popular in the United States during the nineteenth and early 
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twentieth century.  Here Clark visits, among other places, New York City, 

Yellowstone, and the Grand Canyon where he analyzes the rhetorical work 

accomplished at these tourist sites.  Specifically, he is interested in the way that 

individuals identify with each other as they co-mingle in common spaces.  The 

purpose of his analysis is to demonstrate that the “rhetorical can be experienced in a 

variety of ways we are not taught to recognize as rhetorical” (147).  For Clark, the 

seemingly benign act of tourism invites individuals to interact in a “[s]ymbolic setting 

where they can enact both individual and collective identity” (Clark 3).  Here readers 

are shown how “residents of a vast and diverse nation” are symbolically prompted “to 

adopt for themselves a common sense of national identity.”   What Clark’s study 

reveals is that national culture and identity is “wielded not only by public 

discourse”—an easily recognized rhetorical experience—“but also by public 

experience” (Clark 4).  Clark’s book does the work of teaching readers to recognize 

the rhetorical experiences that take place through public experiences, such as tourism.   

My project also deals with the collective and individual experiences of the 

American tourist, but I focus specifically on the tourist for whom nostalgia is evoked 

when visiting sites of public memory.  Nostalgia is a rhetorical experience, and as 

such it persuades, informs, and educates individuals to act in specific ways.  But we 

have not yet been taught to recognize it as rhetorical or persuasive.  In order to learn 

more about the rhetorical nature of nostalgia, it is necessary to understand the type of 

work that it does in society.  This chapter will first look at American modernity.  It 

was during the height of modernism that the term nostalgia came into common usage; 
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there is a correlation between the modern sentiments of fragmentation, estrangement 

and the popularization of nostalgia.  Also important to establish is the ideological 

nature of nostalgia—because nostalgia cannot be detached from the symbolic markers 

that trigger it, it always-already positions subjects within an ideology.  This 

discussion reveals the relationship between nostalgia and identification: through the 

use of collective symbols, nostalgia identifies individuals with the dominant ideology.  

And finally, this chapter will look at the reproducible and disciplining elements of 

sites of public memory.  As sites discipline, they recode a visitor’s errant actions and 

validate those already aligned with the dominant ideology.  

 

Americans on the Move: Nostalgia Goes National  

Nostalgia is an emotional experience with roots firmly planted in American 

modernism.  The term “nostalgia” came into popular American usage during the 

modern era, and can be considered a reaction to modern alienation and fragmentation.  

Learning more about modernity reveals the rationale behind the explosion of 

nostalgic sentiment around the turn of the century.  To begin, fragmentation is so 

entrenched in modernism that it is nearly impossible to construct a stable definition 

for “modern.”  In his book Kenneth Burkes in Greenwich Village: Conversing with 

the Moderns, 1915-1931, Jack Selzer opens with a discussion on the impossibility of 

comprehensively defining “modern.”   Selzer comments that because the term 

“accommodates all sorts of difference,” it is “more fitting to think not so much of 

Modernism but of modernisms” (3).  As Selzer points out major divisions among 
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modernist thinkers and the vast intellectual areas covered by them, he describes a 

historical moment that was immensely fragmented.  So deep was this division that 

modernism can be seen as less of a movement and more of a “controversy or 

conversation.”  It is a “ series of semiotic responses and counter-responses to the 

aesthetic, economic, and social tensions of the first half of the twentieth century” (4).  

Selzer concludes that regardless of the form it takes, modernism is ultimately about 

appropriate response: during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 

“modernism amounted to a dialogue on how people might appropriately respond to 

the civic and artistic stresses created when various certitudes about nature and human 

nature eroded or collapsed” (4). 

David Harvey also addresses the complexity of modernity in The Condition of 

Postmodernity.  As he explains the erratic nature of modernity, he argues that modernity 

can be characterized by breaks with the past, disruption, lack of social order, adaptability, 

and change.  Modernity “not only entails a ruthless break with any or all preceding 

historical conditions, but is characterized by a never-ending process of internal ruptures 

and fragmentations within itself.”  In other words, modernity divides itself from both the 

history that preceded it and from the artifacts of its own making.  And as it divides itself 

from the artifacts that it creates, modernity fragments its own history and resists a stable 

categorizing definition.  Due to the disruption of modernity it can be argued that 

modernity has “no respect even for its own past, let alone that of any pre-modern social 

order.”  Modernity defies definition because it is paradoxical in nature.  It rejects 

historical continuity because all things are transitory in nature, but—because one constant 
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truth is that all things are transitory in nature—it advocates and values change.  

Therefore, meaning must be found in change because it is the only constant: “If there is 

any meaning to history, then that meaning has to be discovered and defined from within 

the maelstrom of change, a maelstrom that affects the terms of discussion as well as 

whatever it is that is being discussed” (Harvey 11-12).  

One factor that contributed to modern fragmentation was the large-scale migration 

that took place within the United States.  In his book, A Cultural History of the American 

Novel: Henry James to William Faulkner, David Minter writes that “between 1820 and 

1930, more than 62 million people uprooted themselves and resettled in ‘foreign’ lands” 

(11).  What is remarkable is that of these 62 million people, 52 million were Europeans 

and Asians who settled in the United States.  And, as is explained by Randolph Bourne in 

“Trans-National America,” with these 52 million immigrants came the conflicted 

adoption of hyphenated national identities.  The fragmented and hyphenated identities 

worn by immigrant populations created “detached fragments of people” who became the 

“flotsam and jetsam of American life” and the “cultural wreckage” of their time 

(Bourne).  George Santayana observed that at this moment of mass migration and 

fragmentation, the United States became home to the “most restless peoples in the world” 

(qtd. in Minter 11).  

But it wasn’t just those immigrating to the United States that created the 

restlessness of migration: American citizens were also on the move.  As early as the 

1830s Americans began to understand and respond to the complex subculture 

surrounding the rise of the “machine.”  As the Industrial Revolution took hold in 
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America, it created mobility and transience: steamboats and railroads transported both 

goods and people, and families relocated to work in factories being built north of the 

Mason-Dixon line.  As factory communities developed, people moved to these 

mechanized industrial areas in the same way that settlers had once moved to farm open 

land (Sellers).  The market revolution of the 1860s saw cross-continental transportation 

transform a static market into a dynamic one, and at this moment capitalism as we now 

know it took hold in America.  The 1920 census noted the modern elements of 

movement, industry, and a fragmented society.  This census revealed the dominance of 

the factory as it reported that 1 million children between ages of 10 and 15 worked in 

factories.  The 1920 census also reflected the large-scale movement that was taking place 

across America.  The majority of American families and individual were living in cities 

instead of the country; Americans had moved away from their traditional homes and were 

now residing in developing urban centers.  David Harvey comments on the rural-to-urban 

movement indicative of the modern era:  he explains that after 1848 modernism “was 

very much an urban phenomenon.”  As such, modernism “existed in a restless but 

intricate relationship with the experience of explosive urban growth (several cities 

surging above the million mark by the end of the century), strong rural-to-urban 

migration, industrialization, mechanization, massive reorderings of built environments, 

and politically based urban movements” (25).  Urban city life brought a new sense of 

fragmentation: as individuals moved from the country to the city, they were incapable of 

meeting and knowing everyone in their city or town.  As a result, city life fragmented 

individuals from the other members of their society. 
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Issues of race also factored into the restlessness of Americans.  In her book Blues 

Legacies, Angela Davis explains that the end of the Civil War brought three significant 

changes to African Americans living in the South.  These included the chance for an 

education, the ability to have sexual relations with a chosen partner, and the ability to 

travel.  Because of this, African American men began to restlessly travel throughout both 

the North and South (Davis).  Living conditions also contributed to the relocation of 

African Americans.  Between the 1910 and 1920 census, membership in Southern Ku 

Klux Klan chapters jumped from 5,000 to 5 million members.  The legalized 

discrimination of segregation, Jim Crow laws, and the hope for better jobs caused 

African-Americans to move away from rural Southern towns and to the urban centers of 

the North.   

The relationship between nostalgia and movement is one that should be 

underscored.  In his article “Austen’s Nostalgics,” Nicholas Dames explains that 

movement and mobility have always been associated with nostalgia, even from its early, 

militarized days.  In his article he cites that the Swiss physician Johannes Hofer observed 

a “fascinating linking [. . . ] between liberty and homesickness: the freer the nation, [. . .] 

the greater the danger that its citizens will miss their homes and fall into nostalgia” (123).  

William Falconer, another physician studying nostalgia during the eighteenth century, 

noted that nostalgia was particularly prevalent among individuals from nations “where 

the government is moderate, free, and happy” (124).   Although “free government” 

typically carries the denotation of a democratic government, the important issue here is 

the relationship between nostalgia and people who are “free” enough, or unrestrained 
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enough, to move.  These physicians observed that nostalgia was a disease of “failed 

assimilation—of psyches whose natural, political, social or constitutional barriers to 

frequent encounters with new stimuli create an inability to adapt to change.  It was, in 

short, a disease of transplantation” (Dames 124).  This summary is an adept one: 

nostalgia is a response to mobility and the alienation that comes as a result of mobility.  

Regardless of the reason for movement and relocation the result was a drastic 

revision of what “home” meant, and nostalgia for the loss of a traditional home.  Because 

of “the tremendous mobility of persons in their occupations, residences, localities, and 

even countries of birth that is characteristic of the industrial order of modern Western 

society,” the idea of “home” came to an end (Davis 6).  And with this loss came the 

“‘homesickness’ [. . .] of the modern world” (Davis 6).  By the mid-twentieth century, 

movement within “sociogeographic spaces” became so frenetic that it “dislodged [an 

individual’s] deep psychological attachment to a specific house, in a specific locality, in a 

specific region, which over the centuries had been fostered by the more settled and 

protracted arrangements of a primarily agricultural and small-town society” (Davis 6).  

The twentieth century brought tourism, mobility, and a “diminished existential salience 

of ‘home’ in its concrete locational sense” (Davis 6).  Due to the new mobility, the 

traditional concept of “home” passed and took on a changed meaning (6).   

This evaporating sense of loyalty to location, region, or even national identity 

became characteristic of modern fragmentation.  As a result of this increased mobility, 

attachments and allegiances were dislodged and nostalgia became the term used to 

describe modern American homelessness.  This is marked by David Lowenthal’s 
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observation that “[l]ong uprooted and newly unsure of the future, Americans en masse 

[found] comfort in looking back; historic villages and districts become ‘surrogate home 

towns that contain a familiar and reassuring landscape for people whose points of 

reference elsewhere [had] been altered beyond recognition’” (xv).  Fragmentation and 

estrangement were the catalyst for the development of our current sense of nostalgia.  

And because the destabilized sentiment of the modern period exaggerated alienation, 

nostalgia became a common sentiment for the first time in its history.  As individuals 

became unmoored and dislodged from a concrete home, they experienced a more 

fragmented existence, which lead to the rise of nostalgia. 

 

Nostalgia’s Impact on the Individual: You’re Never Alone 

When looking at nostalgia, we must keep in mind both what nostalgia is and 

what it does: nostalgia is a longing for a home, but the actual work that nostalgia does 

in society is to identify and divide people.  The work accomplished by nostalgia 

reveals its rhetorical nature: nostalgia promotes both identification and fragmentation, 

it is both a bridging device and a cause for division.  Svetlana Boym explains this 

further.  In her book The Future of Nostalgia, Boym argues that the longing that 

comes with nostalgia “can make us more empathetic towards fellow humans.”  But 

this empathy is complicated because “the moment we try to repair longing with 

belonging, [. . .] loss with a rediscovery of identity, we often part ways and put an end 

to mutual understanding.”  In other words, she adds that “Algia—longing—is what 

we share, yet nostos—the return home,” (and here I would add, the specific home to 
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which we envision returning)—“is what divides us” (xv-xvi).  Nostalgia is inherently 

rhetorical because it encourages participants to share a common longing, and 

consequently, to identify with each other based upon the specific manner in which we 

long. 

 As nostalgia identifies the individual with the collective, it relies on the 

relationship between the public and the private.  As with most emotions triggered by 

socio-historical events, there is both a private and a public side to nostalgia.  But when 

thinking about the private and public nature of nostalgia, it is easy to erect a false 

boundary between the two.  On the surface it seems that intimate, private nostalgic 

moments are safeguarded from outside manipulation.  And conversely, it makes sense 

that only common and public moments would evoke a nostalgia susceptible to 

manipulation by outside sources.  But the line drawn between private and public nostalgia 

is a complicated one.  To start, Fred Davis provides definitions for both collective and 

individual nostalgia.  For him, these nostalgias differ based on the nature of the symbolic 

object that produces the nostalgic emotion.  He says that “[c]ollective nostalgia [. . .] 

refers to that condition in which the symbolic objects are of a highly public, widely 

shared, and familiar character, those symbolic resources from the past that under proper 

conditions can trigger wave upon wave of nostalgic feeling in millions of persons at the 

same time” (123).  In contrast to this, “private nostalgia refers to those symbolic images 

and allusions [. . .] that by virtue of their source in a particular person’s biography tend to 

be more idiosyncratic, individuated, and particularistic in their reference” (123). 

But as mentioned earlier, this division is a false one.  Because the landscape of 
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nostalgic is saturated with symbols, the collective and private cannot help but merge 

together.  Let me explain this more fully.  Although there is a distinction between the 

public and private, Davis warns his readers that we should not draw “too sharp a line” 

between them.  Because the moments for which we are nostalgic “fall essentially 

within the realm of subjective experience, it is likely that, except for the poles of the 

public-private continuum [. . . ], there is in most of us much overlapping, 

interweaving, and transmutation of generality and specificity” (124).  For example, a 

symbol that elicits public nostalgia “may inwardly shade off into some very private 

reminiscences of a particular romance in a particular place on a particular day, replete 

with special fragrances, sounds, and visual traces.”  And “[c]onversely, the nostalgic 

recall of a favorite friend’s facial expression and speech mannerism may be suffused 

with equally evocative memories of the era’s clothing fashions, popular diversion, 

and political happenings” (124).  In this way, we can see that private nostalgia can 

easily slip towards the public, and vice versa.   

If we push and analyze Davis’ observation, we can make three significant 

arguments about the nature of nostalgia and the work that it does in society.  First, 

nostalgia functions on a highly symbolic nature: so much so that nostalgia is both 

evoked by and imbued with symbols.  In fact, nostalgia is nonexistent without its 

symbols.  Symbols act as both triggers for and the language of nostalgia.  And, when 

we envision the moment for which we are nostalgic—here I am talking about the 

backdrop or landscape of nostalgia—our visual image is filled with symbolic 

references that reveal a historical moment.  To strip a nostalgic longing free of these 
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symbols and markers would be to render it timeless, which, because of its temporal 

position, nostalgia cannot be.  The relationship between nostalgia and its symbols is 

significant: it is with this realization that students of Burke begin to see the rhetorical 

nature of nostalgia, as well as the ability for the symbols and markers of nostalgia to 

be manipulated. 

Second, nostalgia allows public and private symbols to collapse upon each 

and work together.  This point is highly important.  Because of this collapse, nostalgia 

captures individuals in a double-bind that enables the public and private spheres to 

actually work together rather than struggle against each other for dominance.  As 

explained by Davis above, when we envision a moment for which we are nostalgic, it 

is impossible to detach the private from the public.  For example, the nostalgic image 

of a private photo will reveal a popular style of dress.  Because of these ever-present 

markers, nostalgia will always place an individual within a collective group identity 

that will reveal class, gender, race, region, and a myriad of other details.  Therefore, 

when we respond to nostalgia, we are always-already positioned in an ideology. 

Because nostalgia is located in a landscape composed of space and time—in other 

words, it has a scene that is created by symbolic markers—it cannot not position 

individuals as subjects.  This is why nostalgia is easily manipulated: what we assume 

to be private is permeated with the public.  In short, there will always be public and 

collective symbols present in the landscape of our seemingly most private nostalgic 

longings.  And similarly, the collective moments that we are nostalgic are for are 

equally shaped by individual meaning and interpretation.  This relationship between 
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the individual and the collective reveals the strength of nostalgia: because of the 

symbol sharing between the public and private, individuals comfortably exist in both 

spheres.  As opposed to the constant fight typically found between individual and 

collective identity, nostalgia enables a symbiotic relationship between the two; within 

the realm of nostalgia, the public and the private spheres work together.  Nostalgia 

allows symbols to function simultaneously—and equally well—on a public and 

private level.   

And third, when we consider both the symbolic and collective nature of nostalgia 

as explained above, we can assert that nostalgia is a collective myth.  This is an important 

connection: once linked to myth and given similar qualities and functions as myths, it is 

easier to understand the work done by nostalgia.  In short, myths are collectively accepted 

stories and tales that make sense of history or society for members of that society.  Myths 

have been used throughout history as “an attempt on the part of the human mind to 

explain in symbolic form what is inexplicable through logic or intellectual reasoning” 

(Parks 50).  But myths are also important because as they explain, they make over 

disparate individuals as collective groups of people.  This is explained in Frank 

Lentricchia’s analysis of Kenneth Burke’s “Revolutionary Symbolism in America”: “The 

primary lure of all myths of collectivity is that they ask people to yield to what Burke 

thinks is a wholesome human tendency: the desire to give ourselves to something beyond 

our isolated individual existences” (284).  As explained above, because of the symbolic 

nature of nostalgia, this “giving ourselves over” is constantly taking place through 

nostalgia: when an individual has a nostalgic longing for a past moment, the moment is 
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saturated with symbols that require the individual to give herself over to the collective 

group to which she belongs.  Boym states that “Unlike melancholia, which confines itself 

to the planes of individual consciousness, nostalgia is about the relationship between 

individual biography and the biography of groups of nations, between personal and 

collective memory” (xvi).  Nostalgia functions similarly to myths as it explains and 

reinforces collective identity and history, but more importantly, nostalgia rarely allows an 

individual to remain an individual.  Like no other social force, nostalgia forcibly places 

individuals within a web of symbols that reinforces public and collective life, while 

vividly testifying to the individual about the importance of their private life.   

When considering these arguments about nostalgia—that it is symbolically 

triggered, that it always-already positions individuals as subjects, and that it mythically 

explains the inexplicable to society—we realize that nostalgia serves ideology.  It is easy 

to be concerned about the positioning done by nostalgia evoked at a public site of 

memory: sites that memorialize historical moments are expected to be overtly didactic.  

Because of the didactic and predictable nature of public sites of memory, visitors arrive at 

a site of public memory already positioned as a “visitor.”  As nostalgia is evoked in the 

visitor, they are educated about their relationship within the collective ideology.  As 

Althusser explained in his discussion of repressive state apparatuses and ideological state 

apparatuses, it is through this positioning—and the resulting education about our 

position—that the conditions of the dominant ideology are maintained and reproduced.  

In other words, nostalgia functions as an ideological state apparatus because it “ensure[s] 
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subjection to the ruling ideology” and the individual subject masters the “practices” of 

the dominant ideology (Althusser).   

But there is more: nostalgia positions its subjects through symbolic markers 

embedded in the imagery of nostalgia.  This positioning teaches individuals “the ‘rules’ 

of good behaviour, i.e. the attitude that should be observed by every agent [. . .] according 

to the job he is ‘destined’ for” (Althusser).  The positioning and persuasion of nostalgia 

continues: not only does nostalgia teach individuals about their past, it also teaches them 

about their present position within the collective, and—because they are positioned—it 

educates them about their future, their destiny.  Nostalgia is not simply a paradigm 

through which individuals view their past, but it can evolve into a subject position from 

which an individual views every aspect of their identity.  It is necessary to comprehend 

the gravity of this positioning: once positioned, an individual’s subjectivity will teach 

them not only the position that they fulfill, but they will also be taught the “rules of 

respect” for “the order established by class domination” (Althusser).  

I am concerned about the ways that we do not yet recognize nostalgia as 

performing rhetorical work.  Here I’m specifically thinking about (1) the ways that 

nostalgia persuades individuals to act and function within their community, (2) who or 

what is controlling the symbols used to trigger nostalgia, and (3) the naturalness of 

nostalgia as a mechanism of persuasion.  About this Althusser commented that both the 

author and the reader of ideology “both live ‘spontaneously’ or ‘naturally’ in ideology” 

(Althusser).  Because nostalgia feels natural and is evoked in such a seemingly 

spontaneous manner, individuals are not aware of its persuasive function.  It is precisely 
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because nostalgia is an “innocent” and natural yearning for the past that it goes 

unrecognized as performing rhetorical work. 

 

Self-Referential World of Tourist Attractions: Simulation and Simulacra  

As has been established, nostalgic longings are both evoked by and saturated with 

symbols.  When designing a memorial, producers utilize symbols that are both value-

laden and recognizable: these two qualities generate symbols that effectively instruct and 

communicate with visitors.  But they also generate symbols—and therefore tourist 

experiences—that are highly reproducible.  In his book The Tourist: A New Theory of the 

Leisure Class, Dean MacCannell encourages his readers to recognize the reproducible 

nature of tourist attractions.  Because tourist attractions are reproducible, they take on a 

reality of their own and become self-referential.  As tourist attractions compete with and 

model themselves after other popular sites, they depend more heavily on the medium of 

the tourist attraction and become detached from the historical event that they are 

representing.  In this manner, cultural productions begin to function as “signs” and 

symbols:  

Like the faces of Jesus Christ on religious calendars, [cultural productions] 

refer to (resemble) each other but not the original.  Cultural productions 

are also rituals.  They are rituals in the sense that they are based on 

formulae or models and in the sense that they carry individuals beyond 

themselves and the restrictions of everyday experience.  Participation in a 

cultural production, even at the level of being influenced by it, can carry 
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the individual to the frontiers of his being where his emotions may enter 

into communion with the motions of others “under the influence.” (26)   

The message presented to participants at tourist attractions is referential to the cultural 

production of a tourist attraction.  Visitors are primarily taught about navigating the 

public and collective experience of tourism, and they are only secondarily educated about 

the historical event depicted.  It is in this manner that the cultural production of the tourist 

attraction begins to repeat and duplicate itself: each attraction utilizes the “same set of 

cultural elements,” but with slight variations.  Each production becomes “a ‘copy,’ 

‘rerun,’ ‘spinoff,’ or a ‘poor man’s version’ of an original” (26).  In short, tourist 

attractions are cultural productions that duplicate and copy other tourist attractions.  

These duplicates encourage visitors to experience the space of one site of public memory 

in a similar manner to other sites of public memory.  Therefore, visitors are similarly 

educated regardless of the site or the historical event being presented.8  

As a result of this replication, sites of public memory provide visitors with a 

model of a model, eventually making the visitor more fragmented from the place and 

time that they are seeking to know more about.  As Maura Troester states in her article 

“Roadside Retroscape,” “American culture is nothing more than images secreting images 

secreting images secreting images.  So much that you can’t even find the ‘original,’ even 

if it was built 100 years earlier on the exact same land as the fake one” (116).  The 

process of replication continually moves visitors further away from the real, or, as 

Frederic Jameson explains, visitors experience “the transformation of reality into images 

                                                
8 I return to MacCannell’s ideas on the production of tourist attractions and the replication of those 
attractions in chapter 3. 
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and the fragmentation of time into a series of perpetual presents,” which ultimately leads 

to “the disappearance of a sense of history” (28).  Because nostalgia is both evoked and 

remedied by reproductions, individuals experiencing nostalgia remain forever removed 

from the real.  But nostalgia plays a hand in the removal from the real because it is also a 

copy, or a reproduction of the real.  When an individual is nostalgic, they long for an 

imagined or a created home.  Therefore, the home that they are nostalgic is simply a copy 

of a copy.  The reproduced and imagined home removes the individual further away from 

the real home where they grew up.  

 The removal that comes through replication is not necessarily a negative thing.  In 

his article “Tourism and the Semiotics of Nostalgia,” John Frow delineates two common 

opinions about the process of simulation.  Frow begins with the basic idea the act of 

simulation is neutral; it is simply “the copy of a copy.”  But for Plato, the act of 

simulation violated an “ethics of imitation” because a simulation relied on an “untruth”; 

the gravity of the “untruth” was “defined by its distance from the original” (126).  For 

Plato, the inauthentic copy violated an ethical code.   

Similarly, Jean Baudrillard supports “a melancholy vision” of simulation.  He 

sees the act of reproduction as the “emptying out of meaning (that is, of originals, of 

stable referents) from a world that is henceforth made up of closed and self-referring 

systems of semiotic exchange.”  Frow continues to explain that according to Baudrillard, 

we are existing in a state of  “hyperreality” where the real has “becomes indefinitely 

reproducible.”  In summary, Frow states that Baudrillard’s “is a historical vision: there 

was a referent; it has been lost; and this loss is, as in Plato, the equivalent of a moral fall” 
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(126).  Baudrillard’s concern is with the loss or the confusion of the real: if the simulation 

is a perfect and complete reproduction, the real will be confused with the model (29).  

Baudrillard’s melancholy view of simulation goes beyond the ethical violation articulated 

by Plato and heralds the demise of order.  The loss of the real brings with it a new order 

of meaning and the impossible task of discerning the real from the copy.  As the real is 

lost, any order or hierarchy based upon the real will also be lost.  This perception of 

simulation views the loss of the real as a loss of power, absolute knowledge, and 

ownership.       

 In opposition to Baudrillard, Gilles Deleuze provides an amoral view of 

simulation.  Frow explains that while still concerned with the “formal structure of the 

Platonic model,” Deleuze cuts simulation “off from its ties to a lost original and cuts it 

off, too, from all its Baudrillardian melancholy.”  Because of this, Deleuze sees the world 

as inhabited by a simulated identity that “carries no sense of loss” (126).  Instead, 

Deleuze denies that the real has priority over the copy, and in this manner he encourages 

his readers to “[glorify] the reign of simulacra, and [affirm] that an original is itself 

already a copy” (127). 

Although I prefer the play and freedom available via Deleuze’s simulation, I’m 

concerned with the application of simulation to race.  While visiting the reproduced slave 

quarters at Middleton Place Plantation (which is fully discussed in chapter 3), visitors see 

Anglo Americans standing in for and performing the work of “skilled slaves.”  I am 

uncomfortable with this reproduction and would argue that the copy has been too far 

detached from the referent.  While I’m equally uncomfortable with reproducing and 
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continually “staging” slavery for the entertainment of tourists, I question the wisdom in 

an Anglicized reproduction that allows Anglo visitors to revise the reality of slavery.  The 

problem with simulations of race is the unstable nature of race.  In their article “Racial 

Formations,” Michael Omi and Howard Winant explain the fluid nature of race.  They 

argue that there “is a continuous temptation to think of race as an essence, as something 

fixed, concrete and objective.”  But the opposite temptation is “to see it as a mere 

illusion, which an ideal social order would eliminate.”  Here, Omi and Winant locate the 

ends of the racial spectrum: race is everything and race is nothing.  But the reality of race 

will always move between these two ends, making a replication difficult.  Omi and 

Winant continue: “In our view it is crucial to break with these habits of thought.  The 

effort must be made to understand race as an unstable and ‘decentered’ complex of social 

meanings constantly being transformed by political struggle” (Omi and Winant 25).  But 

if the racial simulation is created by someone disinterested in political struggle, then the 

copy stabilizes and cements race into a one-dimensional representation.  

 

Nostalgia and Tourism as Agents of Discipline 

Due to their replicable nature, sites of public memory are spaces that have a social 

history and that expect visitors who are “practiced” in the art of tourism, or who can learn 

the behavior of the tourist while at their site.  Because of these qualities, sites of public 

memory discipline visitors in the manner discussed by Michel Foucault.  This connection 

is important because it reveals that sites of public memory are didactically similar to sites 

of punishment and discipline.  As explained by Foucault, sites of punishment and 
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discipline are used to re-educate criminals into social life.  But it is through the agenda of 

educating the public about a historical moment or event that a site of public memory also 

re-educates its visitors into a social life that is more in line with the agenda of the 

memorial.  Both types of sites—disciplinary and memorials—can be used to educate 

individuals, promote specific types of social behavior, and recode errant actions.  

Therefore, as visitors are positioned and directed by the ordered and fixed elements of a 

public site of memory, they are also disciplined.  

While at sites of public memory, visitors are presented with a produced space 

through which they move and make sense of.  Foucault explains that when individuals 

enter into a disciplinary space such as a site of public memory, the “machinery of power” 

that is the site “explores [the individual body], breaks it down and rearranges it” (138).  

This breaking down and rebuilding process “produces subjected and practiced bodies, 

‘docile’ bodies” (138).  This disciplining process becomes both larger and subtler when 

MacCannell’s ideas are recalled: it’s not just one site of public memory that disciplines in 

this manner, but because all sites are duplicates and copies of each other, they all 

discipline in a similar manner.  The machinery of power that Foucault talks about is 

revealed: rather than a benign activity of leisure, participation at tourist attractions is a 

reproducible and disciplined activity that moves individuals further away from the real.  

Therefore, the medium of tourism produces tourists who are very practiced and exercised.  

Although sites of public memory appear to be “humble modalities, minor procedures, as 

compared with the majestic rituals of sovereignty or the great apparatuses of the state,” 
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they exert a “modest” power that functions in a very “calculated” and effective manner 

(170). 

The discipline enacted at sites of public memory is made more effective through 

use of symbols.  On a primary level, discipline takes place symbolically: discipline is “a 

question not of understanding the injunction but of perceiving the signal and reacting to it 

immediately, according to a more or less artificial, prearranged code.”   The disciplined 

body can be placed “in a little world of signals”; to each signal is “attached a single, 

obligatory response.”  In this manner, we see that discipline, as well as nostalgia, can be 

evoked symbolically because each is “a technique of training” (166).  But most important 

is this: while nostalgia is always-already collective, it is also always-already private, and 

as such it always allows for individual space.  Again, as was established earlier, the 

symbols that make up the landscape of nostalgia provide both public and private markers.  

Because of this, the public symbols of nostalgia can be embedded with private meaning, 

and can sustain private interpretation.  Therefore, a symbol that evokes public nostalgia 

“may inwardly shade off into some very private reminiscences of a particular romance in 

a particular place on a particular day, replete with special fragrances, sounds, and visual 

traces.”  The individual nature of public nostalgia supports a main Foucauldian tenet: 

“disciplinary space is always, basically, cellular” (143).  It is when individuals are 

separated from the collective that they are most effectively disciplined and taught.  

Although visitors to sites of public memory are surrounded by others, they are partitioned 

off from them through the symbols that allow for private nostalgic longings.  In this 
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manner, the disciplinary space of the memorial can be “divided into as many sections as 

there are bodies or elements to be distributed” (143). 

Historically, the medical diagnosis of nostalgia identified the body as a site for 

discipline.  As was mentioned in the first chapter, because nostalgia was considered 

highly contagious, soldiers diagnosed with nostalgia were “buried alive” to arrest further 

infectious outbreaks.  A live burial enacted upon one body in turn disciplined an entire 

community: “after two or three burials the outbreak of homesickness subsided” 

(Lowenthal 11).  Currently, nostalgia disciplines as it persuades individuals to adopt the 

traditional and conservative values promoted by the historical moment that they long for.  

When individuals encounter a site of public memory that evokes nostalgia, they are 

disciplined and educated in a very specific manner.  First, the visitor is positioned simply 

by their experience in the physical space of the public site of memory.  And second, the 

tourist is “placed” by the emotional response of nostalgia.  Because nostalgia is a longing 

for the past, it fixes and disciplines the individual within the past represented by the 

memorial.   

 

Conclusion: A Photo is Worth a Thousand Simulated Words 

In conclusion I want to briefly look at Susan Sontag’s work in On Photography.  

Here Sontag’s discussion of photography provides a brief example that parallels what we 

will find in the sites of public memory that will be looked at in the following chapters.  

Similarly to tourism, photography is a fairly democratic medium of experience.  The 

technology and production of cameras made them both usable by and affordable to mass 
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consumers.  And once taken, a photographed image could be reproduced and made 

accessible to an audience larger than those present when the photograph was actually 

taken.  In other words, photographs are more accessible than actual events.  Sontag says 

“The subsequent industrialization of camera technology only carried out a promise 

inherent in photography from its very beginning: to democratize all experiences by 

translating them into images” (Sontag 7).   

Once taken, photographs become markers of communal living as they record and 

memorialize “the achievements of individuals considered as members of families (as well 

as of other groups)” (8).  Photographs go with communal living because they record and 

memorialize events that are important to members of a community.  An example of this is 

the wedding photograph: “[f]or at least a century, the wedding photograph has been as 

much a part of the ceremony as the prescribed verbal formulas” (8).  Sontag’s comments 

imply that photographs have become as important as actual moments: society accepts and 

is comfortable with simulated representations acting as a replacement for the real. 

Another implication is that photographs function didactically as they teach an 

individual about their position in their community.  Individuals value photographs that 

record significant events, but they also value photographs that positively represent and 

reflect their position in their community.  In this manner, photographs are didactic and 

disciplinary.  Photographs function as a “grammar” and they establish “an ethics of 

seeing” (3); they also provide knowledge “about the look of the past and the reach of the 

present” (4).  Photographs teach viewers “a new visual code” that may “alter and enlarge 

[viewers’] notions of what is worth looking at and what [they] have a right to observe” 
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(3).  Similarly to public sites dedicated to representing historical accuracy, photographs 

“may distort; but there is always a presumption that something exists, or did exist, which 

is like what’s in the picture” (5).   In a manner very similar to memorials, photographs are 

a simulation that symbolically teaches and disciplines viewers about appropriate 

positions.    

It is through the analysis of visual representations that members of society learn 

about who they are.  David Harvey says that we “learn our ways of thinking and 

conceptualizing from actively grappling with the spatializations of the written word, the 

study and production of maps, graphs, diagrams, photographs, models, paintings, 

mathematical symbols, and the like” (206).  As individuals “grapple” with the images 

represented in photographs and at sites of public memory they learn about their position 

in their community.  Harvey’s statement reveals the weight of the represented image: 

represented images aid individuals in the construction of their communal identity.  To 

this, Sontag adds that “[t]hrough photographs, each family,” and I would add, each 

community, “constructs a portrait-chronicle of itself” (8).  Again, “portrait-chronicles,” in 

whatever form they may take, do not just bear witness to connectedness, but they also 

bear witness and educate viewers about the relationships of power that connect individual 

members of communities. 

The presentation of this brief example reveals obvious similarities in the way that 

sites of public memory and photographs function.  But once evoked, nostalgia 

demonstrates the characteristics described here.  Similar to photographs and memorials, 

nostalgia represents a historical moment that forces individuals into social roles.  The 
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representation of these roles entrenches an individual evenly more deeply into the 

constructions of their society.  Just as effectively as photographs and memorials, 

nostalgia presents a carefully edited scene.  And as a simulation, the constant nostalgic 

recalling of a home or idealized scene moves an individual further away from the real.  

While photographs and sites of public memory are easily recognized as rhetorical and 

persuasive, nostalgia is not yet recognized as doing rhetorical work.  The arguments 

presented in the following chapters rely upon the theoretical ideas presented here to 

articulate the rhetorical nature of nostalgia.  
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CHAPTER 3: MIDDLETON PLACE PLANTATION: THE PRODUCTION OF 

COMMUNITIES AND NOSTALGIA AS AN AGENT OF DISCIPLINE 

 

 In the introduction to Imagined Communities, Benedict Anderson famously 

claims that “all communities larger than primordial villages of face-to-face contact [. . .] 

are imagined.”  Communities must be imagined because “members of even the smallest 

nation will never know most of their fellow members, meet them, or even hear of them” 

(6).  In other words, imagination takes place and stands in for actual knowledge about 

fellow members of our communities.  Were we able to personally know everyone in our 

communities, we would no longer need to imagine our communities into existence. 

Anderson’s ideas make sense to me.  I was introduced to them during the first 

semester of my graduate work and have used them in many papers and presentations, and 

have shared them with students.  Anderson’s ideas have real-world application.  On the 

morning of 9-11, I watched the news alone in my apartment in Tucson.  After a few 

hours, I felt that I needed actual human interaction so, in a very ritualistic fashion, I went 

to campus and walked into an undergraduate American literature class.  I was a graduate 

student at the time and not enrolled in the class, but it seemed like the most logical place 

to go.  As the professor talked and listened to the class, he began to discuss Anderson’s 

ideas about imagined communities.  He explained that even though we were sitting in a 

classroom in Arizona and didn’t have actual knowledge of those who were killed, we 

were grieving for them because we were so tightly imagined into the same community.  

We were grieving because we imagined that these people were just like us: like everyone 
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else in our imagined community, these people were simply partaking in the common 

daily ritual of going to work. 

As I’ve used Anderson’s ideas I’ve always stressed the importance of the 

rhetorical signs and symbols—the common rituals—that foster a binding and totalizing 

imagination.  But I’ve continually overlooked the manner in which Anderson implicates 

space and place in his discussion.  Although commenting on the nature of communities, 

Anderson implies that imagination must take over because the physical space that 

encompasses a community of people has stopped working.  In other words, imagined 

communities are the result of the inability to effectively know everyone with whom we 

share space.  We imagine ourselves into communities when we no longer have “face-to-

face contact” with everyone in our community, or rather, when our community has 

outgrown the space that houses it.  Once this space-to-people ratio has been exceeded, 

individuals must rely on imagination to bind their communities together.  Imagination has 

the ability to recuperate a space that is insufficient to bind people.  Through imagination, 

space becomes malleable in nature and can expand to better accommodate a growing 

community.  As I established in my first chapter, nostalgia is experienced when an 

individual feels displaced from a particular place or time.  But an individual also feels 

displaced when their community expands beyond the capabilities of its physical space.  It 

is at this point that the individual must imagine their community into existence.  These 

ideas are important to my discussion because I argue that communities are imagined into 

existence through nostalgia.  Anderson speaks to this issue: he suggests that more 

distinguishing than the “falsity/genuineness” of a community is the “the style in which [a 
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community] is imagined” (6, emphasis added).  Using Anderson’s terms, nostalgia is a 

specific “style” through which a community can imagine itself.  

This chapter analyzes the nostalgia evoked by the organization and presentation 

of the Middleton Place Plantation in Charleston, South Carolina.  Middleton Place is a 

working plantation that has been open to the public since the 1920s.  It is a significant 

tourist attraction in Charleston and also a National Historic Landmark.  Middleton Place 

provides an interesting site of analysis because it has a dual agenda to both entertain and 

educate visitors.  My goal in this chapter is to offer a reading of Middleton Place 

Plantation as a public rhetorical experience where visitors are imagined into communities 

based upon a common and fabricated sense of nostalgia.  The nostalgia evoked within 

visitors acts as a lens through which they see themselves, others, and the historical 

information presented to them by the memorial.  As a result, visitors are imagined into a 

community through their nostalgic longings.  Central to my argument is idea of the 

pastoral: the plantation’s gardens embody the pastoral ideal in a manner that renders the 

interpretive activities about slavery and race powerless.   

I will begin with a brief descriptive tour of Middleton Place Plantation.  This tour 

is based upon advertisements and literature produced by the plantation, secondary 

sources, and interviews with Middleton Place staff.  I will then discuss the production of 

public sites of memory based upon Dean MacCannell’s definition of tourist attractions 

and cultural experiences.  An important element in MacCannell’s definition is the need 

for tourist attractions to appear neutral in their teaching.  I will then conclude this chapter 
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by analyzing the pastoral representation of plantation life, and the subsequent erasure of 

slavery and African-American contribution.  

 

Taking a Tour: Middleton Place Plantation 

The Middleton Place Plantation is a carefully preserved 18th century plantation 

located in Charleston, South Carolina.  Under the direction of J. J. Pringle Smith, 

Middleton Place opened to the public in the 1920s and has become a major tourist 

attraction in the Charleston area.  The gardens are the main attraction on the 60-acre site 

and are the oldest landscaped gardens in America.  In addition to the gardens, visitors can 

take interpretative tours of the Middleton Place House Museum and can visit the 

Plantation Stableyards.  The museum and stable yard are complemented by the Middleton 

Place Inn, the restaurant, an Equestrian Center, and an Outdoor Center where guests can 

kayak, take walking tours, and meet with a trained naturalist.  Middleton Place is also the 

location for festivals that celebrate holidays (Christmas and Easter), teach gardening tips, 

and that highlight seasonal blooms (such as camellias or azaleas).   

Edward Middleton was a wealthy Englishman who brought his family to the 

Carolina colony eight years after the founding of Charleston.  The Middletons came to 

Charleston via Barbados “where they and their fellow colonials amassed fortunes in the 

sugar trade.”  As “[p]roud representatives of the British crown, these colonists relished 

their English roots and modeled their New World lives upon the styles favored by their 

wealthy relations across the sea” (Sully 17).  Middleton Place Plantation began to take 

shape in 1741 when Edward’s grandson, Henry Middleton, acquired around 200 acres 
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and a house as the dowry for his wife, Mary.  Henry immediately began construction on 

the gardens at Middleton Place and “sent to England for an experienced landscape 

gardener to lay out the gardens at Middleton Place in the grand style that was in fashion 

in England during the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries” (Cothran 26).  

According to Middleton family history, the completion of the gardens at Middleton Place 

“took the work of one hundred slaves laboring seasonally for ten years to complete” 

(MPP).  During this time, slaves created grassy terraces, groves, formal walks, canals, 

and allées.  And it is reported that the much-noted Butterfly Lakes—twin lakes shaped 

like a butterfly’s open wings—were hand dug by slaves (MPP). 

Despite the attention given to the gardens, they have come close to destruction 

numerous times.  Plantation history records that in “1865 a detachment of the 56th New 

York Volunteer Regiment burned and looted the house and gardens.”  And two decades 

later, “during the great Charleston earthquake of 1886, Middleton Place was dealt yet 

another destructive blow.  The garden’s terraces were ripped open and the water in the 

Butterfly Lakes was sucked dry, reshaping in just minutes what had taken scores of 

slaves a decade to build” (MPP).  Thirty years after the earthquake, J.J. Pringle Smith 

inherited Middleton Place and began the massive project of restoring the gardens to 

Henry Middleton’s specifications.  And while the framework of Middleton’s garden 

remains intact, “his descendants introduced color and a variety of new plantings into the 

already magnificent gardens.”  Currently, the gardens are planned and planted so that 

something is blooming year-round (MPP).  The restored gardens have received numerous 

awards and recognitions: in addition to being named a National Historic Landmark, the 
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Garden Club of America awarded the Middleton gardens the Bulkley Medal in 1941.  

And in 1991, the International Committee on Monuments and Sites named Middleton 

Place “one of six U.S. gardens of international importance” (MPP).   

In addition to the gardens, Middleton Place Plantation provides two interpretive 

areas to help visitors better understand plantation living.  The first is the Middleton Place 

House Museum.  In 1755 Henry Middleton improved the property by building a north 

and a south flanker, or outbuildings, on each side of the three story main house that came 

with the original 200 acres.  The flankers housed music rooms, a library, gentlemen’s 

quarters, guest rooms, and the plantation offices.  But in February of 1865, a detachment 

from the Union army occupied Middleton Place and before leaving, they ransacked and 

burned both the main house and the flankers, “leaving the ground strewn with books, 

paintings and other family treasures” (MPP).  When the Middletons returned to the 

property, they resided in the less damaged south flanker.  Then, in 1886, what was left of 

the main house and the north flanker fell to ruins in an earthquake.  The south flanker 

survived the earthquake and continued to serve as the family residences.  This is only 

remaining building of the three that made up the Middleton residence at one point, and 

today visitors can tour the Middleton House Museum that is located there.  The rooms in 

the House Museum display family portraits, fine oils paintings, and cabinets and furniture 

made by the best American carpenters.  Although rooms are furnished with American 

furniture, “its artwork and decorative objects nearly all hail from continental Europe, 

where Charlestonians enjoying the Grand Tour often shopped for easily portable object” 

(Sully 22).  Visitors to the House Museum are presented with French rugs, Bohemian 
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glass, silver from London, and porcelain from England, France, and China.  The 

Middletons had pieces from all three countries and all with the Bourbon Sprig pattern—

”a pattern that originated in Paris during the reign of Queen Marie Antoinette” (27).  

Many of these possessions had to be collected after the Union occupation of the 

Middleton houses.  It is reported that “[w]hat priceless paintings, books, and furniture 

were not burned or strewn about the ground were ‘liberated’ by union troops and 

officers” (Sully 28). 

The Middletons were a prominent family and the main goal of the Middleton 

House tour is to help visitors understand and interpret the vital role that the family played 

in American and South Carolina history.  Henry Middleton was Speaker of the 

Commons, Commissioner for Indian Affairs, and a member of the Governor’s Council.  

Most impressively, in 1774 Henry was chosen to represent South Carolina at the First 

Continental Congress and was elected to serve as its President.  At this time, Henry was 

one of the wealthiest landholders in South Carolina with more than 50,000 acres and 800 

slaves (MPP).  Henry’s descendents continued to fill similar political positions: Henry’s 

son, Arthur Middleton, signed the Declaration of Independence.  Arthur’s son, Henry 

Middleton, became the Governor of South Carolina and the U.S. Minister to Russia.  And 

Governor Henry Middleton’s son, Williams Middleton, signed the Ordinance of 

Secession from the Union (MPP).    

 The second interpretive area is the Middleton Stableyard.  Here visitors can get 

“a look into 18th and 19th century working plantation life” and see “where African-

American slaves took care of the animals and tended to the crops.”  The website explains 
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that “skilled slaves” at Middleton were responsible for making “tools, pottery, clothing, 

and other products to support a functioning rice plantation.”  Currently, when guests visit 

the Stableyards they are able to see “craftspeople [demonstrating] life on a plantation of 

yesteryear” (Frommers).  Visitors observe as weavers, coopers, carpenters, potters, and 

blacksmiths demonstrate the “skills practiced by artisan slaves at Middleton Place.”  In 

addition to performing the job once done by slaves, “craft demonstrators and interpretive 

guides discuss slavery and plantation life from the earliest periods through Emancipation, 

Reconstruction and the first half of the 20th century” (MPP). 

Middleton Place Plantation also offers other activities and amenities that both 

entertain and educate guests.  These include an inn and restaurant, and a Wellness Center, 

Outdoor Center, and Equestrian Center.  At the Middleton Place Restaurant—which the 

American Way magazine cites as “one of the top 10 representing American cuisine at its 

best”—visitors are served “plantation lunch” and dinner (226).  These meals have been 

created by “famed chef” Edna Lewis and the specialties include she-crab soup, hoppin’ 

John and ham biscuits, okra gumbo, Sea Island shrimp, corn pudding, pan-seared quail 

with ham, sea scallops, and broiled oysters.   Guests at the Inn at Middleton enjoy eco-

friendly gardening tips taught at the Inn Garden.  The Wellness Center offers yoga 

classes, meditation and relaxation workshops, interpretive nature trails, holistic cooking 

classes, and labyrinth walks and lectures.  The Outdoor Center offers kayaking, biking, 

and walking tours that help guests observe and identify the local flora and fauna.  In 

addition to the tours, the Outdoor Center also offers a Challenge Course where groups 

can come to learn team building, leadership, and communication strategies.  And lastly, 
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the Equestrian Center offers lessons, boarding services, trail rides, and sponsors the 

Middleton Place Hounds, an English hunting club that organizes fox hunts on the 

plantation grounds.    

 

The Production of Tourism   

Visitors to Middleton Place Plantation are shaped and influenced by the produced 

nature of the site.  In his book, The Tourist: A New Theory of the Leisure Class, Dean 

MacCannell provides an in-depth analysis of the production of tourism.  His analysis—

which focuses on the relationship between society, culture, tourism, and reality—claims 

that tourist attractions should be viewed as cultural experiences.  As such, tourist 

attractions are made up of two parts that must be combined for the cultural experience to 

occur.   The first part, the “model,” is the “representation of an aspect of life on stage, 

film, etc.”  MacCannell uses this term “to mean an embodied ideal, very much the same 

way it is used in the phrase ‘fashion model’.”  The second part of the cultural experience 

is the “influence” or the “changed, created, intensified belief or feeling that is based on 

the model” (24).  To illustrate the combination of the model and the influence 

MacCannell provides the following examples: 

The spectacle of an automobile race is a model; the thrills it provides 

spectators and their practice of wearing patches and overalls advertising 

racing tires and oils are its influence.  Famous psychoanalytic case 

histories are models: everyone’s analysis is influenced by them.  A 
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bathing-suit model is a model; the desire for a real-life girlfriend that looks 

“just like a model” is its influence. (23-24)  

The cultural experience of the tourist attraction begins with the model that represents a 

facet of life in its ideal form.  Because the model represents the ideal, it instigates a 

change in the observer: this change in the observer is the influence.  Typically, as 

demonstrated by MacCannell’s examples, the model-influence combination evokes a 

desire to attain, copy, or duplicate the model.  In my analysis, the public site of memory 

functions as the model and the nostalgia felt by the participant is the influence.  It is 

important to note that a change in the in model creates a change in the influence 

produced: the influence evoked is controlled by refashioning and reworking the model.  

In this manner, the influence is not spontaneous, authentic, or original, but it is highly 

controlled and even slightly contrived. 

 The model-influence relationship exists at Middleton Place Plantation.  Middleton 

Place models order, symmetry, and balance for its visitors.  Henry Middleton went to 

great lengths to achieve this effect.  His design “was a superb exercise in logic and 

geometry, perfectly adapted to the contours of the land.”  In addition to working with the 

land, Henry laid out the gardens on an x and y axis: “The main axis of the Garden runs 

straight from the gates on the road, through what was the central hall of the main house, 

down the middle of the curved terraces, [in] between the Butterfly Lakes [. . .] to follow 

the straight course of the river” (MPP).  Balance is established in the more natural and 

wooded areas of the garden through the creation of reflection pools: “The Garden was set 

off from the forest to the west and north by the spring-fed Reflection Pool and the Azalea 
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Pool running perpendicular to it.”  The reflection created by the pools creates a symmetry 

that is other wise impossible in the wilder areas of the garden.  Therefore, the gardens at 

Middleton Place model balance, symmetry, and harmony between humans and nature.  

As visitors are influenced by the presentation of order and logic, they desire to copy, 

duplicate, or attain what is modeled.  But because visitors are presented with a model that 

memorializes the past, the model evokes a nostalgic longing for a return to a more 

ordered and harmonious past.   

Although it is the model-influence combination that impacts change in the 

observer, it is the disinterested medium that encourages visitors to trust the information 

presented by tourist attractions.  MacCannell writes:  “A medium is an agency that 

connects a model and its influence.”  For example, a “social situation of face-to-face 

interaction, a gathering, is a medium, and so are radio, television, film and tape.”  I argue 

that the medium is best understood by locating activities that introduce individuals to 

models.  The activity of watching a movie would be considered a medium: this activity 

introduces viewers to a model (the subject matter of the movie) and an influence (how 

viewers are impacted by the movie).  Therefore, sites of public memory are models and 

as such they influence visitors, but it is through the medium of tourism that participants 

are introduced to the model.  But in order for the model to truly influence, the medium 

must appear to have a neutral moral stance.  As MacCannell explains, the “moral 

structure of the medium is such that it takes the stance of being neutral or disinterested.”  

For example, watching a movie, watching television, or being a tourist all appear to be 

morally neutral activities.  This neutral or disinterested state strengthens the ability of the 
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model to teach: because the medium is neutral or unbiased, it is more readily trusted as 

either a source of simple entertainment or of valuable information.  Because the act of 

tourism seems neutral and unbiased, tourists trust the messages presented to them by 

models, and they trust the manner in which they are influenced.  MacCannell adds that 

regardless of the “facts” presented by the model, “the medium must appear to be 

disinterested if it is to be influential, so that any influence that flows from the model can 

appear to be both spontaneous and based on genuine feelings” (MacCannell 24).  

For MacCannell, tourist attractions, including sites of public memory, deliberately 

produce both what they model and what they teach.  The messages taught at memorials 

attempt to influence visitors about who they are, the communities they belong to, and 

what they should desire from their society.  From this we observe that “[t]ourist 

attractions are not merely a collection of random material representations.”  Instead, 

when “they appear in itineraries, they have a moral claim on the tourist and, at the same 

time, they tend toward universality, incorporating natural, social, historical and cultural 

domains in a single representation made possible by the tour” (MacCannell 45).  

Although the act of tourism appears to be disinterested, it isn’t: once activities and 

information are placed and positioned in a manner that tells a story and constructs 

information, they take on an agenda and are no longer neutral or disinterested. 

 

The American Pastoral as a Trope for Southern Nostalgia 

The order, balance, and harmony modeled by Middleton’s landscaped gardens is 

the American ideal of the pastoral.  In his book, The Machine in the Garden, Leo Marx 
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argues that the pastoral landscape is the backdrop for the idealized American home, and 

that the collective social identity of America has always been solidly based upon the idea 

of pastoral landscape.  Marx writes: “The pastoral ideal has been used to define the 

meaning of America ever since the age of discovery, and it has not yet lost its hold upon 

the native imagination” (3).  The pastoral idealizes “a simple, rural environment,” (5) and 

represents a “yearning for a simpler, more harmonious style of life, an existence ‘closer’ 

to nature” (6).  Although the pastoral symbolizes “the meaning of America,” it is largely 

an American myth: it is a landscape that only ever momentarily exists between the savage 

frontier line and city life.  The progressive nature of the American identity reduces the 

pastoral landscape into a fleeting moment that individuals will always be alienated from.  

Marx’s makes two claims that are important to my argument: first, the pastoral is 

a symbol of the ideal American landscape.  And second, the pastoral still has hold upon 

the American imagination.  Marx’s ideas intersect nicely with Svetlana Boym’s work on 

nostalgia.  Boym explains that the home that individuals are nostalgic for is an imagined 

and ideal home; it is a better version of the home than actually exists.  My argument here 

is largely based upon the connection of these concepts: the ideal national home that is 

imagined into existence by nostalgic Americans is solidly located within a pastoral 

setting.  Because my analysis of Middleton Place Plantation is largely dependent upon an 

understanding of the pastoral, it is necessary to have a more complete definition of what 

it is. 

The pastoral is the harmonious moment between the civilized and the savage, and 

the embodiment of  “semi-primitivism.”  This is because the pastoral “is located in a 
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middle ground somewhere ‘between,’ yet in a transcendent relation to, the opposing 

forces of civilization and nature” (Marx 23).  The desire for an escape to the pastoral 

originated “in a recoil from the pain and responsibility of life in a complex civilization,” 

and this recoil was part of the “familiar impulse to withdraw from the city, locus of 

power and politics, into nature” (22).9   The pastoral is “an oasis of rural pleasure” where 

citizens enjoy “the best of both worlds—the sophisticated order of art and the simple 

spontaneity of nature. [. . .] [T]he solid satisfactions of the pastoral retreat [include] 

peace, leisure, and economic sufficiency” (Marx 22-23).  Adding to the work of Marx, 

Roderick Frazier Nash identifies a pastoral environment as one that is “ploughed”; in 

other words, a pastoral environment “represents a balance of the forces of nature and 

man” (6).  Nash sets up the American concept of open land as a spectrum where 

wilderness and civilization are antipodes and the pastoral is the middle ground.   

Middleton Place Plantation models the country, simplicity, and nature as 

discussed by Marx.  While at Middleton Place Plantation, visitors spend the bulk of their 

time in landscaped gardens that model the idealized vision of the pastoral.  To achieve the 

pastoral ideal, the gardens recreate the balance, harmony, and order of the American 

pastoral landscape.  Although the name of designer that Henry Middleton hired to create 

the gardens has been lost, it is assumed that he was English and heavily influenced by the 
                                                
9 Outside of being an imagined concept, the American pastoral has deep historical roots.  This 
concept gained traction as America won independence and became self-reliant.  According to 
Jonathan Prude’s article “Capitalism, Industrialism, and the Factory in Post-Revolutionary 
America,” America experienced a “quickening postrevolutionary metamorphosis [that] involved a 
substantially deepened dependence on market relations” (242).  In the wake of this dependence, 
factories and lumber mills were built to meet the demands of an increasing American population.  
These factories brought a need for workers, which led to the urbanization of many small 
establishments.  People were now moving from secluded and self-sufficient towns to more 
established areas for work.  Because of this exodus out of the countryside many were trying to 
find an escape from the demands of the centralization. 
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precepts of André Le Nôtre, the designer of the gardens at the Palace of Versailles (Sully 

18).  In her book, Charleston Architecture and Interiors, Susan Sully explains that the 

“elegant geometry of the overall plan, the sweeping lines of tree-lined allées, and orderly 

forms of parterre gardens all comply with Le Nôtre’s logical, Age-of-Enlightenment 

approach to design” (18).  While designing the gardens, Henry Middleton balanced the 

woods against the water through the use of reflecting pools and the creation of artificial 

lakes.  The design of the garden relied upon “[r]ational order, geometry and balance,” and 

“vistas, focal points and surprises were all part of this garden design.”  Middleton’s 

gardens “contained walkways [. . .] which were planted with trees and shrubs, trimmed to 

appear as green walls that partition off small galleries, green arbors and bowling greens.”  

In addition, there “were ornamental canals designed with mathematical precision, 

sundials, minor vistas and statues placed at strategic viewpoints.”  And because gentle 

slopes provided “more imperceptible transitions,” were “more pleasing to the eye,” and 

“more convenient for walking,” grassy ramps were preferred to steps (MPP). 

Middleton’s model of the American pastoral influences visitors by evoking a 

nationalistic nostalgia.  While in the space of the plantation visitors enter into the 

pastoral, which is the backdrop for the idealized American home.  Because nostalgia is 

the longing for a largely fabricated and self-created memory, the home for which 

Americans long is one of balance and harmony.  Once presented with the symbolic 

representation of the idealized American home at Middleton, visitors give into longings 

for an ordered existence that does not exist outside of the Middleton grounds.  Here 

visitors see and experience a balanced landscape that becomes a symbolic backdrop for 
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their nostalgia; visitors are influenced by the model presented to them and become 

nostalgic for the seeming balance and harmony of plantation life. 

Because the pastoral is often romanticized, it must be objectively understood as 

an oversimplified trope rather than a truth.  According to Annette Kolodny, tropes are 

devices that systematically represent seemingly common and communal thoughts; as 

such, they organize both people and information.  Although tropes are not universal, they 

often reveal the hegemonic nature of western thought and denote moments where 

individuals comply with or resist hegemonic elements of society.  Tropes govern the 

perceived reality inhabited by individuals and societies, and tropes can lead to social 

entrapment and delusion.  Therefore, when viewed as an oversimplified trope rather than 

a truth, the pastoral becomes very one-dimensional (Kolodny).  The trope of the pastoral 

establishes a binary between the city and country where all things pure and desirable are 

found in the country, all corruption takes place in the city, and the details that complicate 

this idea are ignored.   

The aim of the pastoral trope is to promote a return to innocence and purity 

through a return to the country, and this return is inherently linked to nostalgia.  When 

that return is not physically or temporally possible, individuals imagine a return to the 

pastoral: this imagined returned is nostalgia.  Although the binary thinking of the pastoral 

is flawed, we can see that when viewed as a trope, the pastoral encourages nostalgic 

thinking.  Marx articulates this:  

Movement toward such a symbolic landscape also may be understood as 

movement away from an “artificial” world, a world identified with “art,” 
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using this word in its broadest sense to mean the disciplined habits of 

mind or arts developed by organized communities.  In other words, this 

impulse gives rise to a symbolic motion away from centers of civilization 

toward their opposite, nature, away from sophistication toward simplicity, 

or, to introduce the cardinal metaphor of the literary mode, away from the 

city and toward the country.  When this impulse is unchecked, the result is 

simple-minded wishfulness, a romantic perversion of thought and feeling. 

(9-10) 

As visitors tour the plantation they falsely enact “movement” away from the city by 

simply entering the site.  The “romantic perversion of thought and feeling” occurs when 

visitors to the plantation desire to attain elements of plantation life.  

The pastoral removal from the artificial is further encouraged by the plantation 

grounds.  While at Middleton, visitors are allowed to withdraw from the city and 

momentarily relocate themselves in the country.  Although this removal could be 

complicated by other tourists at the site, included in the 60-acre gardens at Middleton are 

smaller, hidden gardens where tourists can go to further remove themselves from the 

other tourists.  Therefore, the garden within the garden further exaggerates the sense of a 

more authentic removal from the city.  In their time, these gardens provided the 

Middleton family with areas where they could entertain and partition off from those in 

the main gardens; currently they enable visitors to escape interactions with other guests.  

Although the visitor’s experience in the gardens is a public experience, visitors are able 

to walk the gardens freely and to partition themselves off from one another.  This 
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partitioning off takes place as visitors physically relocate to smaller gardens and private 

sitting areas. The pastoral symbolized by the Middleton gardens presents visitors with the 

model of removal and relocation, and this model is supported by the private sitting areas 

and smaller gardens located at Middleton.  But the influence produced is one of binary 

thinking that privileges a false authenticity of the country over that of the city.   

Just as the pastoral is linked to nostalgia, it is also linked to Southern plantation.  

A main point presented overtly by Nash is that “wilderness” is an extremely different 

concept than “pastoral” and that these terms are not interchangeable.  This point is most 

clear as he describes the pastoral as “paradise,” a “life of ease and contentment,” a 

“garden,” and that “on both idyllic and practical counts wilderness [is] anathema” to the 

pastoral (30-1).  Because of the need for balance and harmony, the American pastoral is 

not on the Western frontier but is more appropriately located on the “ploughed” and 

“gardened” plantations of the American South.10   In his book Virgin Land, Henry Nash 

Smith contributes to Nash’s argument by locating the pastoral in the South and 

identifying the South as the embodiment of the American pastoral.  About the Southern 

plantation he states: 

The fiction dealing with the plantation emphasizes the beauty of 

harmonious social relations in an orderly feudal society.  It presupposes 

generations of settled existence and is inimical to change.  Literary 

plantations are almost always in the older South, and when they are 

                                                
10 Nash’s purpose is to articulate an identity for wilderness that differs significantly from both the 
pastoral and the civilized.  These ideas are also present in Leo Marx’s Machine in the Garden, 
and Henry Nash Smith’s Virgin Land. 
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situated in the new, developing Southwest, they are unhistorically depicted 

as duplicates of the Virginia and Carolina estates on which the convention 

was first based.  Such symbols could not be adapted to the expression of a 

society like that of the West, either South or North, where rapidity of 

change, crudity, bustle, heterogeneity were fundamental traits. (151-152)11 

Here Smith articulates two important points.  First, the Southern plantation achieves the 

American pastoral as it establishes a harmony between human effort and nature.  The 

antebellum plantation presents the most complete depiction of the American pastoral—a 

moment of balance and harmony between human and nature; therefore, the antebellum 

plantation and the pastoral are fused together in the American imagination.12   And 

second, the American pastoral is not transferable to other regions: it is specifically 

Southern.  As Smith claims, the Southern plantation, and therefore the pastoral, was not 

transferable to other regions because the plantation is inimical to change, and all other 

American regions—particularly the West—thrive upon change.  

 Therefore, Smith argues that the Southern plantation offers the closest embodied 

model of the pastoral.  This must be factored into our analysis of Middleton Place 

Plantation.  As discussed earlier, the American pastoral is conceptual in nature and, 

because of America’s focus on progress, it does not exist.  But, according to Smith, the 

                                                
11 The “Southwest” referenced here by Smith is Texas.  Beginning in the 1820s Southern cotton 
plantations had been established in Texas.  Texas became a catalyst for regional development.  
It was the Southwest, but had Southern markers, such as cotton plantations. 
12 Slavery adds an obvious complication to the argument that the plantation serves as the 
embodiment of the American pastoral. As I have explained, because nostalgia is linked to the 
pastoral, it is also linked with plantation-style slavery.  This is exactly why nostalgia is so 
complicated and begs analysis: my analysis of the nostalgia manufactured at Southern sites of 
public memory will critique the ideologies complicit in American nostalgia. 
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Southern plantation embodies it more closely than any other American landscape: it is 

our nation’s working model of the pastoral.  Therefore, if the plantation is the most 

complete model of the pastoral, then the resulting influence would be a desire to 

reproduce plantation living especially as seen at Middleton Place.  The model-influence 

relationship here becomes one of allowances and authorizations.  Because, as Smith 

argues, the Southern plantation is inimical to change, then the influence of the model is to 

allow the plantation to runs its course.  In addition, the influence of the plantation model 

is allowed and authorized because the Southern plantation cannot be relocated.  In this 

manner, it is only a contained threat, if a threat at all.     

 

The Pastoral Erasure of Race 

The analysis of race at Middleton Place Plantation is a complicated task for many 

reasons and my analysis here has three movements.  First, Middleton Place Plantation 

represents a pastoral ideal that excludes racial diversity.  America’s agrarian history has 

always rejected the idea of racial diversity, and because of this, it’s important to analyze 

historical representations of agriculture.  Second, Middleton Place provides guests with 

what I call “secondary activities.”  These activities teach visitors about the plantation 

grounds, but direct attention away from the interpretive areas that address race and 

slavery.  As such, the secondary activities function as Burkian third terms, reconciling a 

history of slavery with a current disdain for it.  And lastly, my analysis here returns to 

MacCannell’s ideas on tourist productions.  Through the secondary activities of yoga, 

cooking classes, and nature walks, Middleton Place Plantation models and reproduces 
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other tourist attractions rather than reproducing its own plantation history.  This allows 

visitors to tour Middleton in the same manner they would tour any other attraction, 

regardless of what historical event is memorialized.     

When analyzing race at Middleton Place Plantation, it is necessary to understand 

that historically, the pastoral ideal has never allowed for racial diversity.  Because the 

pastoral is linked to the agricultural use of land, it can be traced through agricultural 

development.  The concept of the American West as an agrarian region dates back to 

Benjamin Franklin’s observation that the American Colonies would not become a 

powerful asset to England as a merchant of trade, but rather, their power would come as 

they developed the agrarian potential found in the interior of North America (Smith 7).  

But in the mid-1800s, both the Republicans and Democrats were vying for access to the 

interior of North America so that they could control and advance their particular agrarian 

ideal.  Reliant upon the idea of the independent yeoman and industrious farmer, Northern 

Republicans wanted individual farmers to develop the West.  But Southern Democrats 

rejected the idea of the individual farmer, desiring instead to have the interior developed 

through the expansion of slavery.  As summarized by Smith, Republican agrarianisms 

was that of the “idealized Western yeoman,” while the Southern Democrat preferred that 

of the “plantation” (133).  The conflict over Western expansion became a “choice 

between two social patterns: the plantation system, with its masters and slaves, and the 

Jeffersonian ideal of a society of small landowners tilling their own soil” (134).  But 

neither vision made room for racial diversity.  The Northern vision was solely for Anglo-

Americans and the Southern vision came at the expense of slave labor.  
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In order for the Republicans to gain control of Western development, they needed 

to reorganize the Northeast and Southwest alignment.  Since the 1820s Americans had 

been establishing cotton plantations in the Mexican territory of Texas.  But in 1830, the 

Mexican government outlawed slavery and prohibited further American immigration to 

the territory of Texas.  But the Mexican government intervened too late: by 1835 there 

were already 20,000 Americans in Texas compared to the 4,000 Mexicans.  So in 1836 

Texas declared independence from Mexico.  The formation of the Republic of Texas did 

two things: first, slavery took hold in Texas and the plantation system threatened to shape 

the West, leaving no jobs for the small landowner and no room for free labor.  And 

second, Texas’ declaration of independence from Mexico solidified a South-West 

alignment, which would ensure the introduction of slavery to the interior. 

In response to the increasing South-West alliance, the 1860 Republican Party built 

their platform around the opposition of slavery in U.S. territories and the criticism of the 

Supreme Court’s proslavery Dred Scott decision.  It should be emphasized that members 

of the Republican Party did not oppose slavery out of abolitionist desires, but rather, they 

opposed slavery because it endangered the opportunity for Anglo-Americans to farm the 

West.  In other words, they realized that Western slavery would displace Anglo-

Americans from their own agrarian vision.  Slavery simply interfered with Northeastern 

development of the agrarian West: if agrarian opportunities in the West were modeled 

after Southern plantations, Anglo-American labor in the Western territories would 

become unprofitable at best, and obsolete at worst.  Realignment meant the difference 

between the West as a free labor system or as a slave system.  As explained by Benjamin 
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F. Wade from Ohio, if “hard-fisted laboring” Northerners were told that “this Territory 

[were] to be covered over with slaves and with masters,” and that they were “to go out 

there and work side by side” with those slaves, Northerners would not “degrade 

themselves by working upon a level with [. . .] miserable slaves” (Smith 167-68). 

The pastoral vision that imagined Westward expansion was an Anglo American 

vision, and as such, it held no room for a multi-raced agrarian farmer.  The desire to keep 

African Americans out of Westward expansion was so intense that it created abolitionists.  

But it is crucial to analyze how race functions in modern representations of pastoral 

landscape.  Although any enforcement of overt racism towards African-American is 

currently inappropriate and illegal, American nostalgia allows the reenactment and 

retrofitting of dominant and subordinate positions.  But a historical reenactments allow 

Anglo Americans to envision, and possibly long for, a time when their national home was 

more ordered and balanced because it was defined against the African-American 

population.  In other words, Middleton Place Plantation evokes nostalgia in Anglo 

Americans because it presents a more ordered national identity built on tacit racism 

towards African-Americans.  

As I mentioned, Middleton Place Plantation provides secondary activities that are 

not focused on the gardens and do not aim to interpret the plantation’s history.  

Secondary activities are sponsored by the inn, restaurant, Outdoor Center, Equestrian 

Center, and Wellness Center.  The activities include eco-friendly gardening classes, yoga 

classes, meditation and relaxation workshops, interpretive nature trails, holistic cooking 

classes, kayaking, and biking.  These activities provide visitors with a somewhat updated 
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experience that allows visitors to move away from the history of the plantation, but still 

learn about and experience the plantation grounds.  For example, when visitors go 

kayaking on the Ashley River that surrounds the majority of the plantation they will be 

educated on numerous topics that range from water safety to butterfly identification.  In 

this manner they are both educated and entertained by the plantation and its history.  

Similarly, while participating in the Challenge Course, coworkers learn how to more 

effectively trust and communicate with each other.   It is in these activities that Middleton 

Place is able to still fulfill its aim of education—and in doing so, it fulfills the 

expectations of the visitors—but can move away from educating visitors about slavery, 

race, and the Civil War.  These activities also represent and provide an exaggerated sense 

of the pastoral ideal by providing experiences that bring quests closer to nature.  

These secondary activities function as “third terms” by connecting Middleton 

Place Plantation’s history with society’s current disdain for slavery.  Kenneth Burke 

explains that through the use and adoption of a third term, two opposing concepts are 

identified with each other.  Burke explains that we “confront a [. . .] need for a third term 

that will serve as the ground or medium of communication between opposing terms.”   In 

other words, third terms encompass the opposing terms within a concept of unity.  Burke 

adds that regardless of the “logical problems such a third term may give rise to, we are 

being logical in feeling the need for it” (Grammar 405, emphasis added).  The secondary 

activities at Middleton Place Plantation provide visitors with an experience that is 

removed from the history of the plantation, but that is still very much connected to the 

plantation grounds.  As third terms, these activities connect the opposing terms of a 
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historic acceptance of slavery and a present disgust with it.  Therefore, the secondary 

activities offered at Middleton allow visitors to participate in an experience that utilizes 

the physical space of the plantation, but because the activity functions as a third term it is 

removed from the complicated history of the plantation.  It is in this manner that the 

visitor shares a communal (yet fabricated) experience with those who once lived at the 

plantation.  And this is where nostalgia is evoked: because visitors are now connected to 

the Middletons through their experience touring the plantation, they are nostalgic for the 

ideal and balanced home that has been presented to them.  When used in this manner, we 

see that the secondary activities simply hide race.  The communication that takes place 

between the opposing terms of a past acceptance and a present disgust for slavery is 

established through simple subterfuge: this tactic hides critical information through 

subordination.  As visitors engage in secondary activities, the plantation effectively 

subordinates the conversation about Middleton slaves to the dominant conversation about 

meditation, plants, and animals.  In this manner, slavery is largely hidden from a 21st 

century audience who would otherwise be uncomfortable with it.  Therefore, third terms 

enable communication through the forced subordination of one term to the other.  

In addition to hiding information, third terms also reconcile information through 

the redirection of attention.  Here communication between opposing terms is achieved as 

attention is directed away from the negative aspects of slavery and towards common 

values.  This use of the third term is even more dangerous than the subordination of 

information.  This is because the redirection of attention actually reconciles past and 

present views on slavery; in other words, the visitors’ knowledge about the evils of 
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slavery is reconciled to and allowed to coexist with the historical practice of slavery.     

For example, in the literature produced by the plantation, slaves and slave tasks are 

referred to in a manner that focuses on the slave’s skill level.  This literature refers to 

Middleton slaves as “skilled slaves,” “craftspeople,” and “artisans.”  The interpretive 

guides that perform slave tasks make tools, pottery, and clothing, and demonstrate the 

skilled work of weavers, coopers, carpenters, potters, and blacksmiths.  In other words, 

the interpretive guides perform tasks that the visitors are not skilled enough to do; in 

response, visitors become impressed with the industry of slavery.  The Stableyards 

strongly inform visitors that the slaves were educated, taught, and trained; education, skill 

level, and artistry become the third term that reconciles past and present views on slavery.  

Here the third term is a success.  The historical institution of slavery values education just 

as much as the visitor does, therefore, the visitor complicity agrees with the educational 

goals of slavery.    

The third term functions in a similar manner as visitors take self-guided tours of 

the Stableyard.  While in the Stableyards, tourists are able to locate their own third terms.  

Clinton Noren, the Stableyards Interpretive Coordinator, stressed the importance of the 

Stableyards: because the primary focus of both the gardens and the house are the 

achievements of the Middleton family, the Stableyards are the only location on the 60-

acre site that teaches visitors about the plantation’s history with slavery.  But the 

interpretation of slavery and race at Middleton Place is complicated.  Out of the 300 

volunteers that work at the plantation, 65 work at the Stableyards.  Volunteers at the 

Stableyard demonstrate chores and duties once performed by slaves, and volunteer 
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docents are available to answer questions and talk to visitors.  The docents don’t work 

from scripts, but instead address questions and comments from the visitors.  In this 

manner, visitors experience the Stableyards in a very self-guided manner.  Noren 

explained that although visitors typically asked about the working and living conditions 

of the slaves, they are also quite interested in the tools and implements used at the 

Stableyards.  Often tourists will recognize a tool that they saw a grandparent or parent use 

and conversations deal with the tools used by the volunteers.  As this happens, tourists 

turn the Stableyards into a history lesson about themselves and their past rather than a 

history lesson about slavery: in this manner, their experience and their history become the 

third term.  And once again, the opposing terms of slavery become reconciled.  This 

reconciliation is encouraged as Anglo volunteers perform jobs once done by slaves.  As 

this takes place, Anglo tourists easily remake the Stableyard history as their own and 

divorce it from racial implications.  Additionally, as Anglo volunteers perform “artisan” 

slave crafts, slavery ceases to be a foreign concept based upon race and is represented as 

a benign event that utilized Anglo labor. 

Here it must also be noted that Middleton’s third terms also function as 

MacCannell’s model and influence.  For example, Middleton provides a model of a 

skilled and educated labor force; visitors are influenced with the desire to learn similar 

skills. Similarly, as visitors self-guide their way through the Stableyard, they encounter 

their family history in the farm tools once used by parents and grandparents; naturally 

their family history acts as a model, and visitors are positively influenced to learn more 

about themselves.  In a very cunning manner, the issue of race is removed from the 
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presentation of slavery and visitors desire to follow the “model” of slavery that is being 

presented to them. 

 

Conclusion: Disciplined in the Art of Tourism 

In conclusion I’d like to briefly return to the ideas of MacCannell.  In his text, he 

encourages his readers to recognize the reproducible nature of tourist attractions.  When 

working together, he says, “a cultural model, its influence(s), the medium that links them, 

the audiences that form around them, and the producers, directors, actors, agents, 

technicians, and distributors that stand behind them” should be called “a production” 

(MacCannell 24).  But these productions take on a reality of their own: these productions 

begin to refer and depend more heavily on the medium of the tourist attraction, and 

become more and more detached from the historical event that they are representing.  In 

this manner, cultural productions begin to functions as “signs”:  

Like the faces of Jesus Christ on religious calendars, [cultural productions] 

refer to (resemble) each other but not the original.  Cultural productions 

are also rituals.  They are rituals in the sense that they are based on 

formulae or models and in the sense that they carry individuals beyond 

themselves and the restrictions of everyday experience.  Participation in a 

cultural production, even at the level of being influenced by it, can carry 

the individual to the frontiers of his being where his emotions may enter 

into communion with the motions of others “under the influence.” (26)   
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The message presented to participants at tourist attractions is referential to the cultural 

production of a tourist attraction.  In this manner, visitors are primarily taught about 

navigating the public and collective experience of tourism, and they are only secondarily 

educated about the historical event depicted.  It is in this manner that the cultural 

productions of the tourist attraction begins to repeat and duplicate itself: each attraction 

utilizes the “same set of cultural elements,” but with slight variations.  Each production is 

“a ‘copy,’ ‘rerun,’ ‘spinoff,’ or a ‘poor man’s version’ of an original” (26).  The gardens 

and activities provided at Middleton place become a copy, reproduction, rerun, or spin-

off of other tourist attractions and cease to be about the specific history of Middleton 

Place.  Ultimately, Middleton Place provides its tourists with a tourist experience that is 

expected, similar, and comfortable.  The site enables its guests to tour the plantation in 

the same manner that they would a spa or a nature reserve.  Due to the focus on these 

secondary activities, education and interpretation about slavery and race become 

secondary.       

In short, tourist attractions are cultural productions that duplicate and copy other 

tourist attractions.  These duplicates encourage visitors to experience the space of one site 

of public memory in a similar manner to other sites of public memory.  Therefore, 

visitors are similarly educated and disciplined regardless of the site or the historical event 

being presented.  The secondary activities at Middleton Place Plantation act as third terms 

that subordinate information and reconcile past and present attitudes towards slavery and 

race.  But these secondary activities also reproduce experiences that are commonly found 
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at other sites of public memory.  In this manner, they enable a detachment between the 

model and influence and the historical moment being memorialized.  

The production of Middleton Place Plantation provides visitors with a pastoral 

model that influences them to feel nostalgic for a past moment that was more ordered, 

harmonious, and balanced.  This takes place as visitors are presented with a symbolic 

pastoral landscape and activities that direct their attention away from the complex issues 

of race and slavery.  As tourists spend time in the gardens and enjoy their plantation meal 

of she-crab soup and sea scallops, they cease to think about the incarceration of African-

Americans that once took place at the plantation.  Instead, tourists are presented with an 

idealized and romantic vision of plantation life that balances the civilized and the natural 

world.  Because of this, plantation life fulfills their nostalgic desire for balance, harmony, 

and symmetry within a pastoral setting.  Implicit in this manufactured nostalgia is a 

misunderstanding about the nature and reality of slavery.  The nostalgic longings evoked 

at Middleton Place Plantation emphasize the harmony of the gardens and erase the slave 

labor required to create the gardens.  This argument is significant because it reveals the 

complicit and conservative nature of nostalgia: because nostalgia is always looking back, 

it disregards the social and cultural movements that have brought awareness and equality 

to marginalized groups.  And those who unknowingly give in to nostalgic longings are 

complicit with nostalgia’s conservative agenda. 
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CHAPTER 4: ALAN LOMAX AND THE NOSTALGIC REPRESENTATION OF 

DISCIPLINED BLACK BODIES 

 

In 1993 Alan Lomax published his award winning memoir, The Land Where the 

Blues Began.  Although Lomax was 78 years old at the time of publication, the bulk of 

his 500-plus page memoir focused on two collecting trips made to the Mississippi Delta 

when he was in his mid-twenties.  Upon its publication, Lomax’s memoir was well 

received by both academic and popular audiences, and it won the National Book Critics 

Circle Award for nonfiction and the Ralph J. Gleason Music Book Award.  Although the 

memoir has been widely popular, The Land Where the Blues Began can be best 

understood as a reclamation of the figurative home and life that Lomax was nostalgic for.  

It is a memoir that subtly attempts to control, regain, and recreate Lomax’s past.  

Memoirs can be read as memorials to a person’s life, and they function similarly to other 

public sites of memory.  As with other memorials, Lomax familiarizes his readers—made 

over as visitors—with a seemingly better time and place that they cannot fully access.  

Because the reader cannot access the time and place in Lomax’s description, they become 

displaced and experience nostalgia via Lomax’s descriptions and reflections. 

Lomax’s nostalgia is significantly betrayed in the very first line of the preface to 

his memoir.  Here Lomax observes that America has the blues: “Although [the twentieth 

century] has been called the age of anxiety, it might better be termed the century of the 

blues.”  Then, borrowing both insight and ethos from bluesman Huddie Leadbelly, 

Lomax adds “Leadbelly once told me, ‘When you lie down at night, turning from side to 
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side, and you can’t be satisfied no way you do, Old Man Blues got you’ “ (ix).  And it is 

in Lomax’s next statement—which happens to be only four sentences into the preface of 

his memoir—that Lomax gets down to the messy business of establishing the racial 

identity, the ownership, and the landscape of the blues.  Here he states, “A hundred years 

ago only blacks in the Deep South were seized by the blues.  Now the whole world 

begins to know them” (ix).  Here Lomax is holding back: what he really wants to discuss 

is the authenticity of the blues.  And it is this conversation that will weave its way 

throughout Lomax’s memoir and will ultimately corner him.  While Lomax’s life work 

was to record and popularize the blues, he publicly denounced any adaptation that he felt 

altered the authenticity of the blues.  In other words, he despised the audience that he 

begged to show up.  Thus, Lomax’s career was both his boon and bane: he destroyed the 

art form that he was most intent on protecting.  His success in popularizing the blues 

brought larger audiences, more blues performers, and ultimately, more changes to the art 

form that he had recorded, saved, and nurtured.  Because of this, Lomax is nostalgic for 

the blues that he once knew. 

Lomax is also nostalgic for the blues because he is alienated and rejected by the 

binary that he established as a paradigm for thinking about the blues.  In the preface to his 

memoir Lomax delineates two historical moments that include “then” and “now”: “then” 

is the past moment when “only blacks in the Deep South were seized by the blues,” and 

“now” is Lomax’s current moment when “the whole world” knows about the blues.  But 

Lomax doesn’t fit into either of these moments.  As an educated, Southern, white 

ethnomusicologist at the end of his academic career and nearing the end of his life, 
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Lomax is nostalgic for a middle ground that accommodates him.  But this middle ground 

does not exist.  Although Lomax helped to create and popularize the early American 

blues, Lomax desires the moment when only he and a few others Anglo Americans knew 

about the music and the musicians that produced it.  But because this is a binary, Lomax 

cannot recreate the historical moment that he is nostalgic for, so he is left longing, 

helpless, and as Leadbelly warns, he can’t be satisfied regardless of what he tries to do.  

Therefore, when confronted with the task of memorializing his own career, the narrative 

that Lomax articulates is one of alienation, displacement, and nostalgia. 

My goal in this chapter is to offer a reading of Alan Lomax’s memoir The Land 

Where the Blues Began as a text which functions similarly to public sites of memory in 

that it manufactures a sense of nostalgia in its readers.  As this happens, Lomax alleviates 

his reader’s nostalgia in the same manner that he alleviates his own: by articulating what 

he considers to be ideal values and beliefs.  Consequently, Lomax’s readers conclude The 

Land Where the Blues Began with a set of values and beliefs proposed by Lomax.  It is in 

this way that Lomax’s public memorial to his life evokes and manipulates nostalgia for 

rhetorical ends.  As Lomax draws attention to the elements of the past that he is nostalgic 

for, he educates his readers about what they should similarly value, long for, and desire in 

society.  In other words, his nostalgia is an argument that calls for present-day 

communities based upon traditional elements of past communities.  Ultimately, Lomax’s 

nostalgia is an extremely conservative argument that tacitly requests a return to the social 

positions and conditions that Lomax longs for.  Although this chapter demonstrates that a 

memoir can have the same impact as sites of public memory, my main argument here is 
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about the relationship between the memoirist and the reader; or rather, about those who 

produce and those who consume texts.  This relationship is complicated when those who 

produce texts are nostalgic for the moment that they are memorializing. 

When analyzing the Middleton Place Plantation in chapter three, I looked at how 

nostalgia is manufactured and evoked when people visit sites of public memory that 

function as tourist destinations. Once at a tourist destination, visitors are presented with 

signs and symbols that evoke nostalgia.  Consequently, in order to satiate this sense of 

nostalgia, public sites of memory presents visitors with values and beliefs that imagine 

individual visitors into a collective whole.  The argument presented in this chapter is 

significant because it modifies and expands the idea of what can be considered a public 

site of memory, such as a memoir.  Although sites such as memoirs are encountered by 

individuals rather than by collective groups, these sites have the ability to evoke and 

manufacture nostalgia in a manner similar to sites of public memory that are tourist 

destinations.  I will begin with a brief discussion on memoirs and tourists, and will then 

establish the context for Lomax’s memoir.  I will then analyze Lomax’s memoir, 

focusing on his relationship to institutions of power, the sites that he is overtly nostalgic 

for, and the manner in which he remains a tourist in his own memoir.  My reading of the 

memoirs is based on Lomax’s text and secondary sources that provide background to The 

Land Where the Blues Began. 
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Memoirs, Memorials, and Tourist Practices 

 As I established in my first chapter, place and space differ significantly from one 

another and my project deals with how the two interact and influence each other.  

According to Michel de Certeau, places establish physical boundaries and situate objects 

into distinction locations.  But spaces are “composed of intersections of mobile elements” 

(117).  For example, the physical location of a site of public memory is a place; the 

intersecting elements of a visitor’s background, the nation’s current political climate, and 

the history commemorated by the site create a space.  As we can see, places are static 

locations and spaces are mobile and dynamic, and although separate and different, the 

two are related.  To this Henri Lefebvre adds that spaces are socially constructed.  In 

order to understand space we must break with the “widespread understanding of space 

imagined as an independent material reality existing ‘in itself’” (Schmid 28).  Because 

space is social, it is also highly historical—in other words, social spaces have a history.  

The history of a space establishes a model of how an individual should act and interact 

when inhabiting a particular space.  As a result of this historical modeling, spaces are also 

practiced: when an individual inhabits a social space they practice the behaviors that have 

been modeled for them in similar spaces.  Therefore, spaces are not neutral or benign, and 

as such they can “never serve as an epistemological starting position” (Lefebvre qtd. in 

Schmid).  Because spaces are produced, so are the actions and thoughts of the individual 

within a social space. 

If spaces do in fact have a history that models behavior for individuals to practice 

and enact, then we can consider spaces to be disciplined in the manner discussed by 
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Michel Foucault.  This connection is important because it reveals that sites of public 

memory are didactically similar to sites of punishment and discipline.  As explained by 

Foucault, sites of punishment and discipline are used to re-educate criminals into social 

life.  But it is through the agenda of educating the public about a historical moment or 

event that a site of public memory also re-educates its visitors into a social life that is 

more in line with the agenda of the memorial.  Both type of sites—disciplinary and 

memorials—can be used to educate individuals, promote specific types of social 

behavior, and recode errant actions.  Therefore, as visitors are positioned and directed by 

the ordered and fixed elements of a public site of memory, they are also disciplined.  This 

disciplining reveals the relationship between place and space: the fixed elements of a 

memorial provide a location for the intersection of mobile elements.  For example, the 

fixed boundaries of the Middleton Place Plantation provide a location for the intersection 

of mobile social elements.  While at the plantation, the pastoral symbolism of the 

balanced and harmonious gardens intersects with chaotic international politics and an 

instable economic climate.  This intersection creates a social space where individuals are 

nostalgic for the symbols presented by the tourist attraction.  While in the space of the 

memorials, visitors naturally become nostalgic for a past that seems easier than their 

present situation.  

As we recognize the malleable nature of space and the fixed nature of place, it is 

necessary to become more critical of all texts that memorialize history and manufacture 

nostalgia.  For example, memoirs conduct work that is very similar to public sites of 

memory.  Yet this work seems innocuous because memoirs are encountered by 
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individuals rather than by a large collective group.  Memoirs also seem benign because 

they present the story of an individual—memoirs are not physical locations complete 

with brochures, entrance fees, and docents.  Typically, memoirs deal with public rather 

than private matters, or private matters that have a public impact.  In comparison to 

autobiographies, memoirs are fragmented texts: memoirs rarely review the entire life 

history of a person, but instead they focus on a moment in a person’s life that is 

interesting to a reading public.  Memoirs also play with time: because they only deal with 

one moment in a person’s life rather than the entire life history, time in a memoir is 

stretched out and elongated to show emphasis.  Because the emphasis of a memoir is on 

the process of remembering and reflecting on events rather than on the factual nature of 

events, memoirs allow for emotions.  Memoirs are reflective in nature because they 

capture moments in a life and then strive to reflect on or contemplate the meaning of that 

moment.  And because memoirs are written in retrospect, they are susceptible to nostalgic 

longings.  Memoirs can also play with facts and information: the reflection that takes 

place in the memoir allows for more personal reconstruction of information.  And often, 

memoirs serve therapeutic ends, in that they allow the memoirist to reflect on and take 

control of an experience.    

As we can see, there are many qualities that allow memoirs to function similarly 

to public sites of memory.  Neither memoirs nor public sites of memory claim to provide 

a comprehensive history; rather, they both present information about a historical moment.  

Both address and highlight issues that correspond to a public interest.  And both allow for 

the elongation of time, which takes place on two levels.  First, because emphasis 
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produces a sense of elongation, both memoirs and memorials elongate time simply due to 

the emphasis given to the moment that is being memorialized.  And second, time is 

elongated because only one moment is allowed to exist within the fixed boundaries of a 

memoir and a memorial.  The memorialized moment is the only moment that exists 

within the space of the memoir and the site of public memory; whenever a guest, reader, 

or visitor enters into the boundaries of the memoir or the site, they will always be 

returning to the chosen moment of the text.  Therefore, the memorialized moment is the 

only time period that can exist within the boundaries of the text and this also creates a 

sense of elongation.     

If memoirs can be made over to function as sites of public memory, then readers 

of memoirs are made over as visitors or tourists.  While there is no travel or relocation 

required, individuals who encounter memoirs can still be imagined into communities 

through the evocation of nostalgia.  When an individual reader encounters a memoir, they 

are “made over” as a visitor to a memorial.  This process of being “made over” is 

explained by Kenneth Burke: in “Symbolic” matters, words and symbols possess 

“incantatory effects” that invite men and women “to make themselves over in the image 

of their imagery” (123).  Memoirs invite readers to make themselves over as visitors to 

memorialized events, and in this way, memoirs and sites of public memory have the same 

agenda: to attract visitors and educate them about the historical event that they 

memorialize.  

Because a memoir’s evocation of nostalgia is dependent upon the susceptibility 

individual tourist, it is necessary to understand more about the nature of the tourist.  In his 
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book The Tourist: A New Theory of the Leisure Class, Dean MacCannell sets out to 

“understand the role of the tourist in modern society” (10).  As he adopts the general 

thesis of Thorstein Veblen’s 1899 book Theory of the Leisure Class, MacCannell argues 

that leisure activities—such as tourism—reflect “social structure” (11).  Beginning with 

the concern that it is currently “intellectually chic” to “deride tourists,” MacCannell 

provides a brief history of the moral opposition to either being a tourist or appearing as 

one (9).  On the most basic level, moral opposition to tourists comes because of their 

outsider status; this is the same opposition that has, at times, been held towards other 

groups of seeming outsiders.  But MacCannell explains that the opposition to tourism and 

tourists comes not because of their desire to leave home to see sights, but instead comes 

because tourists appear to be “satisfied with superficial experiences of other peoples and 

other places” (10). 

Conversely, the most basic component of a tourist’s motivation to travel is a 

desire for a “deeper involvement with society and culture” (MacCannell 10).  But this 

motivation complicates tourism.  Because individuals want a deeper connection they 

travel, and the current opportunities for travel are numerous.  Tourists can actually leave 

their homes, but they can also experience simulations of travel and tourism through 

memoirs, histories, photo essays, and the internet.  The methods for an individual to 

“experience” the life of another culture and society have become limitless.  But the 

drawback is that once an individual “tours” another culture or society, they think and feel 

that they have in fact experienced and achieved a “deeper involvement with society and 

culture.”  It is at this moment that the act of tourism is flawed: the achievement of a 
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tourist activity can easily turn into an assumed possession of knowledge and intimacy 

with those of another culture.  

This flawed idea of possession leads our discussion away from the motivating 

factors behind the act of tourism, and to the common practices of those who travel.  As 

was mentioned, the motivation to travel comes from a desire to be more deeply connected 

to society.  But the practices of the tourists, specifically the practices of sight seeing and 

collecting, involve an attempt at observation and possession that typically leave the 

tourist with an artifact that becomes empty once it’s removed from its context.  As part of 

his critique of the tourist and tourism, MacCannell comments on the activity of 

sightseeing. 

After considerable inductive labor, I discovered that sightseeing is a ritual 

performed to the differentiations of society.  Sightseeing is a kind of 

collective striving for a transcendence of the modern totality, a way of 

attempting to overcome the discontinuity or modernity, or incorporating 

its fragments into unified experience.  Of course, it is doomed to eventual 

failure: even as it tries to construct totalities, it celebrates differentiation” 

(MacCannell 13). 

Tourists sightsee in an attempt to understand what it is that they are looking at.  The 

rationale here is that if they see it—if they witness it—they will understand it.  But 

understanding will never come through sightseeing: tourists sightsee precisely because 

the sight that they are taking in is different from them and different from their everyday 

experience.  Sightseeing alone offers no transcendence over fragmentation and 
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discontinuity; instead it emphasizes difference and alienation because the tourist will only 

ever be able to observe the event and can never take part.    

Highly associated with sightseeing is the tourist activity of taking and collecting 

photographs.  It is necessary that photographs accompany sightseeing because, as 

explained by Susan Sontag, photographs serve as “incontrovertible proof that a given 

thing happened” (5).  Photography and tourism came of age in tandem, and as people 

become tourists, they began to assume ownership of what they photographed.  

Collections of photographs aided this sense of ownership: tourists felt that “[t]o collect 

photographs [was] to collect the world” (3).  So photography empowered the tourist 

because to photograph something was to “appropriate the thing photographed.”  In other 

words, through photography tourists could put themselves “into a certain relation to the 

world that [felt] like knowledge—and, therefore, like power” (4).  Although the act of 

sightseeing does not allow for real transcendence to take place, photography allows the 

tourist to possess and collect: Sontag explains that as “photographs give people an 

imaginary possession of a past that is unreal, they also help people to take possession of 

space in which they are insecure” (9).  

The collections made by tourist encompass more than just photographs. 

Collections can take the “form of souvenirs, postcards, photographs, artifacts, tales, 

experiences, or memoirs.”  These collections are dangerous because they allow a 

“process of objectification” that can extend to race, ethnicity, and culture (Volkman 91).  

But the collection has a dual impact.  The collection provides the collector with a false 

sense of possession, ownership, and intimacy, but also, the process of collecting creates a 
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consumer market that follows the tourists rather than the indigenous population. In 

Tourism: A Community Approach, Peter E. Murphy explains that “the inevitable 

commercialization of ethnic arts and crafts will lead to the development of shoddy 

replicas and fakes, as host communities attempt to meet the insatiable tourist demand for 

souvenirs” (Murphy 30).  Collectable items prove difficult because they strive to place a 

market value upon an authentic representation of the site, people, landscape, and culture 

that was toured.   

 

Natchez Burnin’: The Fire that Started the Memoir  

The story of Alan Lomax’s memoir actually begins 50 years before its 

publication.  On April 23, 1940 a fire roared through the Rhythm Nightclub in Natchez, 

Mississippi, killing 208 African Americans.  The Rhythm Nightclub was a black 

establishment and because the population of Natchez was 60 percent black, there were 

only a few families in the community that went untouched by death and injury.  Despite 

the fact that the deaths were all African American and segregation still reigned in the 

South, “the carnage was so great that the story garnered front page coverage from many 

mainstream newspapers across the country” (Nemerov 1).  The owner of the nightclub 

had booked the popular Walter Barnes and his Royal Creolians Orchestra.  Because 

Barnes was one of the first bands to tour heavily through the South, the event was 

expected to draw an unusually large crowd (Nemerov 291).  As a preventative measure 

against expected gate-crashers, the club’s owner boarded all windows and doors shut, 

except for the main entrance. 
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The fire in the nightclub started when a “match spark intended for a cigarette 

ignited the Spanish moss decorating the rafters” (Nemerov 291).  The Pittsburg Courier 

reported that “there was a hissing roar like a heavy gust of wind blowing through a forest 

and the entire inside of the building appeared to be filled with flame and smoke” 

(Nemerov 291).  Screaming broke out as patrons tried to evacuate through the only exit—

an “ordinary-sized” door at the front of the club.  According to survivors, “within a 

minute . . . the flames flashed through the moss down the entire length of the hall and 

enveloped the dancers” (Nemerov 291).  Although he would be killed in the fire, Barnes 

acted in a heroic manner.  It was reported that in an attempt to calm people down, Barnes 

“kept the band playing.”  According to survivor Frank Christmas, Barnes quieted 

members of his orchestra and then urged them  

to keep on playing while he attempted to get the attention of the milling, 

yelling, hysterical throng that was crowding the building’s only exit.  I 

think Mr. Barnes knew the danger he was in but believed that if he could 

prevent the crowd from piling up around the door, which incidentally 

opened inward, he could fix it so most of the people could get out.  But 

that crowd was beyond human control.  The whole band, had it wished to, 

could have saved itself.  The bandstand was near the door, and they could 

have reached the exit before many of the people who were in other parts of 

the hall.  But they didn’t choose the coward’s role.  They were like a brave 

captain and his crew and went to their deaths with the ship. (Nemerov 

292)  
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Only two band members got out of the club alive; all other band members died as they 

attempted to calm the hysterical throng.  

A deputy sheriff reported that because the club was 200 feet long and “entirely 

sheathed [. . .] in corrugated tin” that the building’s exterior “formed an oven in which 

the dancers were baked” (Nemerov 291-292).  The deputy sheriff explained that all 

“indications [were] that the fire started near the back door and spread quickly in the moss. 

[. . .]  A ventilating fan in the rear may have sucked the fire upon the helpless dancers 

who were huddled near the bandstand in the rear” (Nemerov 292).  Dancers and patrons 

were trapped inside the burning club.  Survivor Julius Hawkins described the scene: 

“Inside, everyone was trying to get out and crushed each other as the fire was burning 

them.  All were crying and yelling and after a while I could smell the burning meat” 

(Nemerov 292). 

   Rescuers that works on the fire “faced the gruesome sight of seared bodies 

heaped upon each other as high as the windows; the town coroner described them ‘piled 

up like cordwood’.”  The next morning the Natchez Democrat wrote, “Under the masses 

of the dead could be seen signs of life.  The dead were pulled away and, from under, 

several who were partly suffocated and partly burned were taken out and rushed to the 

Natchez Hospital.”  To this the deputy sheriff adds “When I got there, moans were heard 

under the mass of flesh and we dug among the bodies to bring them out and take them to 

the hospitals.  It was gruesome work” (Nemerov 292). 

The Natchez fire had a long-lasting impact upon the community. Witness 

Josephine Clemons Bell said that “Very few black families didn’t have somebody in that 
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fire” (Nemerov 292).  And the Natchez community reacted.  The city paper reported that 

“The unearthly cry of those who were burning to death could be heard for blocks even 

before the fire alarm had been sounded.”  Neighbors and families rushed to the scene and 

worked into the morning, devoted “to getting the dead bodies out of the building while on 

the outside the shrieking and crying of relatives of those believed to be in the building 

made the blood of all who were nearby run cold” (Nemerov 292).  In an attempt to 

address the need, every doctor in Natchez “administered to the survivors [and] many 

worked thirty-six hours straight” (Nemerov 292).  Because the hospitals were 

overwhelmed, they had to send severely injured patients home.  And finally, WPA 

laborers were employed to dig graves for the victims and the Red Cross sent relief 

workers.   

Days after the fire, John Wesley Work III, an African-American music professor 

at Fisk University, read the United Press story on the front page of the Nashville Banner.  

Work immediately wrote Thomas Elsa Jones, the president of Fisk University.  In his 

letter he said: “I would like very much to have the opportunity of collecting songs in [the 

Natchez] area next spring.  At that time, the anniversary of that fire, there undoubted will 

be many folk expressions and memorials and I believe that research then would be 

fruitful” (Nemerov 1).  And John Works’ predication was correct:  

the Natchez fire was quickly memorialized in song.  Black musical groups 

cut several memorials […] including songs by Gene Gilmore, Baby Doo 

Caston, and the Lewis Bronzeville Five.  More than a decade later, major 

blues artists recorded tales of the event—including Howlin’ Wolf’s 
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“Natchez Burnin’” and John Lee Hooker’s misdated “Disaster of ‘36.” 

(Nemerov 2)   

But these are all “tributes by people far from the event, and Work was interested in how 

the community itself would commemorate such a tragedy” (Nemerov 2).  

In the trip proposal submitted to President Jones and dated June 21, 1940, Work 

provided more rational for a trip to Natchez.  He explained that, “a new body of lore is 

due to be added” to 

the abundance of folklore natural to the [Natchez] community. […] It is 

the ballads and music arising out of the holocaust of last April . . . the 

impact of this terrible fire with its religious implications on the minds and 

imagination of the unlettered Negroes of that region, […] [will] stimulate 

the creation of a tremendous amount of folk expression. (Nemerov 9) 

President Jones approved Work’s proposal, but such an involved trip required financial 

backing.  So it was at this moment—after the genesis of the project—that Work contacted 

The Library of Congress and the head archivist then employed by the library, Alan 

Lomax.  John Work and those at Fisk were enthusiastic about the partnership: 

collaborating with The Library of Congress was an “institutional validation of the 

African-American vernacular as a legitimate and important culture” (Nemerov 10).  

Once financially stable, the project grew larger.  Research assistants conducted 

multiple surveying trips to scout subjects and make contacts and John Work brought on 

two other researchers from Fisk University: supervisor of field studies, Lewis Wade 

Jones, and graduate student, Samuel C. Adams.  The study grew geographically as well; 
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Natchez became one of many areas selected for collecting in Coahoma County, and from 

that point on, the project became known as the Coahoma County Study.  Multiple trips 

were planned with one taking place in 1941 on the anniversary of the fire, and another a 

year later in 1942.  

 

A Tour of The Land Where the Blues Began 

As mentioned above, Alan Lomax was invited to join the researchers from Fisk 

University on the two collecting trips to Coahoma County primarily to provide 

institutional and financial support from The Library of Congress.  The material gathered 

while on these trips make up the bulk of Lomax’s memoir.  Along with the Fisk 

researchers, Lomax visited work sites, penitentiaries, church services, and juke joints and 

recorded “work songs, field hollers, hymns, ballads, fife-and-drum music, sermons, 

stories, and barroom toasts” (Rounder).  Besides the texts published by all those on the 

trips, these trip also produced the first sound recordings of the now famous bluesmen, 

Muddy Waters, David “Honeyboy” Edwards, and Eddie “Son” House.  Other blues 

greats recorded include Sidney Hemphill, Tuner Junior Johnson, and Henry Simms. 

After the trips were over, data was both copied and shared: both groups of 

researchers received copies of the field recordings, and both went back to their 

institutions to transcribe the recordings and write manuscripts based on their findings.  

Because both institutions provided resources to the trip, it was important that Work and 

his researchers took data back to Fisk University and that Lomax did the same for The 

Library of Congress.  Within the next few years all three Fisk researchers completed 
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transcriptions and manuscripts associated with the project.  Lewis Jones completed his 

portion of the project in 1943: his work focused on a 19-page document that would be 

used as an introduction to the larger Coahoma County study.  In July of 1945, Work 

finished his manuscript and transcriptions; he intended to have his study of the music and 

folk practices of Coahoma County residents published as a book.  And in October of 

1945, Samuel Adams submitted his masters thesis to Fisk University.  At this point, 

Lomax had not yet completed a manuscript or his transcriptions of the collected music 

and stories, but rather, he was in the process of moving his offices from The Library of 

Congress to Hunter College in New York City.  Within the next half-century all three 

Coahoma County manuscripts written by the Fisk researchers would be lost by both The 

Library of Congress and the Fisk University Library.   

Lomax’s memoir is largely organized by the locations that he visited and 

collected from.  The first chapter details Lomax’s travels from Memphis to Coahoma 

County to meet up with the Fisk researchers.  The second chapter relays experiences that 

Lomax had while at church services in Coahoma County, and the third chapter reviews 

experiences with preachers in the area.  Chapter four, “Lonesome Whistle,” begins with 

the explanation that “At the conclusion of our work in Coahoma County, Lewis Jones felt 

that our folk history could best be seen in terms of the three main modes of transport and 

communication that progressively linked the Delta to the outside world and brought 

change into an old rural culture” (143).  Based upon this suggestion, the rest of chapter 

four deals with the steamboat, the railroad, and the highway.  Chapter five views the 

worksite of the levee, and six covers songs collected in the Southern States Penitentiary 
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System.  Chapter seven travels into the hill country of the Delta region, where Lomax 

collects ballads from hill country fiddle bands.  Chapter eight details issues of gender and 

the blues: here Lomax explains gendered elements of blues music and behavior, how 

couples danced to the blues, and he describes venues like juke joints where men and 

women would dance and experience the blues together.  And finally, Lomax concludes 

with two chapters that review the history of bluesman Big Bill Broonzy and his move 

north to Chicago.  

Most chapters in Lomax’s memoir follow a very similar layout: Lomax provides 

long sections of transcribed stories and songs, bridged together by his introductions and 

reflections.  As a typical chapter opens, Lomax introduces his readers to the location in 

which he and the other researchers are collecting.  Interestingly, Lomax usually begins 

his description of the location as he is traveling there.  Because of this, the reader is 

actually taken to the site of collection by Lomax—in this manner, the reader arrives at the 

collection site at the same time as Lomax.  Lomax then introduces his readers to the 

performers and storytellers as well as any other people that make a contribution to the 

material collected.  Although the memoir focuses on the blues music, the most 

fascinating aspect of the memoir are the lengthy, and extremely detailed conversations 

that set up the collected songs and stories.  And Lomax nicely showcases these 

conversations: quite soon after introductions are made, Lomax moves to the background 

of the memoir and gives priority to the storytellers and performers.  In many ways—

because the memoir is composed of a significant amount of transcriptions—Lomax is 

largely absent from his own memoir, except for the moments where Lomax must connect 
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and bridge one collected moment to the next.  To begin the conversation with the 

respondents, Lomax or one of the other researchers will typically ask a question about a 

song, story, or practice.  Then the men and women being interviewed will provide a 

lengthy and colloquial explanation before they actually tell the story, the joke, or perform 

a song.  These explanations are invaluably rich, and for the most part, Lomax is absent 

from them.  

An interesting theme that momentarily develops in most chapters is Lomax’s 

relationship to institutions.  This can be seen as Lomax has occasional run-ins with the 

law and white residents of the towns where he is collecting, and also as he tries to 

distance himself from the Fisk University researchers.  These interactions make their 

appearance in the bridge-like moments where Lomax connects a collected interview to 

another collected interview.  Although small in comparison to the sections of 

transcription, Lomax’s transitions are a significant because they are the only moment 

where readers experience his thoughts and reflections—these are the moments where 

readers learn who Lomax is.  The transcribed information belongs more to the group of 

researchers and the performer: because the material collected was collected by and shared 

among all the researchers, the transcriptions provided in Lomax’s memoir reads quite 

similarly to the transcribed work of the Fisk University researchers in both content and 

organization.  So the transitions from one story to the next are really the only moments 

where readers get a real sense of who Lomax is.  And it is in these moments that Lomax 

comments on the “stuttering” and flawed delivery of questions asked by the Fisk 

University researchers, the multiple warnings he receives from police officers about 
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being on the wrong side of town, and the confused looks he gets from white residents for 

spending time with black laborers. 

Because Lomax is a bit evasive, this summary of his memoir is purposely loose.  

At times, it is hard to pin Lomax down to an actual location or a date.  The collecting 

trips that give shape and purpose to the beginning of the memoir fade to the background 

of the text as the memoir progresses.  In a similar fashion, the two collecting trips merge 

into one trip under Lomax’s reflection.  There are many consistent elements of Lomax’s 

memoir—this includes the chapter format as well as the material that seems incredibly 

consistent with the published work of the other scholars on the trip—but the small 

sections that connect and bridge the collected material reveal Lomax’s nostalgic longings 

and are ripe for analysis.  

 

Rereading Lomax’s Blues 

In the preface to his memoir, Alan Lomax explains that even though blacks were 

“excluded from public facilities, were poorly paid, badly housed, constantly insulted and 

bullied, and were without equal rights before the law,” white Southerners were able to 

“[convince] themselves that blacks were happy” (x).  In response to this convincing, 

Lomax wants to give “voice to the voiceless” (xi).  As he collected songs and stories, 

Lomax investigated the thoughts and feelings of his respondents.  But sadly Lomax’s 

desire to give voice to the voiceless is undercut by his reflections on the recording 

sessions and his personal experiences.  As Lomax transitions from one session to the 

next, he provides commentaries that reveal him as a man struggling with nostalgic 
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longings for his past life.  This nostalgia is exposed as Lomax establishes the goal of 

preserving the blues.  As he solidifies the need to preserve sites that produced the blues—

sites such as levees, farms, railroad, and prisons—Lomax establishes a common goal 

with his audience.  Rhetorically, this goal enables both Lomax and his audience to 

interact with the artifact of the blues rather than the individuals who produced the blues.  

As this takes place, African American performers become objectified and attention is 

given to maintaining conditions that produce the artifact.  Critical readers will find that 

the artifact is the most important aspect of the memoir; so much so that Lomax and his 

audience both become nostalgic for living and working conditions that produced the 

blues.  Therefore, Lomax’s nostalgia calls for a preservation of spaces and conditions that 

marginalize African American blues performers.  

In my analysis of Lomax’s memoir, three main themes arise13.  First, Lomax 

purposefully attempts to solidify no relationships to organizations, groups of people, or 

institutions of power.  In this manner, readers remain distrustful of anyone but Lomax.  

Second, in a manner very similar to sites of public memory, Lomax evokes nostalgia in 

his readers and readers are manipulated through this evocation.  And third, not only does 

Lomax’s memoir make readers over as tourists and visitors to his memoir, but Lomax is 

also made over as only a tourist in his own memoir.  These themes work together.  

                                                
13 My analysis of Lomax’s memoir includes a moment from a documentary of the same name that 
Lomax produced and narrated, as well as a comment made in the preface of American Ballads 
and Folk Songs.  Although Lomax’s memoir begins as a reflection of two collecting trip, it quickly 
slips into storytelling.  Here, Lomax loosely refers to experiences, side notes, and memories: 
some of these references are developed and others are abbreviated.  In his memoir, Lomax 
refers to the documentary and to the collecting done for American Ballads and Folk Songs. The 
non-memoir moments presented here act to support the information included in the memoir, and 
are articulations of events that Lomax only refers to.  
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Because Lomax establishes no connections to institutions, he promotes his own symbols 

and agenda to his very trusting audience.  The symbol that Lomax privileges is the blues, 

and his agenda is to preserve the blues: because Lomax presents the blues as an 

endangered art form, he and his readers become nostalgic for the symbol.  In an attempt 

to satiate this nostalgia, Lomax takes his readers on a tour of “blues sites.”  But as he 

does this, he reveals that he is also just a tourist and it seems that he can never provide 

more than a presentation of his collection.  

 

Institutions of Power 

When establishing relationships to institutions of power, Lomax purposefully 

aligns himself with no one.  Because of this, Lomax’s readers to distrust anyone but him 

and he is free to pursue his agenda.  Lomax explains that he knows he should regard 

institutions of power, but he chooses not to: 

There is an impulsive and romantic streak in my nature that I find difficult 

to control when I go song hunting.  I know that I should first put on my 

best suit and pay formal calls on the mayor, the local professor of music, 

etc., ask their advice, win their support, and then gradually slide from the 

front gate around to the back pasture where the songs live. (3)   

But instead, Lomax persists in “plunging straight for the bottom where the songs live” 

(3).  Although he recognizes that an unspoken protocol exists, he chooses to ignore it and 

remains disassociated from the attachments it might bring.  This disassociation creates 

loyal readers that are made over as dedicated tourists to his memorial.  But more 
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importantly, it is through Lomax’s unwillingness to associate with institutions that he 

creates a character for himself.  And this character is a narrator who is moral, insightful, 

and ahead of his time.  Readers not only trust him, but they admire his open mindedness 

towards race.  

As the first chapter opens, readers are introduced to a well-intended Alan Lomax 

who is being harassed by local law authorities as he passes through Memphis on his way 

to meet the Fisk University researchers in Clarksdale, Mississippi.  While in Memphis, 

Lomax stops on Beale Street to get a drink.  But his efforts are frustrated: Beale Street 

has become a “colored place” and no longer serves whites.  After a few hours of 

searching, Lomax finds a drink about the same time that “two rather decrepit Memphis 

policemen” find him (6).  In response to the policemen’s questions, Lomax explains that 

he’s down from Washington recording the blues.  During this conversation, the 

policemen tell Lomax to “take all this nigger crap back where you came from.”  They 

then refer to Lomax and the men that he’s with as “a white tramp with a coupla goddam 

nigger vagrants,” and demand to see Lomax’s draft card to make sure that he’s not a draft 

dodger (6).  Here Lomax re-educates his readers.  Rather than trusting local police 

authorities—like his readers would typically do—Lomax demonstrates that these 

authorities cannot be trusted.  Quite quickly readers realize that they are not familiar with 

the time and place that Lomax is memorializing.  Because of this unfamiliarity, readers 

turn their trust over to Lomax.  Lomax is a trustworthy guide not only because of the 

negation of the policemen, but he can be trusted because he has foresight and 

discernment.  As Lomax refuses to align himself with the policemen, he demonstrates an 
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independent wisdom as well as an ability to see beyond race at a time when segregation 

was still legal.  

This disassociation from institutions of power is also seen between Lomax and the 

Fisk researchers.  Lomax’s first meeting with the Fisk researchers takes place at the 

Dipsie Doodle, a local bar with a Seeburg jukebox and room to dance.  Upon meeting the 

other folklorists—and introducing them to his reading audience—Lomax uses adjectives 

to comment on their appearance, character, and actions.  Lomax introduces one 

researcher as a “lazy, brilliant young music professor” (39), and another has a “sardonic 

but kindly gaze” (40).  And when Lomax introduced himself to the Fisk researchers, they 

“looked at [him] with a little hostility” and “No one seemed especially surprised or 

pleased to see [him]” (40).  Lomax complains that the “fact that they were a day late was 

not mentioned, nor did anyone inquire what had happened on [his] journey,” and 

continues to state that he “felt more like a stranger with them than with the crowd 

dancing to the jukebox” (40).  Although Lomax acknowledges the brilliant and kind 

nature of the researchers, he also points out characteristics that are suspect.  Lomax seems 

hesitant to trust the researchers, and so are his readers.  Similarly, any annoyance that the 

Fisk researchers show toward Lomax is felt by the readers.  Again, the distance that 

Lomax creates between himself and another person, group, or institution leaves readers in 

a vulnerable position: as a result, readers lend more support and trust to Lomax. 

Another device that binds readers even more closely to Lomax is the separation 

and division that Lomax shows among the Fisk researchers.  The Fisk researchers are 

presented as unable to agree with each other on basic issues and readers are left to 
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wonder why they should trust them.  While still at the Dipsie Doodle, Lomax and the 

researchers engage in a conversation about certain codes of conduct necessary to 

collecting songs and stories in the South.  These codes of conduct deal with Lewis Jones’ 

ideas on how black ethnomusicologists must act in relationship to local authorities.  

Jones’ ideas seem too outdated for the younger Fisk researchers and Lomax explains that 

an “extremely handsome” (40) female student researcher blushed with “shame and 

anger” (41).  Jones noticed this and acted demeaning: in response he smiled “at her 

affectionately, but with more than a touch of malice” and drawled “Listen, darling, [. . .] 

this is your first trip to the South” (41).  As Jones continued on the subject of codes of 

conduct he explained to the others that “every Negro got to have his white man, his boss, 

to look after him when he gets in trouble with the white world.”  And at this point, Jones 

slapped Lomax on the shoulder, laughed and said, “Now I don’t know about the rest of 

you, but this is my white man on this trip” (41).  Jones’ comments are so divisive that 

they cause the attractive female student to leave, stating that she “can’t stand any more of 

this.”  In response, Jones “embraced [Lomax] rather drunkenly,” and looked into his face 

with a “[tormented] smile” (42).  Although Jones’ comments make Lomax wince with 

discomfort, what his audience sees is a severely divided group of black researchers in 

need of a reliable guide.  Lomax’s readers want the same: a reliable guide.  And if a 

group of educated black Southerners trust Lomax, then his reading audience can trust him 

as well.   

 There are many things that happen during this moment at the Dipsie Doodle that 

make Lomax’s readers uncomfortable.  Again, his readers are unfamiliar and 
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vulnerable—they are unaware of the codes of conduct that existed for blacks in the South 

during segregation, and because of this they rely on Lomax to help them navigate the 

situation.  Readers are also concerned by the apparent in-fighting among the Fisk 

researchers: they can’t agree on how to collect material, which ultimately reflects an 

inability to agree on the meaning of race. Ultimately, the researchers are not presented as 

a group with whom an alliance would be beneficial.  So, as in other situations, Lomax 

remains the competent and moral guide because he does not associated with any 

offending opinions or parties.  He winces when he is referred to as the “boss,” and it is 

Lewis Jones that offends the other Fisk researchers with his comments on race.  But this 

is just a presentation.  Although Lomax wants his readers to view him as unattached and 

able to inhabit a middle ground that sees and understands all sides, he is in fact aligned in 

the very way that Jones suggested he should be: he fulfils the role of the “boss.”  In the 

course of the conversation it is revealed that on his way into town, Lomax did in fact stop 

by the local police department and gave the names and purposes of all the researchers.  

So it is actually Lewis Jones that possesses the greatest amount of foresight and 

discernment.  

This disconnect from the Fisk researchers continues throughout the memoir.  In 

the beginning of chapter three, “The Ugliest and the Fastest Man,” Lomax and the Fisk 

researchers are at Old John’s Barbershop in Clarksdale, Mississippi collecting stories 

from “liars” or tale-tellers.  Here Lomax comments that Lewis Jones “had a way of 

stuttering over his opening gambits that made them seem indirect” (121).   Although 

Lomax’s criticism could be read as a misunderstanding of appropriate interaction—
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maybe Jones felt uncomfortable asking direct questions—they are more readily 

understood as an inability of the Fisk researchers to do good research.  Because Lomax is 

not able to trust the research efforts of Jones, neither are Lomax’s readers.  And these 

moments deeply cement the reader’s trust in Lomax.  

 

Sites of Lomax’s Nostalgia 

In his memoir, Lomax locates and focuses on three places that produce the blues:  

labor positions, the church, and the prison.  Because these places produce the blues, 

Lomax is nostalgic for a time when these spaces existed.  But Lomax can be nostalgic for 

the sites that he collected from: Lomax only ever traveled through these places, stopping 

momentarily.  He desires the preservation of these spaces because it is here that he was 

first introduced to the blues, and it is in this manner that he wants to remember the blues.  

Lomax is correct in locating these as spaces where blacks have freedom to be expressive 

and creative, but he doesn’t recognize that the freedom awarded by these spaces is 

limited and highly regulated.  Because Lomax is outwardly excited about the need to 

preserve these creative spaces, his audience is also.  So here in Lomax’s memoir we do 

not see an erasure of blacks as at Middleton Place Plantation, but we do see blacks who 

are deliberately placed and positioned by labor, churches, and prisons. 

As Lomax’s documentary The Land Where the Blues Began opens, viewers are 

presented with a montage of film clips in which African American blues performers are 

singing and telling stories in bars and fields, and on porches and job sites.  After a minute 

or two of this montage, the documentary cuts to a film studio and viewers see a seated 
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and suited Alan Lomax.  His appearance is much difference from the previous images of 

blues performers: Lomax is not outside in a field and he is not wearing the work clothes 

of a laborer.  Additionally, he is not leaning on a shovel, is not exposed to the heat and 

humidity, and is not swatting at circling flies with his hat.  And rather than being 

presented as one of many nameless performers, Lomax formally introduces himself to his 

audience as the caption “Alan Lomax, Columbia University” flashes on the bottom of the 

screen.  After introducing himself, Lomax addresses his audience: “Today the blues have 

gone electric, gone urban, and belong to the whole world, and that’s fine, but I’m worried 

because the folk culture that produced the blues has almost disappeared.”  After Lomax 

expresses his concern, he explains what he considers to be the disappearing “folk culture 

that produced” the blues.  In his words, the well-spring of the blues is a group of people 

who are “neglected, misunderstood, unheard, lonely and deprived.”  A group of people 

that are found on “the farm, river, railroad, or levee.”   

Lomax has all the pieces exactly right: the blues have changed, the folk culture is 

disappearing, blues artists are found in labor positions, and typically they are deprived.  

But what is problemtaic is that Lomax is deeply troubled that this culture of deprivation 

is changing.  He is troubled that black laborers are taking better jobs up north and in 

larger cities.  Critical viewers understand that if Lomax’s nostalgia is to be satiated, there 

must be a return to his idealistic home, which would permanently place African 

Americans in the static position of deprived laborers.  Ultimately, this is the argument 

that Lomax presents to his audience.  My concern with Lomax’s work is that this 

argument will evoke a similar nostalgia within his viewers and readers.   
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Another site that Lomax evokes nostalgia for are black church services.  Although 

Lomax sees churches as the “only place where blacks were permitted to assemble and 

carry out organized activities in large numbers” (70), they must be understood as sites of 

containment.  Early on in his memoir, Lomax takes his readers to a church service at the 

First African Baptist Church where he and Lewis Jones are going to record spirituals and 

gospel music.  Here they find at least five hundred Baptists waiting for the service to 

begin.  As the organ begins to play, a “robed choir rose and sang a conventional hymn” 

and Lomax looked at Jones reproachfully (43).  But as the service went on, Lomax’s 

“astonishment and chagrin grew by the moment” as the choir continued to sing 

conventional hymns.  He writes: 

First came a lady in a long dress, clutching her handkerchief beneath her 

ample bosom, leaning against the piano and emitting pear-shaped tones 

like a concert soprano.  Then, after an opening vamp, a berobed choir 

arose and performed with a vigorous young maestro directing them.  It 

was hard to tell which was more out of tune, the pianist or the choir.  

Where, I wondered, was the fluid and spontaneous harmonizing of the 

past?  These ladies were clearly having trouble with this music, especially 

with the harmony imposed by the piano.  They limped and croaked 

uncomfortably along, and I sweated in agonizing sympathy.  Instead of the 

sound rolling like sweet thunder through the church, the congregation tried 

and mostly failed to join the refrains.  I just couldn’t believe I was in a 

Southern black Baptist church. (45-46)  
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And at this point, Lomax and Jones disappointedly leave the service.   

Once outside, they meet Reverend Martin who is selling sheet music at a street 

fair in front of the church.  When asked, Martin explains that the modern Baptist church 

is trying to “move on past the wonderful old cornbread spirituals and sermons” (46).  To 

accomplish this, older music leaders are being replaced with “educated musical directors” 

who are more progressive in their interpretation of spirituals and hymns.  And in response 

to Lomax’s protest about the loss of the old spirituals, Martin shows Lomax a hymnbook 

where the old spirituals are set to conventional hymns. This does not please Lomax. 

But as Lomax continues to mill around the street fair, he eventually finds and 

presents his audience with a proper specimen.  Charles Haffer is a “huge black live oak of 

a man” and is standing behind a booth with a sign that describes him as a “Noted Gospel 

Song Writer and Bible Lecturer” (48).  Upon showing Lomax and Jones a few of his 

ballads, Lomax switches on his portable turntable and asks Haffer to sing a few.  In 

Lomax’s words, Haffer’s singing was like a “midnight mountain in the Cameroons 

humming to itself, a musical lion at his evening devotions, or the old man of the tribe 

judicially measuring out his advice and prophecies, mixing them with groans” (49).  In 

other words, Haffer’s singing was more “African” and as such, it is more primitive, less 

educated, and less progressive.   

In opposition to the “educated” choir, Lomax presents Haffer as a more correct 

model of blues, spirituals, and gospel music.  But Haffer is a curious role model.  In 

opposition to the congregation who are lead by educated music directors, Haffer receives 

his music by inspiration.  He explains that he hears “some singing” in his head and the 
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verses come to him (55).  The tune comes in a similar manner.  But most importantly, 

Haffer is blind—a fact that Lomax mentions numerous times.  When asked about his 

blindness, Haffer says that his blindness “came” to him when he was a boy (55).  When 

Lomax asks if he makes a good living selling his songs, Haffer says that “it’s hard to tell” 

(54).  Here we see Lomax juxtapose two forms of singing that are currently taking place 

in the black Baptist community, and he instructs his audience on which one they should 

be nostalgic for.  The educated and progressive Baptists are wrongly performing the 

spirituals.  In addition, these individuals are empowered by their large community, are 

organized, and are located inside a building.  But according to Lomax, this is not a place 

where authentic spirituals are being performed.  Rather, Lomax is nostalgic for the 

spirituals performed by marginalized and disenfranchised individuals, such as Haffer, 

who are alone on the street.  The performances that Lomax’s identifies as authentic and 

that he longs for are given by individuals who have no communal power or access to 

larger communities, and who are largely blind, poor, and deprived. 

The last site of preservation that Lomax has nostalgia for are the prisons.  In the 

introduction to their book American Ballads and Folk Songs, John and Alan Lomax state 

that while on collecting trips they would try to “find the Negro who had had the least 

contact with jazz, the radio, and with the white man” (xxx).  In their attempt to find 

African Americans with minimal exposure to whites, the Lomaxes explain that the 

conditions of “the prison farm camps [. . .] were practically ideal” (xxx).  Because the 

prisons were segregated, African American prisoners were allowed “no social or other 

relations with the white” (xxx).  Of particular interest to the Lomaxes were the “lifers”: 
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“Many—often of the greatest influence—were ‘lifers’ who had been confined in the 

penitentiary, a few as long as fifty years.  They still sang the songs they had brought into 

confinement, and these songs had been entirely in the keeping of the black man” (xxx).  

The attitude that prisons present an “ideal” collection site permeates The Land Where The 

Blues Began.  To understand the severity of the Southern State Penitentiary System, it 

needs to be understood that after the Civil War plantation owners looking to solve labor 

problems converted their plantations into lease labor farms.  Then, by the late 1880s, 

many of these lease labor farms were bought by their respective states and turned into 

state penitentiaries.  This conversion process—from plantation to lease labor farm to 

penitentiary—became the backbone of the Southern State Penitentiary system.  The 

landscape that Lomax considered “ideal” was one of continual surveillance for African 

Americans. 

Because Lomax’s discussion focuses on the artifact and not the individual, Lomax 

romanticizes and sanitizes the life of inmates.  The life of an inmate seems benign to 

Lomax, so he is nostalgic for a time when prisons incarcerated “lifers” and functioned as 

collection sites.  For example, in his discussion Lomax praises the “cooperation” 

achieved by gang laborers through their use of song (263).  According to inmates, prisons 

songs provided comfort during hard times.  Songs sung during the workday enabled 

inmates to amuse and entertain their friends.  And when an inmate sang during the day, 

he did not “have to wait till evening or when he was at leisure to polish these rhythmic 

jewels” (259).  Although these observations might be true, Lomax presents this 

information to his audience as desirable.  The life of the inmate seems pleasant, 
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communal, and ordered.  Most importantly, the incarceration of black provides a site 

where the blues, spirituals, and work songs can be collected.  As a result, both Lomax and 

his readers are nostalgic for a penitentiary system similar to one described by Lomax.  

And this nostalgia argues for the preservation of these sites.       

Lomax’s nostalgia for prison-based recording sessions is so strong that in his 

memoir, he reports on a staged reenactment.  Here I will return to analyze an example 

presented in my introductory chapter.  In his memoir, Lomax explains that in 1933 forty 

convicts at Parchman Farm were “assembled by the warden at shotgun point for a Library 

of Congress recording session.”  Not surprisingly, these convicts blasted Lomax’s 

microphone “with their roaring call for Rosie” (265).  At some point in the 1980s, Lomax 

returned to Parchman but work songs were no longer sung and the “convict chorus had 

shrunk in size and fervor.”  But Lomax wanted a recreation of the recording session he 

witnessed in 1933, so he  

asked a Greenville barroom crowd how many knew Rosie.  Almost every 

hand in the room went up: virtually every man there had served time in the 

pen.  So the impossible proved possible.  We took some of these crippled-

up veterans of the Delta frontier to a site on a bend of their river.  They 

formed up in a ragged line with their heavy hoes, and, staggering a bit, 

they advanced through the shimmering mirage of heat waves toward the 

camera, swinging their heavy hoes with the fervor that had cultivated the 

gardens of Africa and the plantations of the South.  And as they reenacted 

Parchman field work, they sang to Rosie again—these old derelicts, 
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wobbling under the blast of the sun—with the poignancy and passion of 

their young, heart-hungry years in the pen. (265)  

The significant danger of nostalgic yearnings are the complicit desires that come with a 

longing for an idealized past.  But here, Lomax presents his reading audience with 

seemingly complicit respondents.  This scenario authorizes the nostalgic yearnings of 

Lomax and his audience; as presented here by Lomax, African American ex-convicts are 

so nostalgic for their incarcerated pasts that they will proudly and willingly take part in a 

reenactment of their days at Parchman Farms.   

 

Lomax as Tourist 

As Lomax refuses to align or associate with the apparent institutions of power in 

his memoir, he inhabits a middle ground that seemingly understands all the viewpoints 

presented.  This action solidifies the reader’s ability to trust Lomax and positions Lomax 

as the perfect tour guide for his readers.  While Lomax allows his readers to “tour” the 

experiences he presents in his memoir, upon closer analysis we realize that he is also only 

a tourist in these experiences.  Lomax will never transcend his position of tour guide or 

tourist.  For this reason, his readers will never experience a deeper understanding of the 

culture they are trying to access through his memoir.  In an attempt to display an 

understanding for the discrimination face by black Americans, and to establish ethos with 

his readers, Lomax describes moments where he experienced discrimination.  But these 

experiences don’t qualify Lomax’s experiences: instead they present an idea of race as 

something that can be “toured” or experienced for a day.   
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In the preface to the memoir, Lomax explains that as his work collecting songs 

and stories went on, “the eloquent people of the Delta spoke more openly, and it was a 

source of deep satisfaction to me that at last I, a white Southerner, could penetrate the 

Southern façade and learn something about what life was like on the other side of the Jim 

Crow line” (xiv).  Here Lomax claims to have garnered some type of deeper knowledge 

and connections to the black living in the Delta region.  This claim to knowledge and to 

breaking through the façade is undercut though.  For example, respondents from whom 

the Lomax and the Fisk researchers collected from were often offered a fee.  But this 

fee—this wage—becomes romanticized by Lomax as he reports that “I believe there was 

a nominal prize involved” in the collecting (121).  The knowledge gleaned by Lomax is 

short-lived and transitory.  Lomax can articulate the need for the blues performers to earn 

a living wage, he can claim to have broke through the façade, but classifying the 

performer’s fee as “nominal” shows a disregard for the reality of the performers.  In 

addition, this presents Lomax’s ability to “understand” blacks when it is convenient for 

him.  It in this manner that Lomax only tours and sightsees the events that are taking 

place in his memoir.  

There are numerous times throughout the text where Lomax claims a knowledge 

about what it’s like to be black.  For example, the experience of being refused a drink on 

Beale Street in Memphis teaches him about discrimination.  He says “as I shuffled along 

[Beale Street], aimlessly, glancing into the dance halls and bars where the fun was going 

on, I learned what it was like to be a black man in the wrong part of town” (4).  

Comments like these reveal that Lomax himself is only a tourist, and that he views race 
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as something that can be experienced in a moment.  In order to understand the argument 

that Lomax is himself a tourist, his memoir must be recognized as a collection of artifacts 

and a text that promotes the activity of sightseeing and cultural tourism.  As I’ve 

discussed, Lomax is nostalgic for the “unspoiled” nature in which he first encountered the 

blues.  Because this is what he desires, this is the site that he will recreate for his readers.  

This happens as Lomax takes reader from worksite to worksite; as he does this, he 

provides a view for his readers that conforms to his idea of “authentic” blues.    

 

Conclusion: Under the Cover of Darkness 

In conclusion, I’d like to look at one more moment from the preface to The Land 

Where the Blues Began.  As Lomax shares his life-long connection to the blues he writes, 

“In order to hear the blues, when I was very young, my girlfriend and I slipped into the 

black ghettos of my Southern hometown under the cover of darkness.  If we’d been 

caught there, we would probably have been expelled from the university.  Nowadays 

everyone sings and dances to bluesy music” (ix).  This comment reveals Lomax’s desire 

to return to the time and place when he discovered the blues as a young man.  If this 

desire were to be satiated, African Americans blues performers would be permanently 

placed “under the cover of darkness” and in “black ghettos”; in other words, performers 

would be placed in static positions of deprived laborers.  Simply put, Lomax is nostalgic 

for and longs to hear the blues in the same way he first encountered them: while he was 

with a girlfriend, while it was still dangerous, and while he was still young enough to be 

intensely caught up in the idea of individualism.  
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Throughout The Land Where the Blues Began Lomax subtly attempts to control, 

regain, and recreate his past.  As Lomax draws attention to the elements of the past that 

he is nostalgic for, he educates his readers about what they should similarly value, long 

for, and desire in society.  In this way, Lomax’s nostalgia is an argument that calls for 

present-day communities based upon traditional elements of past communities.  

Ultimately it is an extremely conservative argument that tacitly requests a return to the 

social positions and conditions that Lomax longs for.  Although there is much speculation 

about Lomax’s motives throughout his entire career, his later work and motives are 

complicated by this longing.  In an attempt to alleviate his dissatisfaction, he began to 

produce work that romanticized both his efforts and the living conditions of those that he 

collected from. 

Alan Lomax’s memoir contains numerous moments where he uses the blues as a 

marker of his membership in an exclusive club or organization.  Because of this, the 

memoir reads like the account of an experience that he has had, but that all others will 

never have.  Although Lomax’s memoir relays an event of public interest, the public can 

never participate in the event: they can only view and experience the event via Lomax.  

Here lies the importance in treating memoirs as serious historical documents: because 

Lomax could not access the time and moment that he was nostalgic for, he produced a 

memoir that addressed his nostalgic longings.  Although most visitors to memorialized 

sites are motivated by the desire for deeper involvement and a better understanding of 

society, Lomax’s memoir will never provide this.  Because Lomax himself is a tourist of 

Southern blues performances, he can only provide his readers with the surface-level 
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experiences of a tourist.  Lomax’s memoir is a collection of sites that he traveled to—

churches, porches, prisons, fields, and railroads—where he saw and collected memories 

from blues performers.  My concern with Lomax’s memoir is that it evokes within his 

readers a nostalgia similar to his own.  As this takes place, the historical details, voices, 

and stories of African American blues performers remain secondary to a nationalistic 

nostalgia.  If African American blues musicians are nostalgically placed in the “black 

ghettos,” those who have created this tradition of American art will only make up the 

scenery of our national nostalgia. 
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CHAPTER 5: THE REGULATION OF NOSTALGIA THROUGH THE 

DIALECTIC 

 

 In a 2001 interview, Alan Lomax’s daughter, Anna Lomax-Chairetakis, described 

her father’s urgency to make both film and audio recordings of musical performances 

before they disappeared.  Because of his urgency Lomax “had this scheme to convince 

Sony, when they came out with those small Super-8 cameras, to give cameras to every 

community in the world so that they could document their own traditions,” she said.  

“And he wanted to get everyone a tape recorder so that they could do likewise” (G4TV).  

Although Lomax wasn’t able to get Super-8 cameras and recorders into every 

community, he did amass over 600 hours of recorded materials.  While much of that 

material is available through the Association for Cultural Equity (formerly known as the 

Lomax archives) and the Library of Congress, some has been popularized through 

sampling and movie soundtracks.  

 When asked about the popularizing of Lomax’s collection, Lomax-Chairetakis 

brought up the soundtrack from the 2000 Coen brothers film, O Brother, Where Art 

Thou?  She said, 

One example of a recent use is in the film O Brother, Where Art Thou? 

where the opening song of the soundtrack and the film is a field recording 

that Alan made in the 1950s in Parchment Penitentiary in Mississippi. [. . 

.]  [In] the late ‘50s he went with stereo, making the first field recordings 

in stereo.  And so that song “Po’ Lazarus” that’s in O Brother was one that 
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he recorded in 1959.  It’s played in its entirety—that’s the beauty of it—in 

that movie and also in the soundtrack.  They let it play out to the end.  It’s 

not used as sort of a little piece of effect, it’s really given its full beauty. 

(G4TV) 

She then talked about how the film’s soundtrack showcased another song that her father 

collected: 

Later on in the movie there’s a song called “Didn’t Leave Nobody But 

The Baby,” which is a lullaby that [Alan] recorded, sung by a woman 

named Sydney Carter from Senatopia, Mississippi, in the hill country. [. . 

.]  T-Bone Burnett made a very nice arrangement of it, and he added some 

verses.  The verses were beautiful, I was really impressed.  He had 

beautiful taste, instead of distorting it or cheapening it or something like 

that. (G4TV) 

Amazingly, in 2002 the soundtrack to O Brother, Where Art Thou? won Grammy 

Awards for both Album Of The Year and for Best Compilation Soundtrack Album for A 

Motion Picture.  This was only the second time in history that a “country” album won 

Album of the Year (MTV).  The success of the soundtrack could easily be considered 

greater than that of the film: by early 2001, the soundtrack sold 5 million copies, and in 

addition to winning five Grammy Awards, it also won the Country Music Award for 

Album of the Year and Single of the Year.  The O Brother soundtrack was the inspiration 

for three follow-up albums, a documentary film, and two corresponding concert tours 

called Down From the Mountain (IMDB).  
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Moving beyond the soundtrack, Lomax-Chairetakis comments on the way that her 

father’s work was sampled on Moby’s 1999 album Play: 

somebody here handed me this disc and said, “Listen to this. There’s a 

record out that’s using several songs that Alan recorded.” [. . .] I thought it 

was a very beautiful setting for these songs. It was something new. And it 

really gave space. [. . .]  The way that they were done was very tasteful 

and really gave a chance for the true, original music to come out. [It] gave 

it this setting so that it could communicate to the younger people in the 

contemporary scene, and not seem like old stuff to them.  I was very, very 

happy that [Moby] had done that [. . .].  He set a very good example. 

(G4TV) 

Lomax-Chairetakis’s comments are more than just interesting insights into the 

contemporary use of Lomax’s collection.  Instead, her comments about the creation of 

new arrangements, sampling, and placing old documents in new settings model 

discourse that is dialectic in nature.   

The sites of public memory that have been analyzed here—the Middleton 

Place Plantation and Lomax’s memoir—function in a manner that is not dialectical, 

but rather highly epideictic.  These sites demonstrate traditional qualities of epideictic 

rhetoric: they “reinforce adherence to commonly held values” as they praise or blame 

their subject matter, and they “celebrate the existing order by magnifying the virtue of 

the subject being eulogized or the vice of the subject being censured” (Sullivan 339).  

The epideictic rhetoric presented at the memorials is “concerned with celebrating the 
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cultural ideal rather than with determining the disposition of a particular case.”  

Ultimately, the result of epideictic rhetoric used at sites of public memory are 

consensus and orthodoxy (Sullivan 339).   Because sites of public memory typically 

utilize epideictic rhetoric to memorialize the past and celebrate a cultural ideal, they 

rely on communal symbols that recall traditional values and beliefs.  In turn, these 

value-laden symbols idealize the past and evoke nostalgia in their visitors.   

In this concluding chapter I argue that the dialectic is a more effective model 

for discourses that aim to memorialize, educate, and analyze historical matters.  Both 

dialectic and epideictic rhetoric have the potential to produce identification among 

their participants, but one produces an inclusive form of identification, while the other 

produces an exclusive brand of identification.  Because epideictic rhetoric praises, 

blames, and eulogizes, it privileges a rhetor with intimate knowledge of the subject 

matter.  This privileging establishes a top-down hierarchy in which one person—or a 

small group of people—didactically disseminate knowledge about a person or event.  

In contrast, the dialectic establishes a more horizontal power structure that privileges 

argument, counterpoints to arguments, and well-researched information.  In addition, 

participants in the dialectic can change the direction of the discourse, whereas the 

audience of epideictic rhetoric can only accept or reject the discourse. 

My argument here relies on Kenneth Burke’s work with the dialectic and 

identification, and also on the post-memoir conversation that took place after the 

publication of Alan Lomax’s memoir, The Land Where the Blues Began.  First I will 

more thoroughly establish the nature of power in epideictic rhetoric.  I will then 
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review the conversation that took place in print, through online discussion boards, and 

in reader reviews of the memoir.  And finally I will look at Kenneth Burke’s 

comments on the dialectic and identification and will argue for a form of 

identification that is more inclusive than that provided by epideictic rhetoric.   

 

Power Differentials and Identification in Epideictic Rhetoric and the Dialectic 

My critique of epideictic rhetoric begins with the audience’s ability—or their 

inability—to act.  Epideictic rhetoric presents a rhetorical situation in which the 

audience is able to react, but that ability is somewhat restrained or limited.  In 

Aristotle on Rhetoric, George A. Kennedy defines epideictic rhetoric as “[s]peeches 

that do not call for any immediate action by the audience but that characteristically 

praise or blame some person or thing, often on a ceremonial occasion such as a public 

funeral or holiday” (Aristotle 7).  In A New History of Classical Rhetoric, Kennedy 

adds that the definition of epideictic “needs to be broadened” to include “any 

discourse that does not aim at a specific action but is intended to influence the values 

and beliefs of the audience” (4).  My contention with epideictic rhetoric and with the 

nostalgia evoked at public sites of memory, is the inability of the participant to 

contribute to the ongoing conversation in an authorized or sanctioned manner.  

Epideictic rhetoric allows the audience to be influenced and impacted, but they are 

not provided with authorized avenues through which they can speak, act, or enact 

change.   
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This inability to act runs counter to the nature of rhetoric.  According to Lloyd 

Bitzer, the main goal of a rhetorical situation is to “produce action or change in the 

world” (3).  He continues to explain that  

rhetoric is a mode of altering reality, not by the direct application of 

energy to objects, but by the creation of discourse which changes 

reality through the mediation of thought and action.  The rhetor alters 

reality by bringing into existence a discourse of such a character that 

the audience, in thought and action, is so engaged that it becomes 

mediator of change. (Bitzer 3-4)   

According to the guidelines established here, epideictic rhetoric does not provide an 

effective rhetorical situation.  While the site of pubic memory might provide a 

message that can alter the reality of the tourist, it does not provide space for visitors 

to contribute to the discourse of the site in an authorized manner.  Visitors may speak 

with one another as they tour the site, or with people after they’ve left the site, but 

they cannot speak on behalf of the site.  Therefore, visitors to memorials can have 

their reality altered, but they cannot publicly contribute to the conversation in a way 

that is recognized by the memorial.  Granted, some situations warrant authorized 

speakers but epideictic rhetoric will always privilege the contributions made by those 

in positions of power.  

Although many recent publications attempt to revise traditional ideas about 

epideictic rhetoric, these revisions still leave epideictic rhetoric in the hands of 

educators.  In epideictic rhetoric an agent fulfills the position of a teacher, which 
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implies a hierarchy of those who have knowledge and those who need to receive 

knowledge.  Epideictic rhetoric privileges and gives power to the speaker or the 

storyteller, and in this manner, communities can only be influenced; they can never 

participate except to be influenced by the symbols presented.  The audience can 

identify with the speaker, imagine themselves into a community with the others who 

listen, walk away from the symbol, or they can create a discourse with members of 

their community.  But they cannot control or changed the information presented 

publicly.  Because epideictic rhetoric privileges an authorized speaker, it is hard to 

revise or reshape the hierarchical structure inherent to this form of discourse; because 

of this, epideictic rhetoric and sites of public memory are regulatory in nature.  

The dialectic offers a nice contrast to epideictic rhetoric.  In the fourth century 

B.C.E. Plato wrote in the Phaedrus that Socrates loved the “processes of division and 

bringing together.”  Socrates claimed that he would walk in the steps of whoever was 

able to perceive the naturalness of collecting things into one and then dividing them into 

many would and that he would follow that person “as if he were a god” (qtd. in Grammar 

404).  Socrates concludes that “those who have this art” are “usually call dialecticians” 

(qtd. in Grammar 404).  Throughout his work, Kenneth Burke perceived and articulated 

the naturalness of dialectical relationships—relationships that, as Socrates says, find unity 

and plurality existing simultaneously.  For example, Burke would have his readers think 

about rhetoric, the dialectic, and language through mergers and divisions, cooperation 

and competition, and division and identification.  Through descriptions such as these, 

Burkes presents the dialectic as a dynamic and powerful moment—a moment that can 
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result in transformation, transcendence of limits, and eventually, identification.  To 

understand Burke’s dialectic it is important to view the dialectic not just as the 

counterpoints of a conversation or an argument, but rather, the dialectic must be viewed a 

form of discourse that allows knowledge to be created.  

 A dialectic can take place between individuals, a group of people, or between 

individuals and a symbol.  It is extremely important to note that the dialectic is an on-

going conversation with a trajectory: it is more than just an exchange of ideas, but rather 

it is a modification of ideas, the discovery of truths, or a contribution to a whole.  Here 

we can see how Lomax-Chairetakis’ comments about sampling and the creation of new 

arrangements model the dialectic.  Pieces of Lomax’s collection were placed in new 

settings, they were layered against other pieces of music, and they were rearranged; but 

regardless of how they were used, they remained visible as they influenced the product 

that they became a part of.   

To complicate our definition of the dialectic further, it is necessary to look at the 

dialectic as a dialogue that is dynamic and creative in nature.  In his introduction to A 

Grammar of Motives, Burke explains the function of the dialectic by equating it to a 

“great central moltenness,” an “alchemic center,” and “the ground of existence” (xix).  In 

his description of the dialectic, Burke explains that,     

Distinctions, we might say, arise out of a great central moltenness, where 

all is merged.  They have been thrown from a liquid center to the surface, 

where they have congealed.  Let one of these crusted distinctions return to 

its source, and in this alchemic center it may be remade, again becoming 
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molten liquid, and may enter into new combinations, whereat it may be 

again thrown forth as a new crust, a different distinction.  So that A may 

become non-A.  But not merely by a leap from one state to the other.  

Rather, we must take A back into the ground of its existence, the logical 

substance that is its causal ancestor, and on to a point where it is 

consubstantial with non-A; then we may return, this time emerging with 

non-A instead.  Their participation in a common ground makes for 

transformability.  (xix) 

The dialectic is viewed as not just a dialogue, but rather as a moment that locates and 

exploits ambiguity through the continual regeneration of new combinations and 

redefinitions of distinctions.   

From the alchemic, molten center of the dialectic, linguistic and symbolic 

distinctions are created and then dissolved.  The dialectic actively encourages ambiguity 

as it collects and divides information: through the creation and removal of distinctions 

and definitions, information in the dialectic is never static, but instead malleable.  As 

newly transformed and merged information moves away from the center and toward the 

crust, distinctions congeal.  In order to undergo further transformations, the information 

must go back to the ambiguity of the center.  From this metaphor it can be argued that the 

dialectic is not simply a place to merge and collect, but it is literally the place where 

knowledge is created and recreated.  In the alchemic center material is not just 

transformed, but according to the definition of alchemic, it is transformed into something 

better and larger than the sum of its parts.  The dialectic locates ambiguities by exposing 
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the areas of overlap and contradiction that exists between distinctions.  As these 

ambiguous areas are elaborated, commonalities are found and recognized, creating new 

information and causing new distinctions.       

Burke continues to define the dialectic by explaining that, 

At every point where the field covered by any one of these terms overlaps 

upon the field covered by any other, there is an alchemic opportunity, 

whereby we can put one philosophy or doctrine of motivation into the 

alembic, make the appropriate passes, and take out another.  From the 

central moltenness, where all the elements are fused into one togetherness, 

there are thrown forth, in separate crusts, such distinctions as those 

between freedom and necessity, activity and passiveness, cooperation and 

competition, cause and effect, mechanism and teleology.  (xix) 

The alchemic opportunity of the dialectic is the chance to create a whole that is better 

than its parts.  Richard McKeon explains that, “The method of dialectic is a dialogue in 

the sense that two or more speakers or two or more positions are brought into relations in 

which it becomes apparent that each position is incomplete and inconclusive unless 

assimilated to a higher truth” (106).  Therefore, “Dialecticians, for the most part, do not 

refute, but rather assimilate other philosophers” (106).  Conceived of in this manner, the 

dialectic carries out “all three tasks of philosophy simultaneously—the discovery of truth, 

the construction of arguments, and the clarification of minds” (105).  When conceived of 

as an alchemic moment that fosters the assimilation of ideas, creates knowledge, and 
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locates higher truths, Burke’s dialectic is the appropriate moment to work out the 

specifics of community building and social cooperation. 

 Because, according to Burke, the aim of rhetoric is identification, all rhetorical 

discourse will produce different models of identification.  In other words, different 

discourses will persuade differently; ultimately, epideictic and the dialectic foster two 

very different types of identification.  Epideictic fosters a more regulated and exclusive 

identification, while the identification produced by the dialectic is more participatory and 

inclusive.  Granted, power differentials still exist within the dialectic, but the dialectic is 

inherently more open.  In addition, all participants in the dialectic are authorized to speak.  

For example, at Middleton Place Plantation, docents are authorized to speak on behalf of 

the site, not participants.  But in a dialectic discourse, anyone who chooses to speak is 

authorized to do so.  This is not to say that the speaker has credibility and power—these 

things are both established and usurped based upon the individual’s rhetorical skill.  But 

importantly, the dialectic authorizes all participants regardless of skill.  Based upon my 

analysis of sites of public memory, I suggest that historical conversations must rely on 

something more closely aligned to Burke’s dialectic. 

 

The Post-Memoir Conversation: The Emergence of a Dialectic 

It is my argument that the conversation that took place after the publication of 

Lomax’s memoir began to move away from the epideictic and established a dialectic; as a 

result, the conversation became less nostalgic.  I will refer to this conversation as the 

post-memoir conversation and will discuss it in two parts: this section will review how 
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the dialectic emerged through Robert Gordon and Bruce Nemerov’s book Lost Delta 

Found: Rediscovering the Fisk University-Library of Congress Coahoma County Study, 

1941-1942 and through comments made by Don Flemming, the current Associate 

Director of the Association for Cultural Equity (ACE).  These two texts are still highly 

authorized, but make moves toward the dialectic.  Then, in the next section, I will review 

the post-memoir conversation that has taken place online: here we see a full achievement 

of the dialectic.  The online post-memoir conversation utilizes Lomax’s memoir, Gordon 

and Nemerov’s book, and information accessed through the ACE. 

Our analysis of the post-memoir conversation begins with Robert Gordon and 

Bruce Nemerov’s Lost Delta Found: Rediscovering the Fisk University-Library of 

Congress Coahoma County Study, 1941-1942.  This text establishes a controversy 

between Lomax and the Fisk University researchers.  Both Lomax and the Fisk 

researchers embarked on the collecting trips with specific plans for publications.  Within 

five years after the trips, all three Fisk researchers had published their work.  Although 

these various publications were housed in the Fisk University library, at some point it 

was discovered that they went missing.  Lomax’s account of the collecting trip was 

recorded in his memoir and published nearly 50 years after the trip.  This is where the 

controversy takes shape: a file folder containing the lost Fisk publication was found in 

Lomax’s archives and upon comparison, there are significant similarities between the 

Fisk publications and the memoir.    

While blues scholar Robert Gordon conducted research for his Muddy Waters 

biography, his colleague, Bruce Nemerov asked him to keep an eye open for a manuscript 
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from John Work III.  Gordon knew that John Work was a musicologist who had taught at 

Fisk University and, as he puts it, he knew that Work was the “other guy on the trip when 

Muddy was first recorded” (XV).  While searching the Alan Lomax Archives at Hunter 

College in New York City, Gordon did in fact find a file folder “stashed in the back of a 

file cabinet drawer” that contained the complete manuscript of Fisk researchers John 

Work and Lewis Jones (29).  Consequently, in 2005 Gordon and Nemerov published the 

research of the Fisk University researchers in Lost Delta Found.  This book does an 

excellent job of showcasing the lost work of the Fisk researchers—along with the work of 

graduate student, Samuel Adams—and is comprised of an informative 27-page 

introduction to the manuscripts.  The introduction is written by Gordon and Nemerov and 

includes historical and biographical information on the researchers, as well as 

correspondence from those working on the project.  The introduction is then followed by 

the complete publication of Lewis Jones’ introduction to the Coahoma County Study, 

John Work’s book project that includes his manuscript and transcriptions, and finally, 

Samuel Adam’s master’s thesis.     

Lost Delta Found causes readers to question two elements of Lomax’s memoir.  

First, there are many obvious similarities between Lomax’s memoir and the manuscripts 

written by the Fisk researchers.  Lomax’s text includes extensive similarities to the three 

Fisk manuscripts that were all published fifty years prior to his memoir.  Another issue 

hotly debated by readers of both texts is the issue of acknowledgement.  Although Lomax 

notes the contribution of the Fisk researchers in the acknowledgements, his textual 

references to the three researchers are incomplete and ambivalent.  Not all three 
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researchers are mentioned in the body of the memoir, and those that are mentioned only 

seem marginally present or helpful on the collecting trips.  It should be noted that the 

Fisk researchers don’t mention Lomax in their manuscripts, but their publications are 

highly academic: their focus is on their transcriptions and the analysis of the 

transcriptions.  In other words, their focus is the collected information, and not the 

collectors.  The difference lies in Lomax’s move from a formal, academic document to 

personal memoir.  Because Lomax chose this format—one based heavily on 

recollections, relationships, and context—it seem logical that Lomax would provide more 

details and information about the team of researchers that he was working with.  Lomax 

takes time to carefully detail the different moments when he is reprimanded by local 

sheriffs and law officers for associating with black laborers, but he doesn’t fully 

introduce his readers to the Fisk University researchers.  Although Lomax’s memoirs are 

primarily based on the two collecting trips, which were planned and scouted by the Fisk 

researchers, Lomax fails to mention all three researchers that he collaborated with, and 

does not fully account for the contributions made by those who are mentioned.  

Another voice present in the post-memoir conversation is that of Don Flemming, 

the Associate Director of The Association for Cultural Equity (ACE).  When I arrived at 

the ACE offices, Flemming had already located information that he thought I would be 

interested in.  One of these documents was the “lost manuscript” that had been “stashed 

in the back of a file cabinet drawer” and found by Gordon.  But Flemming contributions 

to the conversation complicate the work of Gordon, Nemerov, and Lomax.  Upon 

showing me the manuscript, Flemming explained that once the ACE understood the 
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situation—once they understood that the Fisk University library did not have a copy of 

the manuscripts—they made a copy for themselves (the copy that I was looking at), and 

then they immediately returned their copy (the one that Gordon had found) to Fisk 

University.  But Flemming did point out that a Fisk University library call number was 

located on the manuscript.  Flemming made no argument or suggestion about this call 

number, but because it was a call number issued from the Fisk University library the 

implication is that the work of the Fisk researchers had at one time actually been 

published and held at the Fisk University library.  According to Flemming, Lomax 

requested a copy of the manuscript—which the Fisk library made and sent—and then the 

Fisk University lost their copy.  Then, after its absence was noticed, Gordon found 

Lomax’s copy of the original that was once held at the Fisk library.     

Another question raised by Flemming is the issue of representation and the 

agenda associated with representation.  While at the ACE I was looking over the field 

notes from the first meeting and recording session with Muddy Waters. When I made a 

comment about Alan’s field notes for this session, Flemming explained that these field 

notes were actually written by Lomax’s wife, Elizabeth.  He then mentioned the problem 

of representation: although Elizabeth made significant contributions to the collection, her 

presence on the trip is only mentioned once in both The Land Where the Blues Began and 

Lost Delta Found.  Lomax’s career is filled with stories of stolen manuscripts, 

undocumented sources, and unpaid participants, and as expected, these egregious acts 

took place at the expense of his African-American collaborators.  But Lomax’s work also 

disregards the contributions that female folklorists and performers made to the blues.  
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Contemporary blues scholars are also culpable: although Gordon and Nemerov seek to 

correct Lomax’s dismissal of the African Americans he worked with, the same interest 

does not exist when remembering both the Anglo and African American female 

folklorists who worked with Lomax.  In the process of correcting misrepresentations, 

female researchers do not receive the same attention as the misrepresentation of the blue 

performers.  

But because Lomax invited many female folklorists to accompany him on his 

collecting trips and to lend their skills to his work, this is a significant misrepresentation.  

These women include his wife Elizabeth, Zora Neale Hurston, Ruby Pickens Tartt, and 

Mary Barnicle.  Lomax’s published work rarely mentions their presence or their 

contributions, but these women documented recording sessions, asked questions during 

interviews, and completed field notes now located in the ACE and The Library of 

Congress.  As these women collected songs and stories, they gave shape and influence to 

the American blues.  But what is most interesting is that Lomax was working with and 

promoting a genre that was feminized before he even began collecting the blues.  

Because it was thought that black women could transcend the race barrier more easily 

than black men, women were first to record the blues and dominated the market 

throughout the 1920s.  In her book Blues Legacies and Black Feminism, Angela Davis 

explains that the blues afforded black women from “poor and working-class 

communities” the chance to become “publishers of oral texts,” and creators of black 

feminist attitudes (xii).  She goes onto state that “at the peak of the classic blues era, 

which loosely spanned the decade of the [1920s], hundreds of women had the opportunity 
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to record their work” (xii).  Therefore, it was black women who set the standard for early 

American blues—the same standard that Lomax was most likely trying to attain as he 

traveled the South collecting the blues. 

Flemming also speaks about Lomax’s relationship with technology and how this 

relationship impacted his work.  During my meeting with Flemming, I asked about 

Lomax’s ability to analyze race, but was surprised by Flemming’s response.  He 

disregarded my question entirely, and instead explained what he considers the 

underpinnings of Alan Lomax.  Flemming said that in order to understand Lomax’s work 

it was necessary to realize that “Alan was chasing technology.”  Flemming then 

explained the progression of recording instruments used by Lomax during his long 

career; this progression involved seven to eight forms of recording technology, beginning 

with acetate discs and ending with digital recordings.  But Flemming’s focus on Lomax’s 

complicated relationship with technology continued.  As Flemming took me on a tour of 

the archives, he pointed out some of the technologies used and developed by Lomax. 

These technologies included old computers, thousands of records, Lomax’s library, 

photographs both catalogued and loose, canisters of film and equipment for viewing film, 

hand-drawn posters used by Lomax during presentations, books that explained Lomax’s 

system of cantometrics and choreometrics, notation cards, and binders of songs and 

dances that had been turned into data using the canto- and choreometrics system.  

Although Lomax worked to collect traditional cultural practices and preserve the past, he 

was literally surrounded by technologies that symbolized the progression of his career 

and his removal from the past.  In other words, the technology used daily by Lomax 
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emphasized his uncomfortable position between the past and the present.  Flemming was 

right: in order to understand Lomax’s analysis of race, or of any other matter, it was 

necessary to first understand his relationship with the past. 

The publication of Lomax’s memoir opened a larger conversation about numerous 

topics, but specifically about the blues, race, and the ethics of collecting.  As can be seen, 

the tone of this conversation has been rather critical.  On the most primary level, the post-

memoir conversation addresses the desire to memorialize the work of a person but it 

wants to memorialize the right person, be that Lomax, the Fisk researchers, or the blues 

performers.  Although the post-memoir conversation presented above details the 

emergence of a dialectic—points and counterpoints—it is important to note that the texts 

produced by Gordon, Nemerov, and Flemming are still highly authorized, and as such 

they are didactic in nature and act to eulogize people and moments.  They are peer-

reviewed, published by commercial presses, and sanctioned by institutions and as such 

they remain part of the power hierarchy.  But it is important to note that these texts begin 

to open up and make way for a larger and more participatory dialectic. 

 

The Post-Memoir Conversation Goes Online: Achieving a Dialectic 

The final place where the post-memoir conversation takes place is by far the most 

interesting because we see the achievement of a dialectic.  Here the conversation about 

Alan Lomax, the Fisk researchers, and Gordon and Nemerov goes online and takes place 

in discussion groups, blogs, reader-posted book reviews, and on wikis.  Interestingly, 

many online posts cite information about Lomax and the Fisk researchers accessed 
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through the Library of Congress website, in print publications, or from the ACE.  In this 

manner, authors establish arguments and ethos.  Although Lost Delta Found and Don 

Flemming’s work represent contributions to the dialectic and a move away from 

epideictic rhetoric, the dialectic can be most vividly viewed online.  The dialectic takes 

place most fully as points and counterpoints are made, arguments are analyzed, and 

information and arguments are privileged rather than position.  The discourse found 

online, which fulfills the definition of a dialectic, has leveled the conversation.   And 

because of this leveling, it is more participatory.  

One of the most impressive elements of the online conversations is the access to 

and presentation of information that comes from researching printed material and online 

archives.  In addition to using sources, the most effective authors also analyze and 

interpret the evidence that they use.  In the following example, an author is posting a 

review of the Lost Delta Found.  Here the author refutes the claim that Lomax altered the 

way black spirituals and blues tunes were recorded.  Specifically, the claim is that Lomax 

asked performers to sing in different keys, and heavily monitored what songs would be 

recorded.  The refutation argues that because of his training and background Fisk 

University researcher, John Work III, also had strict standards of what should be 

considered “good” folk music.   

According to the New Grove Dictionary of Music, John Work III was     

indeed a prolific composer of classical music, mostly of choral but also 

instrumental. He composed 70 arrangements of folk material in which rich 

textures and use of dynamics added interest to the repetition of the stanza 
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form. His large-scale choral works were not based on folk music. They are 

strictly diatonic. Work’s cantata “The Singers” (text by Longfellow) won 

a national composers’ prize in 1946. Work was also an acknowledged 

authority on black folk music and published several books on the topic. In 

the 1950s, he toured Europe conducting the Fisk Jubilee chorus.  

 

As a classical music composer and educator in a school with a mission to 

“uplift” its pupils, Work had strict standards of what constituted “good” 

and “bad” folk performance. He prized [. . .] “correct” diatonic intonation 

(no expressive shifts of half or quarter tones), and felt that songs should 

always end on the tonic—all essentially bel canto rather than folk criteria. 

(Amazon) 

This reviewer is showing the complexity of demonizing Lomax’s collecting practices 

without evaluating the collection and work of other ethnomusicologists.  The 

comparison between Lomax and Work’s practices is important because it also 

complicates the expectations that come with race.  Lomax is expected to not fully 

understand the work that he is collecting, so much so that he would alter and change 

songs.  Conversely, it is expected that Work would fully understand, and would allow 

recordings and collections to exist unmediated.  But this author shows that Work was 

a trained expert on both folk and classical performances, and similarly, Lomax should 

be allowed the same space to move beyond the expectations of his race.    

 A common online posting is one that deals with Gordon and Nemerov’s claim 
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that Lomax fails to acknowledge or mention the contributions of the Fisk University 

researchers in his memoir.  For example, one post states the following: “That Alan 

Lomax didn’t acknowledge colleagues, specifically composer John Work is an 

unscrupulous Swift-Boat-like smear that has lately been perpetrated to hype a recent 

edition of Coahoma study material” (Volnation).  On another message board, a reader-

reviewer has posted the paragraph from Lomax’s acknowledgements where he mentioned 

the researchers.  Here Lomax writes “I have many people to thank for contributions on 

fieldwork data—Samuel Adams, John Work, and mainly Lewis Jones, who collaborated 

on the whole Coahoma County Survey”  (481).  The reviewer notes that Lomax also 

acknowledges that “[m]uch of the sociological material in this chapter was gathered by 

Lewis Jones and his Fisk University associates, and summed up by him in two 

unpublished monographs, ‘The Mississippi Delta’ and ‘An Ecology of Counties,’ edited 

by Lewis Jones in the 1940s.  These sources, as well as conversations with Jones, are 

cited and paraphrased here” (496).  As a conclusion to this reviewer’s post, they note that 

there are eighteen references to Lewis Jones in the memoir and the “most” are “highly 

complementary” (cite).  Both what is said and not said enables readers to interpret the 

information presented in the dialectic.  For example, in this reader-reviewer’s post it is 

revealed that Lomax did acknowledge the Fisk researchers; but because the reviewer 

provides the page numbers where the acknowledgement takes place, readers are made 

aware that Lomax’s acknowledgement came at the end of an almost 500 page memoir.  

Because dialectic discourse takes place at a faster pace than epideictic, arguments are 

composed quickly and include fissures and weak spots.  These weak spots allow for other 
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participants to change their positions, rethink stances, and analyze the evidence 

presented. 

The argumentative style of those who are critical of Lomax’s work is very 

different from those who support Lomax.  For example, one supportive respondent 

lists nine “claims” made in Lost Delta Found along with nine corresponding “facts” 

drawn from Lomax’s memoir; as can be seen, those supportive of Lomax are very 

quantitative in their posts.  Similarly, critical readers are much more qualitative: in 

this manner, respondents discuss the experience they had while reading The Land 

Where the Blues Began.  For example, one reader writes, “I cringed a lot while 

reading this.  For one thing, in my opinion, his constant elegies to the black man hide 

a latent racism.  I mean, he just seems so PROUD of himself that he was a southerner 

who ‘got on’ with black people.  The stereotypes abound” (Volnation).  Another 

reader-reviewer addresses the experience of reading Lomax as a black person: “The 

other thing I get from Lomax is how alien this book reads to me as a Black person.  

Lomax’s approach is that he is always explaining Black culture and Black people to 

white people, so that reading this book from within the culture, I feel a bit excluded” 

(Amazon).  This author continues by explaining Lomax’s specific errors when 

dealing with race:  

While [Lomax] tries to show the connections between the Delta 

culture and Africanism, his view of Africa is too general to deal with a 

large continent.  Africa has a lot of countries and different cultures. 

Africanism can’t simply be generalized.  To be useful different 
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[African] cultures [should] be identified or at least discussed.  One 

could say that Lomax’s approach might be excused in the 1940s when 

he made these trips, but this book was written in the 1990s.  For 

example, in Deep Blues by Bob Palmer, Palmer speculates that an 

important factor differentiating musical traditions in the Mississippi 

Delta from the Southeast is that much of the Delta’s Black population 

descended from Bantus and not West Africans, something Lomax is 

unaware of.  (Volnation) 

Even though the dialectic privileges information and argument, the ethos, credibility, 

and experience of the speaker still carry weight in the discussion.  Here, both posts 

point to specific moments in Lomax’s memoir—stereotypes and the explanation of 

black culture—and then articulate a reader-response experience based off of these 

textual moments.   

 Readers who are critical of Lomax notice his nostalgic sentiments and are 

suspicious readers.  One reviewer comments that 

Lomax’s story is an artificially put together fiction manufactured out of 

his memories, notes, and perhaps wishful thinking 50 years after the fact.  

It centers on Alan Lomax and not on the people of Mississippi.  He 

combines incidents that took place on a longer trip in 1941 with incidents 

that occurred on a shorter one in 1942.  People known to John Work and 

his team for years are recreated as people that Lomax discovers just 

walking down the street in Memphis or Clarksdale. (NYTimes) 
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Whereas epideictic establishes identification based upon communal values, as seen here, 

the dialectic foster identification based upon the logical use of information.  Here, the 

reviewer can step outside of the memorializing done by Lomax and contrasts the 

information presented there with information found in other places.       

The dialectic created by online posts provides room for readers who inhabit a 

middle ground and who can see contributions from both texts.  For example, one reader 

shows excitement because, although they disagreed with the overall argument of Lost 

Delta Found, the text provided new information about the Southern blues.  The reader is 

excited because in Lost Delta Found “[j]ukeboxes are catalogued, with numbers of plays 

per song in some cases. Obscure statistical studies are mentioned and summarized that 

clarify the nature of the milieu in which Muddy, Son House, etc., worked, drank, sang, 

played.  And all those unknown songs!” (Volnation).   

Similarly, another reader-reviewer addresses not Lomax or Gordon and Nemerov, 

but the other reviewers.  Here the reviewer is responding to some critical posts about Lost 

Delta Found: 

To read some of these reviews, you’d think the introduction to the material 

[presented in Lost Delta Found] was more important than the substance of 

the book—source material, copies of many previously unpublished songs 

in John Work’s own handwriting, an essay that gives you the pulse and 

taste of life in the delta in 1941.  “Down by the Green Apple Tree,” a 

children’s song collected from Sarah Teague, is worth the price of the 

book.  I’m grateful to everyone who collected the songs, which to me are 
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99% of the whole point anyway.  To give this book one star because you 

are quibbling with academic interpretations is to miss the whole point of 

the book—to revive the material itself, and to honor the people who 

created and sang it.  The authors’ intention is to celebrate John Work’s 

contribution, not to denigrate Alan Lomax’s. (Amazon) 

Here, in a very overt manner, we see a respondent attempting to change the direction of 

the dialectic.  Because this discourse is dialectic in nature, the writer is authorized to 

speak.  And because the writer uses sources and refers back to the texts in question, 

credibility and ethos are established.  Overall, what is found in this dialectic discourse is 

a non-nostalgic conversation that attempts to recognize historical figures and a historical 

moment.   

 

The Relationship Between the Dialectic and Identification 

  In conclusion, I offer the dialectic as a solution to nostalgic memorializing of past 

moments and people.  The dialectic is an appropriate model for discourse not simply 

because it’s participatory, but because it has a direct impact on identification—in fact, the 

dialectic leads to identification.  If the foundation of a conversation is more inclusive, it 

follows that the resulting identification will be more inclusive as well.  This argument is 

supported by Burke.  When read chronologically, Burke’s 1945 A Grammar of Motives 

and 1950 A Rhetoric of Motives show Burke working through his ideas on identification.  

As these two texts are mined for key terms, four become significant: dialectic, 

transformation, transcendence, and identification.  Not only do these terms rise as key 
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terms, but they are systemic and procedural in nature: one leads to the other.  When this 

process is analyzed, we can isolate the conditions that allow for the possibility of more 

inclusive and ethical identification.   

When working out his definition of the dialectic, Burke thought of it as a rule-

governed system.  Burke placed the dialectic as the first step in the process of 

identification and he treated this process as a system contingent upon the participants of 

the dialectic.  David Blakesley explains that Burke’s dialectic is systematic in nature 

because it “is the systematic working out of a terminology to its predetermined end” 

(Blakesley 141).  Burke explains the rules that govern the dialectic in A Grammar of 

Motives; here he says that the dialectic is “the spinning of terms out of terms, as the 

dialectician proceeds to make explicit the conclusions implicit in key terms or 

propositions used as generating principles” (403).  As the dialectic spins terms out of 

terms, it sets in motion the process of identification, which then systematically traces the 

implication of the terms or ideas articulated in the dialectic.  In his discussion of terms 

and their determined conclusions, Blakesley quotes Burke’s statement that “At the very 

start, one’s terms jump to conclusions” (qtd. in Blakesley 133).  Blakesley explains this 

by stating that, “While we often think of our first words as beginnings, Burke will have 

us think of them as endings, as conclusions to tangled chains of meaning, significance, 

motivation, and dialectic” (133).  The dialectic is a place where terminology, words, and 

symbols are created and articulated.  Although the terms and ideas are just beginnings, 

they already imply their predetermined conclusions.  It is through the process of 

identification that the ideas, terms, and principles of the dialectic are worked out to their 
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predetermined end, being fully realized at the moment of identification.  Therefore, to 

change or alter the moment of identification, we must change or alter the dialectic.14  In 

this manner, identification should be thought of not necessarily as a moment, but as a 

process that is governed by rules and systems.  

 The process of identification follows the logic that if two opposing individuals or 

groups enter into a dialectic, they will experience a transformation.  Through the 

interaction and exchange of the dialectic, individuals experience a transformation that 

enables them to transcend their reality of differences in exchange for a moment of 

identification.  This moment of identification allows a space—communal and imaginative 

in nature—in which social cooperation can take place. So it is through identification that 

once-opposing individuals experience and recognize commonalties with each other, and 

are inclined to work together to build a cooperative community.  There are two important 

points here:  First, rather than existing as a single moment taking place randomly, 

identification is a process situated within a context.  And second, because the process of 

identification begins in the dialectic and only those present in the dialectic are able to 

                                                
14  In A Grammar of Motives Burke demonstrates the determining power of the dialectic through 
the illustration of a card trick.  Here Burke likens the dialectic to a card trick where merger and 
division take place: he explains that “one’s initial act in choosing [. . .] terms that merge or terms 
that divide has an anticipatory effect upon one’s conclusion” (415).  When performing a card trick, 
a person asks the participants leading questions that “follow an order of decreasing 
generalization” (415).  As cards are named and excluded as options, the game becomes more 
specific.  But the conclusion of the card trick is dependent upon what cards are excluded through 
the process of merger and division.  Blakesley explains that this card trick is an act that simply 
“exploits the ambiguity of terminology in give-and-take, the act of dividing and merging meanings 
in the interest of reaching conclusions” (148).  Burke uses the card trick as an example of how 
terms—or cards—set the boundaries of the dialectic.  According to Burke’s illustration of the card 
trick, the dialectic is a systematic method of tracking down the implications of “first principles”—or 
rather, in the dialectic our “conclusions [. . .] become starting points” (Blakesley 149). 
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follow the process through to identification, it is the dialectic that controls identification.  

I will detail each step in the process below.   

 The dialectic is the first stage in the process of identification and is often defined 

simply as the counterpoints of an argument, a conversation, or a dialogue between two 

people, two groups, or between a person and a symbol.  But according to Burke’s 

definition, the counterpoints of the dialectic create and employ the “possibilities of 

linguistic transformation.”  Not only is the dialectic an exchange of ideas, but it also 

makes transformation possible and sets into motion the process of identification.  Burke 

continues to explain that the dialectic can also be discussed in terms of mergers and 

divisions and as transcendence (Grammar 402).  Also helpful is Burke’s “example par 

excellence of dialectic”: the visual image of “spiraling.”  Spiraling works because the 

dialectic is a conversation, an argument, or a thought process that moves in a circular 

nature, yet moves forward at the same time.  In other words, the spiraling motion of the 

dialectic has progression rather than merely succession (Grammar 403).   

 Burke provides a list of definitions for the dialectic, all of which deal with 

exchange and progression.  The following are examples of Burke’s dialectic: “the 

discovery of truth by the give and take of converse and redefinition”; “the art of 

disputation”; “the processes of ‘interaction’ between the verbal and the non-verbal”; “any 

development [. . .] got by the interplay of various factors that mutually modify one 

another, and may be thought of as voices in a dialogue or roles in a play, with each voice 

or role in its partiality contributing to the development of the whole” (403).  It is 

extremely important to note that the dialectic is an on-going conversation with a 
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trajectory—it is more than just an exchange, it is the modification of ideas, the discovery 

of truths, and a contribution to the whole.  

 The forward motion created by the dialectic prepares participants for 

transformation, which is the second step in the process of identification.  Through 

conversation and the exchange of ideas, participants in the dialectic consider the opinions 

and ideas of others, and are prepared to experience a linguistic transformation.  

Transformation affects the way that a person views their own life, the lives of those 

around them, and it ultimately affects the relationships that individuals have with their 

society.  Transformation is important because it requires a shift in perspective and 

motivation.  As Burke explains, transformation is “a change in substance or principle, a 

qualitative shift in the nature of motivation” (Grammar357).  When an individual begins 

to perceive herself and her society differently, she will also be motivated to interact and 

function socially in a different and transformed manner.  Transformation brings a change 

of principle and introduces a “new quality of motivation” (Grammar 421).  

 Once an individual experiences the change of perspective achieved through 

transformation, they are then able to transcend the differences that make them estranged 

from others in society.  Within the process of identification, transcendence follows 

transformation.  After transformation takes place, or has begun to take place, individuals 

are able to transcend, or move beyond their reality of division in exchange for a 

communal existence.  In the “Dictionary of Pivotal Terms” in Attitudes toward History, 

Burke explains that the entry for transcendence is “When approached from a certain point 

of view, A and B are ‘opposites.’  We mean by ‘transcendence’ the adoption of another 
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point of view from which they cease to be opposites” (336).  Here Burke adds, “Primitive 

peoples recognize the process of transcendence in their initiation rites whereby, at 

different periods in the life of the individual, he is symbolically endowed with a new 

identity, as he enters some new corporate grouping within the tribe” (337).  Like the 

dialectic, transcendence also involves a forward movement.  The dialectic involves a 

movement toward transformation, or rather, towards a change in motives and perspective.  

But transcendence moves an individual with an already incorporated identity towards an 

identity that is even more broadly incorporated.  Because the transformed individual has a 

new motive, they are able to move beyond prior limitations or boundaries, and toward an 

identity that transcends previous differences or limitations.  

 Once the individual transcends previous differences or limitations through the 

recognition of similarities in other individuals or communities, they achieve 

identification, thereby completing the process of identification.  Identification is basically 

the realization of a people’s interdependence based upon their “common stake in both co-

operative and symbolic networks” (Attitudes 234).  To emphasize both the importance 

and the inevitability of identification, Burke suggests that an individual does not create 

their own identity.  Rather, “the so-called ‘I’ is merely a unique combination of partially 

conflicting ‘corporate we’s’” (Attitudes 264).  An individual constructs their identity to 

the degree that they identify with an already established corporate identity.  And if an 

individual attempts to escape from corporate identity, they will simply replace one 

corporate identity with another.  Therefore, “Identification is not in itself abnormal; nor 

can it be ‘scientifically’ eradicated. [. . .]  In fact, ‘identification’ is hardly other than a 
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name for the function of sociality” (Attitudes 266-67).  Identification is the process 

through which individuals are mentally equipped to work with each other.  It helps 

individuals suspend the reality of their extreme difference in recognition of their 

similarities and is an imagined alliance between individuals who have opposing ideas.  It 

is within moments such as these that individuals are able to engage in cooperative social 

actions that build working communities.      

Therefore, the dialectic is not simply the counterpoints of an argument, a 

conversation, or a dialogue, but rather it is the moment where knowledge is created and 

where reality can be altered through linguistic transformation.  Because of the creative 

and transformative power of the dialectic, it is also the controlling and determining 

moment within the process of identification.  In sum, rather than a single moment, 

identification is a process that involves the dialectic, transformation, transcendence, and 

identification.  And as a process, the dialectic controls and determines identification.  In 

other words, as the originating point for identification, the dialectic determines and 

controls the nature of identification that will follow.   

Nostalgia can also be looked at as a process that terminates in identification.  All 

individuals are separated, estranged, and alienated from other members of society.  When 

an estranged individual confronts a symbol representative of a time and place that they 

are removed from, the individual begins to feel nostalgic.  In order to satiate their 

nostalgic emotion, the individual seeks out a collective to commiserate with.  This 

collective group then provides a counter-symbol to the one that evoked the nostalgia.  

This counter-symbol typically takes the form of values and beliefs presented by the 
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collective.  Then, when the individual adheres and accepts values of the collective, they 

experience identification.   

 

In Conclusion: A Dialectic Solution to Nostalgia 

Although the aim of all rhetorical activity is identification, different types of 

discourse develop and shape different styles of identification.  Epideictic effectively 

persuades and identifies members of a community based upon common values, shared 

symbols, and an accepted notion of history.  This is not a bad thing: epideictic rhetoric 

promotes cooperation as “individuals who compose [. . .] a community [. . ] act together 

upon values that constitute their common identity” (Clark 31).  My concern with the 

epideictic is the inability of the participants to do more than just cooperate.  Through the 

dialectic individuals are offered a style of discourse that values information, argument, 

and openly authorizes participants to speak and change the course of the conversation.  

When looking at the relationship between the discourse style and the resulting 

identification, it follows that the dialectic would produce an identification that is more 

inclusive to marginalized voices and oppressed populations than the identification 

produced by the epideictic.  This is largely due to the value that the epideictic places on 

an authorized or sanction rhetor.  But most importantly, because it privileges 

counterargument, the dialectic isn’t as susceptible to the nostalgic conversations that 

typically memorialize historical events.  Due to the participatory nature of the dialectic, 

contributions to the conversation are checked and monitored by other members of the 

dialectic. 
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 This turn towards a non-nostalgic conversation is seen in the interview with Anna 

Lomax-Chairetakis that opened this chapter.  As Lomax-Chairetakis reviews the 

reworkings of Lomax’s collection she described a dialectic: information is sampled, 

rearranged, and placed in new contexts.  As the interview proceeds there are no nostalgic 

longings for African-Americans placed in churches, fields, or on levees.  Instead the 

conversation revolves around the new product that has been created out of the old.  Equal 

attention is given to the producers of the art as well as to those who collected, rearranged, 

and sampled.  And it is clear that all of these participants have, in different ways, changed 

the reality of the conversation.   

While it would be impossible and unnecessary to eradicate all nostalgic yearnings, 

we do need to critique those that function in a tyrannical manner to position race, reflect 

conservative social relations, and simplify historical struggles.  I argue that through the 

adoption of the dialectic, conversations and memorials about historical events will be 

more effective, and more inclusive to marginalized voices.  
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